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Two new types 0/ tone controls- one with con
stant turnover and variable slope and one with 
both turnover and slope variable. See page 18. 

FEEDBACK TONE-CONTROL CIRCUIT 

SIMPLITRONICS-Understanding the r in Transistors 

SPEAKER ENCLOSURES-Conclusion of ~~SOUND" 
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QUA LIT Y, SUP E R B! 

• Supe r com pi ian ce (2.5}-d rops 
distortion below \\negligible" point. 

• Super response-flat from 20 to 
15,000 cycles, without equalization! 

Turnover Model, 3T 
(Actual Size, 1-7/16 inch) 
Single-needle Model 3P 

also available 

rr •• • overall smoothness instantly apparent" says The Audio League, reporting 
on tests of the revolutionary new Sonotone Super-Fidelity Ceramic Cartridge. 

To the many other advantages of ceramic cartridges, 
'now add response ... "unusually smooth over its en
tire range". Those are the words of The Audio League 
-and there is no more respected authority for expert, 
impartial listening tests. Here are further author
ized quotes from their April, 1956 report: 

" ... very substantial middle and bass performance. 
I t gives the impression of a more substantial extreme 
bottom than one gets with a magnetic cartridge and 
any of the several moderately good commercial pre
amplifier-equalizer units ... " 

" ... a most appealing sense of balance of the various 
portions of the spectrum ... " 

" ... in view of its excellent listening quality, it must 
be considered an outstanding buy when used with an 
appropriate amplifier ... " 

Before you invest in another ca,rtridge, get the full 
facts on the revolutionary new Sonotone "3" series. 

Worth building your entire system around-for it 
gives you extremely important advantages no veloc
ity type can match-including modest cost. 

*Authorized quotation number 34 from Volume I, No. 12, 
April 1956, of The Audio League Report. Complete techni
cal and subjective report available from The Audio League, 
Pleasantville, N. Y. Single issue $.50, twelve issues, $4.00. 

Only Sonotone's "Super-Fidelity" Gives 
You Such Sound-Plus These Advantages: 
1. High voltage output eliminates need for 

pre-amplification. 

2. Flat RIAA response without need for 
equalization (tone controls suffice) . 

3. Absolutely no magnetic hum. 

4. Reduced noise from simplified circuitry. 

5. Modest cost: single needle 3P-ID with dia
mond, $30.00 list; turnover 3T-SD with 
sapphire-diamond, $32.50 list. 

~------------;~ 
~· INC · ",,-t> 

ELECTRONIC 

APPLICATIONS 
DIVISION SONOTONE® CORPORATION 

ELMSFORD, N. Y. 
WRITE SONOTONE FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE BROCHURE 

IN CANADA, CONTACT ATLAS RADIO CORPORATION, LTD. 50 WINGOLD AVENUE, TORONTO 
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• 20 Watt Amplifier, 5-1000; push
button equalization, Z729/EF86 low 
noise phono preamp, "center-set" 
loudness control, rumble and scratch 
£lIters, in a variety of cabinet styles. 
From $99.50. 

SherWOOd 
• FM-AM Tuner, 5-2000; 1.2 p.v cas

code FM sensitivity, AFC, wide/nar row 
AM bands, in cabinets to match the 
S- 1000 amplifiers. From $139.50. 

SherWOOd 
• FM Tuner, 5-3000; 1.2 p.v cascode FM 

sensitivity, AFC, and many other fea 
tures, in cabinets to match the S- l 000 
ampliflers. From $99.50. 

SherWOOd 
• Forester 3-Way Speaker System: 

1 !i2% 1M distortion at 25 watts, true 
horn-loaded woofer, 300/5000 cps 
crossover in a variety of cabinet styles. 
From $189.00. 

SherWOOd 
• Low-Boy Forester Speaker System 

and matching equipment cabinet, fea 
turing faultless Sherwood engineering 
and exquisite design. 

.gerwood 
• Complete Forester Kits, including all 

necessary instructions to assemble your 
own speaker systems. From $129.00. 

SherWOOd 
• Crossover Networks with 12 db per 

octave a ttenuation to provide almost 
complete freedom from intermodula
tion distortion. From 

.gerwood 
Fo r the newest developments 
in fine High Fidelity prod ucts, 
see 

at your local dealer . .. or 
write for free literature. 

DEPT. 8A, 2802 W. CULLOM AVE. 
CHICAGO 18, ILL. 

1 
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non-profit organization 
of the high fidelity industry 

A nnounces 
the first 

Industry-Sponsored 

NEW YORK 
HIGH FIDELITY 

SHOW ·· 
at the 

air condi tioned 

N. Y. TRADE SHOW BLDG. 

2 

36th Sf. & 8th Ave., N. Y. C. 

SEPT. 

27~30 
195 6 
2 P.M. to 10 P.M. 

INSTI TUTE OF 
HIGH FlDWTY MANUFACTURE:RS, 

P.O. Box 284 • Mineola, N.Y. 

JEAN SHEPHERD 

A 
GOOD DEAL of the pleasUl·e of almost 

anything comes from knowing some
, thing about the subject. Whether it 

be golf, opera, or ecology, there isn't much 
fun in groping around in the dark and jazz 
is certainly no exception. For a long while 
writing on the subject of jazz was pretty 
much in the polemic class on t he one hand 
or the tract class on the other. The books 
w!)re mostly written by people who devoted 
300 pages to proving that one or the other 
periods ill jazz was the real thing and all 
others merely a plastic image of the good 
stuff. It was u~ually possible within the first 
ten pages of reading to tell what particular 
jazz ax the author was about to grind for 
the next ten chapters or so and the worth 
.of the book was judged .only _by the critical 
biases of the individual reader. If you 
thought the same way as the writer the 
book w~s a good one and if he spoke highly 
of modern sounds while you dug only ar· 
chaic jazz the volume was a phonus balonus 
to you. The rest of the literature was made 
up of spotty incomplete "discographies" 
which followed much the same philosophy 
of ax grinding as that in compilin6" lists 
of "gl'eat" recordings. And so it went. At 
least so it went until a few months back 
when Grove Press published in America 
"J azz: Its Evolution and Essence" by the 
French critic and musician Andre Hodeir. 
I am firmly convinced that this volume will 
prove to be the turning point in jazz criti
cal literature and henceforth anything done 
in the field will eventually and inevitably 
be compared with it. Hodeir is obviously a 
person of rare perception with the ability 
as well to communicate what he knows and 
feels . In addition he is exceptionally well 
qualified to write in the field of jazz since 
he is a prize winner at the Paris Conserva
tory in the areas of composition, harmony, 
and history of music, as well as being a top 
jazz performer. In short, he knows what he 
is talking about and knows how to say it. 

Hodeir is the current leader among 
French jazz critics whose work has been 
more or less the standard of the world for 
some time now. America produces the jazz 
musicians but it is unquestionably Europe 
that has come up with the people who have 
set the critical standards of writing about 
jazz. To those of you who have nev)r had 
the pleasure of reading the works of this 
school of criticism you can do no better 
than to begin with this fine volume by 
Hodeir. If your bookstore doesn't know o'f 
its existence, which wouldn't surprise me 
much, they can order it for you from Grove 
Press, 795 Broadway, New York 3, a. $3.50 
per copy which is less than many second 
rate LP's these days. This is a particularly 
good buy if you feel constantly called upon 
to explain your weakness for jazz to those 

who are wrapped up in "serious" music 
and can't understana why a man of your 
obvious intellectual attainments should 
have such a regrettable blind spot. It will 
give you plenty of ammo for the next quiet 
discussion over the gin and tonic. And last 
but no less important, it is a most interest· 
ing book to j ust read and enjoy. 

Reco~ding Practice 

For the last few months a new and pecul
iar trend has developed in the jazz LP 
market that should be noted both with some 
wonder and perhaps a bit of alarm. It all 
goes back to the current methods of studio 
recording. When a jazz group records it 
usulllly runs over the tunes several tinles 
before a version is taped that satisfies 
everyone concerned. However, all the re
jected versions and incidental doodling re
mains on tape and is rarely erased while 
the session is in progress. A log is kept 
with the 'cut number of both the rejected 
stuff and the ones okayed entered for the 
records of the recording studio for later 
reference when masters are dubbed. Most 
of the rejected stuff is then erased and 
nothing further happens. At least that is 
what is supposed to occur ·and it does in the 
majority of cases. However, lately some of 
this same waste material has been appear
ing on the market under the guise of new 
stuff by some pretty well known jazz people 
and they are understandably heated up ovel' 
the situation. First of all, the material 
under question was usually rejected for 
good reasons when it was originally cut. 
These reasons generally boil down to the 
fact that it just didn't measure up to the 
standard of the artist at the time. No artist 
wants his "fluffed" work to be presented 
seriously to the public as examples of what 
he is doing or has done in the past. 

H the contents of many a top novelist's 
office wastebasket were to be published 
without explanatory notes there would be 
an almost universal critical reappraisal of 
said novelists. The same holds true for any 
type of artist whether painter, musician, or 
playwright. Not only that but jazz is a con· 
stantly advancing art and what a man did 
in a studio five or six years ago might not 
even approach his concepts of the present 
time. I know one pianist who was recently 
included in an album presenting the work 
of four top jazz performers who didn't 
even remember cutting the tape but only 
knew from the sound of the material that 
-it was at least five years old and could 
have been older. Her work of today doesn 't 
even resemble the stuff on t he LP and 
probably never did since it is obvious upon 
hearing as to why it wasn ' t previously 
pressed. 

AUDIO • AUGUST, 1956 
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AIR FORCE, NAVY AND AIRFRAME 

CUSTOMERS RECEIVE FULL-TIME SERVICE 

AND INSTRUCTION ON FIRE CONTROL 

SYSTEMS AND GUIDED MISSILES. 

Hughes maintains a highly trained organization of expert 
engineering support to the armed services and airframe manufacturers 

using the Company's equipment, wherever operational bases or plants 
are located. Each of the engineers devoted to this work holds a degree in electrical 

engi~eering or physics, and is experienced in electronics equipment maintenance 
or design, These men are assigned to five separate divisions of the department: Engineering 

Writing, Training School, Field Engineers, Technical Liaison, Field Modification. 

r-- -- -------- -- --~ 

: HUGHES : 
I I L ________________ J 

• AUGUST, 1956 

ENGINEERS 
AND 
PHYSICISTS 
If you feel that you are qualified 
for any of the above 
positions. send us your resume 
and Qualifications. 

SCIBNTIFIC 

STAFF 

RBLATIONS 

RESEARCH 

AND DEVELOPMENT 

LABORATORIES 

Hug/les Aircraft COlllpatlY 

G.llver City, 
Los Angeles County, California 
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In cities with 
their own Symphony Orchestras, 

and wherever else listeners 

can compare reproduced with 
live music, the preference is for 

« .Z..A..::EE: 

among them the B-30S 

A 30-Watt, three-way Speaker Sys
tem in an elegantly-styled infinite
baffle enclosure, with superb tonal 
and dynamic precision from 35 to 
beyond 16,000 cycles. 

EXPORT : 
Electronics Manufacturers' 
Export Co., Hicksville, N. Y. 

.. l 

This same artist is right now mulling 
oyer the possibility of a law suit but can't 
convince herself that she would be able to 
realize much out of it except a lot of trou
ble. True, many a person believes that all 
the work of a truly creative mind should be 
preserved but most artists don't agree with 
such ideas, knowing the amount of stuff 
they themselves have tossed out as worth
less tries. Then there is the poor old 
knocked-about customer to consider. He 
finds himself once again in the familiar 
position of shelling out first-rate prices for 
second-rate stuff. This is material actuaUy 
taken out of the studio waste basket but 
never labelled as such. It is as though a 
movie were to be made entirely from the 
clippings found on the cutting room floor. 
It might be amusing for the first ten min
utes, but it couldn't be taken as a true 
representation of the film arts. A receut 
Oharlie Parker release was so full of fluffs 
and muffed cues as to be almost ludicrous 
but the album notes treated the material as 
though it were priceless; which it might 
have been if treated as a joke. I'm sure 
that if Parker were still on the scene he 
would have been the firs t to prottlst. The 
nature of jaz:z; is such that a musician must 
produce a lot of plain old fashioned dross 
for every small amount of gold created so 
it is wise to t reat t he dross as such even 
though it comes from the horn of a great 
performer. All is far from gold except at 
the cash register where it all looks alike. 
It also is described alike on album (~vers, 
but that is an entirely different ma'~,er. I 
don't know what to suggest to remedy this 
situation unless it be a crackdown by the 
union or a new clause in recording contracts 
calling for the immediate destruction of all 
rejected material. 

Jazz Festival 
Since this seems to be a time to clean 

up back odds and ends I feel that a few 
notes on the j ust past summer j azz "fes
tival" season won't be too far afield. Try 
as I might, I just can ' t take these affairs 
seriously, neither for the jazz they produce 
nor for the couditions under which it is 
heard. Perhaps the connection between the 
two is closer t han most people suspect. That 
is to say, much of the quality and impact 
of the music is closely dependent upon the 
place and time of hearing or playing. It is 
mOl'e than a little disconcerting to hear a 
blues singer wailing the lyrics to St. James 
I nfinnary B lues while the bright sunlight 
pours down upon the ice-cream-eating crowd 
mostly dressed in Bermuda shorts and play
suits. Most jazz today is intimate stuff and 
it is night music at that. Beer just seems 
to miss at breakfast in much the same way 
jazz misses at three in the afternoon. The 
less said about the panel discussions that 
always accompany these affairs the better. 
J azz among all the arts seems to be the 
field that triggers more talky-talk among 
college-professor-experts than all the rest 
combined. It seems all that is required 
today to make a "panel" is a couple of 
degrees in anything other than III usic -and 
a memory for musicians, especially early 
New Orleans. Oh yes, a crew haircut helps 
but is not mandatory. There is a constant 
air of apology about these clambakes as 
well as a more subtle strain of loud self 
declamation that r a ther reminds me of a 
Salvation Army L ass appearing on the 
$64,000 Question with "pocket billards" 
as her question category. She bends over 
backwards to make herself appear broad 
and tolerant while at the same time she 
isn 't renll)' sure her topic is all right with 
The Powers. All the while, the boys in the 
pool room are vaguely and obscenely 

(Contiwued on page 35) 
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The Mullard EL34 can be rightly acclaimed as the 
most efficient high fidelity output pentode tube yet 
produced in Britain. It is being fitted in many of 
the British sound reproducing equipments which 
are becoming increasingly popular in the United 
States and Canada. 
U sed in push-pull ultra-linear .operation (dis
tributed load), two EL34 tubes will give 32 watts 
output at a total distortion of less than I %. The 
application of negative feedback reduces distortion 
even further. 
The EL34 is equally capable of supplying higher 
power outputs where an increased distortion level 
is acceptable. Under class B conditions, 100 watts 
are obtainable from a pair of EL34 tubes in push
pull for a total distortion of 5 %. 
Another significant feature of this tube is its high 
transconductance value of 11,000 f1.mhos, resulting 
in high power sensitivity and low drive require
ments. 
Supplies of the EL34 are now available for 
replacement purposes from the companies 
mentioned below. 

Available in the U.S.A. from:
International Electronics Corporation, 
Dept. AS, al Spring Street, N.Y.l2, 
New York, U.S.A. 

Mullard 
MULLARD OVERSEAS LTD. , CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE. , LONDON, ENGLAND 

Mulfard is the Trade Mark of Mullard Ltd., and is registered ';~5tJ, 
in most of the principal countries of the world. 

AUDIO • AUGUST, 1956 

Th.e British Electronics Industry is making 
giant strides with new developments in a 
variety of fields. Mullard tubes are an 
important contribution to this progress. 

Britain's 

foremost pentode 

for 2 5W high 

fidelity equipment 

Principal 
Ratings 

Heater 
6.3V, !.SA 

Max. plate voltage 
aoov 

Max. plate dissipation 
2SW 

Max. screen voltage 
42SV . 

Max. screen dissipation 
aw 

Max. cathode current 
ISOmA 

Base 
Octal a-pin 

Available in Canada from:
Roge rs Majestic Electronics Limited, 
Dept. HJ, 11-19 Brentcliffe Road. 
Toronto 17, Ontario. Canada. 
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Magnecord makes the year's 
most important news for every 
professional radio broadcasting 

• engIneer 

Mechanism, less case, for 

rack mounting $415 

Just plug the new Magnecord P-63-AX into 
your present Amplifier-you convert your 

equipment at once to the industry's 
highest standards! 

1Iiagnecord, first to engineer a magnetic 
tape recorder for the professional 'radio and 
recording studio, knows your needs and, in
deed, anticipates them. That's why 1Ilagne
cord has Just made the year's most i m
portant news for every user of 1Iiagnecord 
equipment throughout the nation. Yes, now, 
by replacing your present 1Iiagnecord tape 
transport with the new, magnificently engi
neered P-6S-AX, you instantly convert your 
professional equipment to the finest available 
in the industry . • • what's more, you save 
the cost of a new ampllfier in the bargain! 

The P-63-AX is powered by 3 motor 
direct drive, with two-speed hysteresis 
synchronous drive motor. All controls 
are swiftly operated by push buttons. 
Tape speeds of 731 and 15 IPS are 
changed by switch . . . no outmoded 
changing of rollers. Deep slot loading 
and automatic tape lifter for fast for
ward and rewind are provided. Both 
manual and ele!'!tric cueing simplify 
programming, editing. 

Solenoid brake c0ntrol automati
cally puts greatest brake action on 
unwinding reel to eliminate tape spill
age. Easily adjustable bias current. 
Takes 1031 II NAB reels; automatic 

~agnecord, Inc. : 
· 7Z ~ g/~fo4~ : 

1101 S. Kilbourn Ave., Chicago 24, III. 

6 

· · · · 

shutoff at end of reel , no thrashing! 
Separate erase, record and playback 
heads a llow simultaneous record and 
playback. 

Performance? We guarantee the 
P-63-AX to be even greater than its 
laboratory specifications; Frequency 
response, 40 to 15,000 cycles at 15 IPS. 
Signal to noise ratio, 50 db at 3 % 
THD full track; wow and flutter, .2% 
at 15 IPS; timing accuracy, 3 sec. 
plus or minus in 30 minutes. 

Just plug the P-63-AX into your 
present, MagnecoI'd amplifier (any of 
the PT6, PT63 and PT7 models ). The 
P-63-AX heads are compatible with 
your amplifier. On-the-spot servicing 
of the new P-63-AX is simplicity itself; 
all motoI'S and controls are on separate 
assem blies held by four easily re
movable bolts. 
NOTE: New NARTIf equalizer and modificalion kit 
will be available at very modest cost. 

FREE BROCHURE-Get all the facts. 
Use the convenient coupon today! 

MAGNECORD, INC. Dept. AU. 8 
1101 S. Kilbourn A .... Chicogo 24. III. 

Please send me your illustrated folder on the 
new Magnecord P·63·AX 

Name' _________________________ _ 

Addres s, _______________________ _ 

City State 

LETTERS 
Electrostatic Speakers 
SIR: 

With reference to the article on Loud
speakers, by Edgar M. Villchur, which 
appeared in your May issue, I agree with 
everything the author says (I usually do) 
until we come to the final paragraph, 
which contains the following statement: 

"The great advantage of the push-pull 
electrostatic speaker is that the dia
phragm is driven uniformly over its sur· 
face, and must therefore move without 
flexing or 'breaking up'." 
I am unable to understand how a dia

phragm which is clamped at its edges can 
move without flexing or breaking up, par
ticularly at its resonant frequency. The 
impression seems to be gaining ground 
that electrostatic speakers are eutirely free 
from resonance, but they are governed by 
the laws of nature in exactly the same way 
as any other vibrating systems. If the re
sponse of the electrostatic unit is allowed 
to go down to the resonant frequency, thE 
po~ition is much worse than with moving
COlI speakers because the resonance is not 

, absorbed by the damping factor of the 
modern amplifier. 

I should be extremely obliged to Mr. 
Villchur if he would explain how the mira
cle of the clamped diaphragm with equal 
movement over its entire surface is brought 
about. 

G. A. BRIGGS, Managing Director, 
Wharfedale Wireless Works, Ltd., 
Idle-Bradford, Yorkshire, England. 

Exchanging Tapes 
SIR: 

Recently, I sent a letter to the P an 
American Union asking if they could tell 
me how to go about exchanging tape re
cordings with people in other countries. 
The Pan American Union gave me your 
address and told me you would be able to 
give me the information I desire . 

. Primarily, I would like to exchange tapes 
WIth persons in Spanish-speaking countries 
because I have studied the language for 
four years. However, if the expense is not 
too great, I would like to exchange taped 
messages with people throughout the world. 

Would you please t ell me how to obtain 
the names and addresses of people with 
whom I might exchange recordings. 

J AMES STREATOR, 
232 E. Wisconsin Ave., 
Appleton, Wisconsin. 

(Wol'ld Tape Pals, P.O. Box 9211, Dallas, 
Texas, should be a good source t01' names 
in other count'Pies i.t this' lettel- doesn't do 
the t,·ick. ED. ) 

FM Broadcasting 
SIR: 

Thanks for your tip on the suggested 
88 to 94 mc reallocation. My card to the 
FCC goes out in the same mail with tIllS 
to you. In the L.A. area we have fine pro
grams out of KFAC on 92.3, KNX on 
93.1, and KFWB on 94.7 mc. 

I wish our FM broadcasters were more 
vocal. We see lots of newspaper space de· 
voted to AM radio and TV program sched
ules but next to nothing about their FM. 
The least that could be done would be to 
list the operating hours, news schedules, 
and other programs by type of program 
material. The average FM listener really 
has to hunt for his programs whereas the 
AM and TV programs are seen a t every 
turn. Let's publicize our FM! Why keep 
it a SECRET' 

L. E. DOREY, 
490 E. 19th St., 
Costa Mesa, Calif. 
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HOW SPECIFIC DO YOU LIKE YOUR SPECS? 
Amplifie r specifications can be written many ways . In the first 
column the specifications of the Altec Lansing 340A ampli
fier are presented in the spectacular manner that has become 
popular for high fidelity products . Next to these amazing fig
ures are the specifications of the 340A as published and 
guaranteed by Altec. It's easy to see that the Spectacular 
bears little resemblance to the complete Engineering Facts; 

POWER sl\ould be expressed in continuous watts (not instant 
-peaks) over a stated frequency range with a specified maximum 
distortion. otherwise the rating can refer to an overly distorted 
output level .or to a power peak at o'nly one frequency . 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE should be given at a stated power 
output since an ampfifie.r's response curve ·can vary drastically 
with changing outp'ut powers. 

DISTORHiS·rr·~'ar·les'" with 'fre~'uen~7~~d 'ifoiw~7 output (; ee 
curve) and should be stated at full power over a specific range, 
otherwise it may refer to' the lowest distortion point in the mid-
range. 

INTERMODULATION should be measured at full power 
using a low (under 45, cps) test frequency. Use of a higher 
frequency and .a selected lesser power output results in an 
unrealistically low Il')termodulatlon figure. 

30C 100C IKC 10KC 22KC 
.,-,-.-r'TTT'.---.-rT"TTTT-n---;r--lrrTTlTTT---rr 1.5 

harmonic distortion vs. frequency response 1.0 c 

" 0.5 ... 
1;'( 

For Spectacular Specifications or Engineering Facts, 
the Altee' 340A power amplifier is the quality 

choice. Ask your Altec Dealer to show you the 340A and 
the beautifully styled Altec 440B preamplifier. 

You ' ll find they are above comparison . 

AUDIO • AUGUST, 1956 

10C 20C 

that useless data is given and necessary facts and figures are 
glossed over or omitted entirely. When you are comparing 
amplifiers don't be misled by comparing the Spectacular 
with the Engineering Facts. Both may be true but only the 
Engineering Facts give a true picture of performance. Altec 
Lansing specifications are always technically complete, a 
true engineering report of quality performance. 

SPECTACULAR 

100 watts (peak) 
50 watts continuous 
at 2% distortion 

within 1 db 
5 - 100,000 cps 

0.2% at 35 walts 

0.5% at 15 watts 
60 cps and 7 kc, 
4 :1 ratio 

100C IKC 

340A 

ENGINEERING FACTS 

35 watts continuous from 
30 to 22,000 cycles with 
less than 0.5% distortion 

wlthi n 1 db 5 - 100,000 cps 
o to 5 watts output 
within 0.1 db 30 - 22,000 cps 
o to 35 watts output 

less than 0.5% 30-22,000 cps 
at 35 watts 
less than 0.2% 30-22,000 cps 
at 5 watts 

1.0% at 35 watts 
40 cps and 2 kc, 
4:1 ratio 

10KC 20KC 100KC 200KC 

". '. 
0.0 

.. 
5.0 DB 

iiliiir frejuj"iYI rletiJi"se 

Th e Engineeri ng Facts given above represent t he minimu m 
manufacturing standard s for the 340A power amplifier. 
Every 340A is thoroughl y tested and carries the Altec 
quality guarantee t hat it wi ll meet or exceed t hese 
pu blished spec ificat ions. 

Dept. 8A 

9356 Santa MOr)ica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. 
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y. 
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Big 
ih pe.t'f'Ol'maflce. 

A~NE 
TAPE RECORDER 

MICROPHONE 
Here's a new standard for high fidelity 
convenience ... for the home or small 
studio. Attractively styled, and avail
able in matching colors, this sensa
tional new lightweight champ delivers 
a heavyweight performance throughout 
the entire tone range. Omni-directional 
pick-up pattern provides uniform fidel
ity when more than one performer or 
participant is being recorded at one 
time. 

Versatility underscores the modern 
functionalism of this new design. It 
weighs only 2 ounces, only 3%2 x 2Ya x 
6\.M inches in size •.. can be easily 
handled and used by standing persons, 
or it can be rested on a flat surface for 
con'ference, type pick-up such as con
ference recording. 

Quality in construction means quality 
in tonal reproduction. The microphone 
eleme-nt is shielded, with very low hum 
pick-up. Model 6-203, ceramic type, 
and Model X-203, crystal type are both 
available with RCA- type or miniature 
phone plugs. 

For hi'gh fidelity sound that is repro
duced to last, use American tape re
corder microphones. 

full vision .. • , 
full sound . . • 
where fidelity 
speaks for itself! 

Atl11.lAitmt, 
microphones 

ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH co. 
370 South Fair Oaks, Pasadena, California 

HAROLD LAWRENCP 

Music and Ideology (Part Two) 

ON JANUARY 28, 1936, the editorial 
pages of P?'avda wel'e devoted to .a 
sudden and totally unexpected attack 

on Lady Macbeth of Mzensle, an opera that 
had been enjoying international success for 
two years. In a masterpiece of musico
political doubletalk, the newspaper accused 
composer Dmitri Shostakovitch, until then 
the darling of Soviet music, of the crimes 
of "Leftist confusion" and "petty-bour
geois formalism." It deplored the opera's 
injection of sex and exclusion of politics, 
and described the score in one paragraph 
as "a game of clever ingenuity," and else
whel'e as "coarse, primitive and vulgar." 

On the surface, the object of Pravda's 
stinging rebuke was the opera itself. How
ever, it soon became apparent that modern 
music in genel'al was the larger target, and 
Shostakovitch the scapegoat . The composer 
had hardly recovered his wind when Pravda 
pounced upon his ballet Bright Broole in a 
second editorial a week later. 

The lion had roared, and the jackals 
began to close in. Shostakovitch was 
" tried" by the Union of Soviet Com
posers and made to apologize, his works 
were withdrawn from recitals and sym
phonic concerts, and a host of envious 
lesser musicians now openly denounced 
him. It was a short step from Lady Mac
beth to other" decaying bourgeois music." 
Within months, such composers as Milliaud, 
Hindemith, Berg, Bartok, Honegger, Stra
vinsky, etc., vanished from the repertoire 
of Russian orchestras, 

Pravda's editorials represented no im
pulsive change in Soviet policy on music. 
Once again the government had felt obliged 
to dictate what role its composers were to 
play in national life, only it hadn't yet 
made up its mind as to what that role was 
to be. Since, at the time, Germany's rising 
military power was becoming a real threat 
to Russian security, it was therefore es
sential that a spirit of nationalism be en
couraged in all aspects of Soviet life. 
Musically this meant a greater utilization 
of folk 'songs and dances, a more direct 
melodic approach, an avoidance of daring 
harmonic and rhythmic devices-in short, 
, 'music for the masses." 

Once that policy had been formulated, 
the authorities looked about for some new 
work that would serve as a guidepost to 
, 'erring formalists . " They found it in 
Dzerjinsky's opera Quiet Flows the Don, 
a potpourri of folk song material set in 
a typically revolutionary frame. Both 
Stalin and Molotov attended the perform
ance and personally congratulated the com
poser, who was later awarded the Stalin 
Prize. This preceded the first Pravda edi
torial by a week-a momentous sequence 
of eyents for Russian composers. 

Just as the uproar began with Shosta
kovitch, so did it end (at least for the time 
being) with the composer of Lady Mac
beth. On November 21, 1937, on the twenti
eth anniversary of the October Revolution, 
his Fifth Symphony was given its pre
miere in Leningrad. This time, the critics 
and Pravda lavished superlatives on the 

* 26 W. Ninth Street, New Yorle 11, N.Y. 

new work. Shostakovitch was "rehabili
tated' , in the eyes of the public and fellow
musicians, and his older compositions, ex
cept for Lady Macbeth and Bright Broole, 
were again freely included on programs. 

Between 1937-1947 the government 
adopted a more liberal approach to music. 
There were two main reasons for this: a) 
it was kept too busy preparing for and 
fighting in World War II to play watchdog 
oyer the arts, and b) 'Soviet composers 
were winning friends for Russia all over 
the Allied world. During this decade, some 
of that country's most outstanding modern 
works were composed. From Prokofiev came 
Alexander Nevsley, Symphonies Nos. 5 and 
6, Violin Concerto No.2, Cello , Concerto, 
Violin Sonata in D, and Quartet No.2; 
from Shostakovitch, Symphonies Nos. 5 
through 9, Quartet, Trio, and Quintet (for 
this last work Shostakovitch received the 
Stalin Prize of 100,000 rubles, the largest 
sum of money ever paid for one piece in 
the history of music). Miaskovsky com
posed seven symphonies, and Khatcha
turian his three famous concertos. 

In February 1947, the leading composers 
in Russia were Prokofiev, Shostakovitch, 
Miaskovsky and Khatchaturian. A year 
later, it would have been difficult to find 
their works performed anywhe're in Mos
cow. What had happened' Soviet musical 
policy had simply made a complete about
face. It had taken three decades to do it, 
but there it was. The fiery revolutionaries 
who had once rejected all pre-1917 music 
as decadent now were condemning with 
equal fervor all truly contemporary music. 
In both cases, the same ideological argu
ments were brought to bear. 

It all began shortly after the thirtieth 
anniversary of the Revolution. Stalin, 
Zhdanov, and a hallful of party officials 
attended a "closed" premiere of a new 
opera by a young Georgian composer 
namecl Muradeli. The performance was a 
fiasco. A few weeks later, a special session 
was called of the Central Committee of the 
Co=unist P arty to look into the state of 
Russian music. Never before had the coun
try's celebrated musical figures been sub
jected to such a barrage of criticism. At 
one stroke, Chairman Andrei Zhdanov and 
his henchmen declared all the works of the 
Big Four, and their followers, worthless. 

, 'Bourgeois formalism" was the princi
pal charge levelled at the defendants. To 
understand the meaning of the term, let's 
examine each word by itself. 

, 'Bourgeois" implies a divorce between 
the Soviet composer and the masses, 
brought about by the former's snobbish 
theory that the public needs time to com
prehend modern music. This conception, 
concluded the Central Committee, leads to 
a "thoroughly individualist" approach in 
which the composer feels that he is not 
creating for today but for posterity. As a 
result, ideological overtones are conspicu
ously absent from his works, despite the 
devious manoeuvre of providing them with 
patriotic titles. Another sympton of bour
geois writing is the" renunciation of classi
cal tradition," which, according to 
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II it's \Norlh Engineers' I'i 

•• •• I's \Norlh Engineered 

.6elden 
'NTERCOMMUN'CAT'NG 

AND 
SOUND SYSTEM CABlES 

d Phones 
,ndoor-out oor, . 

there IS a 
or speakers- hl 
Selden engineered ca e 
to meet your needs b~:r_ 
a permanent, troU 
free instal\atio". 

",tems from th~ " 
complete Selden Line 

The TV station, the systems for 
music, paging, and intercom· 

munication in the new 
Prudential Insurance Company 

of America's Building in Chicago 
have been-wired by Belden. 

Belden 
WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY 

SINCE 1902 
CHICAGO 

Magnet Wire • lead and Fixture Wire • Power Supply Cords, Cord Sets and Portable Cord • Aircraft Wires 
Welding Coble • Electrical Household Cords • Electronic Wires • Automotive Wire and Cable 
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It is hard to describe "sound ." The picture above gives a pretty good idea of what a 
TINY-MITE looks li ke, but what it sounds like ... that's not so easy. 

If we used words like "beautiful," "sonorous," "rich-bodied," you'd conjure up 
some sort of mental auditory response. But at best it wouldn't be accurate. You have 
to actuall y listen with your own ears to know what "sound" really sounds li ke. 
You'd have to look twice to believe that the magnificent sound produced by the 
TINY-MITE was emanat ing from an enclosure only 21"h. x IS1!2"w. x 12"d. 

It's no trick to ach ieve good results with a large enclosure, but rea lizing the great 
need for limited space enclosures, we set ourselves the goal of producing the finest 
small enclosure possible . . .. This is il! 

JUST LOOK AT THESE FEATURES: 

1. The only cornerless·corner enclosure for both 
12" and 8" extended range speakers, employing 
highly efficient Un iversi ty horn· loaded phase· 
inversion principle. 
2. Versati le design permits usc in room and cei l
ing corncrs or along fiat wa ll. A II ex teriors. in
cluding the back. a re beautifully fini shed, per· 
mining unlimited decorating possibilities. 
3. Construction equa ls the finest cabi>letry. Fu ll 
¥I" wood used throughout, thoroughly braced. 

4. Supp li ed with mounting board cut ou t for 12" 
speaker; adapter fo r 8" speaker with ample space 
for tweeter opening is avai lable. 
5. No more struggling to insta ll speakers. name 
board is easily removed at front of cabinet. 

The T INY·M I TE malies any sj}calier sou"d its 
besl. Malching the slt/}e"b qltality of the TINY
MITE, University offers the largest select ion of 
8" ami 12" 2- and 3- way Diffaxials .. . to meet 
(II'Y [JIll/get ,·equi'·eII,enl. Visit your favo"ite Hi
Fi cenler aud listen for yourself. 

Mahogany .... $39.75 
Blond ......... . 42.25 

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS, Inc., 80 South Kensico Ave., White Plains .. N.Y. Unfinished .. 34.00 

LISTEN 

)0 

Zhdanov, is merely an additional form of 
escape from reality. 

, 'Proof" of these accusations was in
troduced at the hearings. Modern Soviet 
works are admired in the West not by the 
working poople but by "reactionaries ... 
bandits and imperialists," while in Russia, 
letters from workers in factories aud on 
collective farms pour into P~avda, Izvestia 
and other newspapers criticizing these same 
works : "Why is it that," wrote one prole
tarian, "when I listen on the radio to the 
Piatnitzky Choir of Song and Dance, or 
to bits of Tchaikovsky's Eugen Onegin, 
I really enjoy myself and when I listen to 
all that modern stuff of Shostakovitch and 
Prokofiev, I don 'H" 

The word "formalism" concerns itself 
mostly with technique. Any piece of music 
that contains elements of so-called decadent 
Western "innovations," is likely to be 
regarded as formalist. Intricate rhythmic 
changes, pol;rtonality, dissonance of any 
sort, and other "stunts and contortions" 
were frowned upon. "Give me a tune I 
can whistle," could have been the slogan 
of the monitors of Soviet musical culture. 

How then did the Central Committee 
explain away the enormous prestige of the 
Big Four in Russian musical life' "Syco
phantic, boot-licking critics" built them 
up before the public, while at the Moscow 
Conservatory, and other leading music 
schools, "we see nothing but little Shosta
kovitches and little Prokofievs," 

Few composers at the meetings came to 
the defense of their beleaguered colleagues. 
But there were connterattacks on a limited 
scale. In r eply to the charge of modernity, 
Knipper stated that "musical language, 
like literary language, develops. We can
not speak today with the language of 
EOl'odin and Tchaikovsky. " Shaporin came 
up with a term to answer "bourgeois 
formalism. " It was "epigonism," or blind 
imitation of classic masters. The final out
come had already been decided before the 
meetings had begun, however, and on 
February 10, 1948, the Decree was issued. 

As for the Big Four, Shostakovitch and 
Khatchaturian apologized, Prokofiev sent 
the Co=ittee a not-so-contrite message, 
and M4askovsky, who was then si.."(ty-eight, 
did not respond at all to the su=ons. 
Disillusiolled and sick at heart, the old 
composer died in Moscow two years later. 

Two months after the conference, the 
baJl ou performances of the Big Four was 
gradually lifted , The effects of this latest 
official bombshell, however, were far-reach
ing. Prokofiev's attempt to please the 
authorities by writing an opera about a 
legless Soviet pilot failed. Although Shosta
jwvitch had better luck with Song of the 
F01'ests, his works were nevertheless care
fuUy scruti.nized by the government. Pro
koficv finally hit upon the right formula 
with his Pmvda-praised last symphony_ 
After the New York premiere, Virgil 
1'IJomson sadly reported in the Herald 
Tribtille that "it bears a striking re
semblance to what the party leaders say 
they want. , , . It is sticky and sweet and, 
in its lighter moments, just plain silly. 
Were it not so signed, I should not believe 
that Prokofiev wrote it." 

Through works like Song of the Forests 
and the Symphony No.7, the heavy hand 
of government ceusorship is all too evident. 
'Gntil 1948, composers could more or less 
write around 'bureaucriticism'. In the late 
Thirties, Prokofiev once said, "They al· 
ways attack compositions they cannot 
understand. If we were to take them seri
ously we would stop writing music." 
Events tragically disproved Prokofiev's 
optimistic remark. It now remains to be 
seen whether the new leadership will re
pudiate Stalin's theory of music by decree. 
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HIGH-FIDELITY TURNTABL.ES 

the 

PRES!07=:j 

, ~trouette 
Professional performance standards combined 
with maximum simplicity of operation. Beauti
fully machined 12" or 16" cast aluminum turn
tables for super-smooth, rumble-free operation. 
Choice of heavy-duty four-pole motor or 
hysteresis synchronous motor to meet all re
q)lirements in speed accuracy. Three-idler drive 
system with interchangeable idler wheels mini
mizes wear. Single-flick shift, operated in one 
plane, selects 331/3, 45 or 78.26 r.p.m. speeds 
and shuts off motor. 
Model T-18, 12" turntoble, four-pole motor ............... $ 66.00 
Model T-'18H, 12" turntoble, hysteresis m.t.r.. 117_00 
Model T-68, 16" turntoble, f.ur-p.le m.t.r.... 87.00 
Model T -68H, 16" turntoble, hysteresis m.,.r.... 147.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
DISC RECORDING EQ'UIPMENT 

Three.Speed 
Disc Recorder 

New 
PRESTO 

Ideal for home or semi-professional use. Three
speed operation without adapters. PRESTO 
cutter head for both standard groove OlO-line 
pitch) and microgroove (220-line pitch). Re
cords discs up 10 131/4" diameter. Comprises the 
popular T-1S Turntable, recording and playback 
amplifiers, high-fidelity pickup with turnover 
cartridge, and two speakers (woofer and 
tweeter) mounted in cover of carrying case. 
Separate microphone and radio inputs, mon
itor jack, level indicating meter and recording 
equalizer also featured. 

Model K-I1, 
complete with hysteresis motor $445.00 

Record~r mechanism only, 
with hysteresis motor 259.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

RECORDING DISCS 
PRESTO Green, Brown, 
White and Orange Labels 
for Instantaneous Record
ing. Single and Double
Sided Masters. 
The perfect ' disc for every recording need. 
Optimum performance combined with highest 
permanence. Made to conform with rigid 
PRESTO standards and quality-controlled at 
every step. 
Also available from PRESTO - a complete line of 
sapphire and stellite cutting and playback needles. 

Export Division: 
25 Warren Street, New York 7, N .Y. 

Canadian Division: 
Instantaneous Recording Service, 

42 Lombard Street, Toronto 
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TAPE RECORDING and PLAYBACK 
PRESTO R-II Series 
Professional Tape Recorders 
The ultimate in recorder-reproducer units. Three full-track 
heads. Tape speeds 15 and 71/2 ips, with others on special 
order. Reels sizes 101/2" or 7". Exclusive capstan drive 
with hy.steresis mOlOr. Torque-type reel mOlOrs. Solenoid
operated, self-adjusting brakes. Variable fast-speed control. 
Wired for remote control. 
Model R-Il lope tronsp.rt mechonism (chossis .nly) ......................... $ 775.00 
Model R-ll in corrying cose....................................................... .............. ............ 827.00 
Model SR-l1 rec.rding t.ns.le (includes R-ll mechonism, 

A-901 omplifier ond CC-2 studio c.ns.lej 1250.00 
Model SA-5 rem.te c.ntr.1 switch .......... _ 40.00 

PRESTO SR-27 Tape Recorder 
A moderately priced tape recorder for professional and 
home use. Consists of R-27 tape transport mechanism and 
A-920B amplifier. Three separate heads. Three-molOr 
drive, including hysteresis capstan mOlOr. Tape speeds 
15 and 71

/, ips, plus fast forward and rewind. Reel sizes 
up 10 s". lO-watt amplifier has twO built-in speakers 
and controls. 
Model SR-27 c.mplete in Iwo p.rtoble corrying coseL .................. $588.00 

PRESTO Long-Playing 
Ta·pe Reproducer for . Background Music 
S hours continuous playback from 14" reels with dual
track operation at 3% ips. Fool-proof, trouble-free, 
economical. Complete assembly includes PB-17A tape 
playback mechanism, A-904 preamplifier and CC-4 
(horizontal) cabinet*. Complete .................... _ ......... _..... $996.00 

*Cabinels for verlicalmounting available 

the 
PRESTO 

LOOK ••• 

different where 
it counts 

Functionally designed with
out mechanical or electronic 
"gingerbread" ... precision
engineered without com
promise ... masstvely 
constructed without econo
mizing on components and· 
machined parts ... custom
built without short-cuts ... 
quality-controlled without 
fail ... THAT'S the Presto 
Look - result of a quarter 
century's experience as 
America's leading manu
facturer of tape and disc 
recording equipment. 

TAPE RECORD ER AMPLI F I ERS 
PRESTO A-900-5. A- 901 
and A-920 Amplifiers 
Designed to complement PRESTO .tape recorders. A-900-5 
has separate record and playback channels, three-micro
phone input, 2S0-ohm low-level mixer, illuminated VU 
meter, and 500-ohm output with +20 db maximum power. 
A-90 1 is similar to A-900 except for single 'OO-ohm trans
former input instead of mike inputs. A-920 is more 
compact, has both microphone and playback preamplifiers, 
single 250-ohm mike input, 10 watts power output into 15 
ohms with provision for Soo-ohm output at o db, plus 
tWO small, built-in speakers. 

Model A-900-S, f.r rack m.unting ............................................... $388.00 

Model A-901, f.r rock m.unting .. .. 350.00 

Model A-920, f.r rock m.unting .. .. .. ... .......... 309.00 
(Each supplied in carrying case for $15.00 extra.' 

Write for technical data to: 

RECORDING CORPORATION 
PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY 
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EDITOR'S REPORT 

FALL PREVIEW 

NEXT ~ONTH'S ISSUE will carry a preview of the 
new Items to be on view at the New York High 
Fidelity Show September 27-30 at the New York 

Trade Show Building. We were fortunate in being 
able to attend some of the exhibits, just closed this 
past week, of the National Association of Music Mer
chants. We have always enjoyed the fall audio shows, 
but the NAMM show was held in both the Hotel New 
Yorker and the Trade Show Building so we could 
compare the two locations. We say unequivocally that 
the new building is tar superior to the hotel as the 
site of an audio show, not the least of the reasons 
being the air conditioning. This , shouldn't be so im
portant during the last week of September, but the 
presence of, say, 3000 people at once is certain to raise 
the temperature somewhat, so the air conditioning 
may well be a blessing. The lighting is better, being 
fluorescent throughout, and the acoustics are certainly 
as good, if not better. On the whole, we look forward 
to a highly successful four-day show- the first one 
staged by the Institute of High Fidelity Manufac
turers in New York City. During the past week it 
became necessary to open up- the sixth floor of the 
Trade Show Building for exhibit space, since all could 
not be accommodated on the 3rd, 4th, and 5th floors 
which were originally scheduled for the show. 

The NAMM show gave us an opportunity of seeing 
some of the new items to be exhibited to the public 
for the first time at the NYHFS. With this slight fore
taste of what we may expect, let it be said that no 
one need feel that" everything has been shown before, 
so why go this year." Just a hint-one item in the 
electro-mechanical field is a knockout-be sure and 
see it. 

16-2/ 3 RPM AGAI N 
Some months ago we had occasion to comment on 

the possibility of having another speed for records
that comment being engendered by the Highway 
Hi-Fi that had been shown by one group of automo
biles. Let us pass on a few additional remarks just to 
clarify the still-possible fourth speed. 

. Recal~ng the specifications for Highway Hi-Fi, you 
Wlll notlce that the stylus force required for proper 
reproduction is of the order of two repeat two grams. 
And furthermore, the stylus tip radius must be one
half mil. 

What does this mean with respect to home use of the 
fourth speed ~ To be sure, some record playing equip
ment will rotate at the new speed. And at least one 
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manufacturer (whose advertisement happens to face 
this page) has available a pickup with a I-mil stylus 
and a lh-mil stylus so as to take advantage of many 
current LP records which are cut with a V groove, 
and attendant improved reproduction in the higher 
frequency range. And it may track satisfactorily at 
two gra:ms. But we are willing to bet that the average 
record-playing equipment will not work at two grams 
reliably-certainly not with a minimum of intermod
ulation distortion. 

Aside from the small catalog of Highway Hi-Fi 
records, we know of no other sources of music on the 
new speed. Talking Books are available of course and 
if that source of program material is ~hat is de~ired, 
the fourth speed is a necessity. Our only aim is to 
discourage delay on the part of potential purchasers 
of turntables while they wait for a fourth speed to 
make its appearance. In other words, we do not feel 
that the source material for the 16%-rpm phonos is 
likely to be abundant for a long time to come, even 
though the equipment may be available. 

.Then, too, all of AUDIO'S readers are quality con
SCIOUS. And if there is still any doubt, we suggest that 
they refresh their memories of reproduction at the 
higher speeds by comparing a modern and undeniably 
high-quality LP with a 78-rpm microgroove record. 
Same difference like AM and FM, In the meantime 
if you need a good turntable, make sure that yom: 
requirement for the fourth speed is so important that 
you can afford to wait. 

Changes and improvements come along, but not all 
changes are improvements. Remember the horse that 
died on the day his owner finally got his diet switched 
to 100% sawdust. 

GREMLIN DEPARTMENT 
Much as we hate to admit it, we had that old trouble 

again in the May issue. On page 26, four resistors 
(R2 8 , R 2 9, R so, and Rs1 ) were shown in the schematic 
as 500 ohms whereas in the parts list (page 76) they 
were shown as 50,000 ohms; similarly, RH was shown 
as 22 ohms on the schematic and as 22,000 ohms in the 
parts list . 

Just for the 'record, the lower values are correct in 
?oth instances-500 ohms for the four grid stoppers 
111 the regulated power supply, and 22 ohms for the 
current limiting resistor in the bias supply. Please 
ch-ange the figures in the parts list on page 76. 
. Actually, there are in the vicinity of 50,000 words 
111 an average issue of AUDIo-if we got everyone of 
them right we would be awfully lucky. But we do try. 
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you 
'"Wil" ouldn't 
buy 

a 
yet that :J:n.ay be all you:r presen.t syste:J:n. :reproduces! 

Recent improvements in high-fidelity recording have captured the full tonal 
color of every instrument in the orchestra . . . every subtle shading from the 
brilliance of the violins to the deep roll of the kettle-drums is impressed on 
discs made with the latest recording techniques. Yet this dazzling other-world 
of sound may be beyond the capacity of your present high-fi equipment ... in 
terms of sound reproduction, you may be buying only half a record! 

PICKERING professional-quality components- the best that money can buy 
-recreate all of the music on fine microgroove recordings-give you the rich
ness of reali y that makes listening the extreme pleasure you have 
dreamed about ... but never experienced. 

PICKERING components in~lude the world-renowned 
"FLUXV AL VE" magnetic cartridge with on~mil or half-mil 
diamond styli .. . the Pickering 410 Audio Input System, 
combining preamplifier, record compensator, and equalizer 
network (each of which is available separately) ... 
the famed Pickering Model 190-D distortion-free tone arm 
• . . and the revolutionary new PICKERING ISOPHASE 
electrostatic SPEAKERS, which reproduce music so faithfully 
they must be heard to be believ ed! 

,~~----------------- - ~------------------------- - --------- - -- - ------------ - - - ----- - ---------------------- -------------- --------------------- . ~ . 

PICKERING & CO., INC. 0 C E A N SID E, N '"V , 

.y-z: _.I . / fl/7M . / ~/ /:/k#n/,~J Professional Audio Components Vot /Iz.rJ,ae wftrp vurv hetvt Ute T"""'~ 

. .. Demonstrated and sold by leading Radio Parts Distributors everywhere. For the one nearest you and for detailed literature: wrhe Dept.A- 12 
EXPORT: AD . A.URIEMA .. INC . , 89 BROAD ST., NEW YOR K / CANADA: CHARLES W . POINTON LTD .• 6 - A L CINA AVE., TORONTO 

v~~.'!..~~~~ -_- .. -- .. - ... - ... --c_-- -- ----- _ - --- ---- - --.-------- - ---------- - ------------------- ~ -- - -- -- .. ------------ - - - -- -------- --- - - -- ------- - ---- - ~ 
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TRANSISTORS-first family of electronics 

~ ------------------------------------- - -----:-~ --------------------------------
1948- Early "point ""',,'" ,,,"';,',,. I 

"Grown junction" ; 
used to amplify 
received speech in 
special telephones. 

"Grown junction," 

tetrode type; high I 
frequency amplifier. 

1950- Early 
"junction" transistor. 

"Alloy junction"; used 
in first completely 
transistorized carrier 
telephone system. 

"Alloy junction"; 
low frequency 
power amplifier. 

Phototransistor; 
provides electric 
"eye" for direct 
distance dialing. 

In 1948 Bell scientists announced 
their invention of the transistor-a 
tiny device able to amplify signals 
a hundred thousand times using a 
small fraction of the power of an 
electron tube. 

members are shown here, in approxi
mate actual size, with their scientific 
type names. 

For telephony the t ransistor has 
opened the way for notable advances 
in in strum ents, tran smi ss ion and 
switching. Elsewhere it has opened 
the way to advances in hearing aids, 

Experimental 
"diffused base" 
transistor. 

"Diffused base" ; 
high frequency 
broadband amplifier. I 

television, computers, portable radios 
and numerous military applications. 

Bell 's transistor fanaily is typical of 
the Bell Laboratories research that 
helps keep your telephone service the 
,"vorId's best- and at the same time 
contribufes importantly to other 
fields of technology. 

From this original "point contact" 
transistor has grown a distinguished 
family of immense usefulness to 
electronics. Son1e of its leading BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 

WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
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Baffles Unbaffled 
E. J. JORDAN* 

Part 1. The author presents a thorough discussion of the design, con
struction, and performance of the various methods of mounting loud
speakers, ranging from the flat baffle to the most elaborate enclosures. 

JUDGING FROM the number and nature 
of queries that have been received 
regarding loudspeaker enclosures, it 

has been realized that a great deal of 
confusion and misconception exists. 
This is not surprising when one con
siders the presentation of much of the 
information on this subject. We have, 
on the one hand, the highly technical 
discourses coupled with the advanced 
mathematical treatment that is necessary 
for the basic understanding of acoustics, 
an.d, on the other, ~mpirical and often 
inaccurate information which, being 
more readily absorbed by the reader, re
ceives wide publication and when one 
asks "what type of enclosure shall I 
use~" one' is immediately confronted ' 

. with a diversity of .answers governed 
often by personal prejudice and sales 
talk. 

An attempt is being made in this 
paper to clarify this position. I n due 
comse, all the principal types of en
closme will be discussed, leading finally 
to the description of new developments 

REAR 

~:~~ 
\' I ~ I ,\ 

Fig. 1. Typical loudspeaker cross section. 
0= speaker diameter; d = piston dia

meter of cone; 1td2 j 4 = piston area. 

that have been made. The aim through
out is to provide a good f undamental 
outline of the principles involved in 
each type of enclosure and to discuss 
f ully their merits and demerits, these 
being demonstrated, where possible, by 
impedance curves, and to include the 
necessary formula and guidance for 
the home constructor to enable him to 
determine readily which type of en
closure is most suited to his particular 
requirements" and to design and build 
such an enclosure. 

* Goodmans Industries, Ltd., Axiom 
Works, Wembley, Middx., England. 
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Fig. 2. Loudspeaker analogy. Re = friction 
loss in cone; Me = mass of cone; Ce = 
compliance of suspension; Ril = radiation 

I resistance. 

So that we may form a foundation for 
futme discussion, the fellowing elemen~ 
tary facts are set out. 

A loudspeaker cone, when reproducing 
those frequencies where the wavelength 
is large compared to th~ cone diameter, 
behaves approximately as a rigid dia
phragm of area 1tr2 where r is the radius 
of the cone base. (Fig. 1) . This is known 
as the piston area of the cone. If the 
cone is vibrating in free air each surface 
of the cone will cause alternate com
pressions and rarefactions in the ad
jacent air layers which will in turn be 
radiated as sound waves. Where the 
distances between surfaces is short com
pared with a w~ve length, the air com
pressed on one surface will flow into 
the rarefaction occurring simultane
ously on the other, and the total radi
ated sound energy will be negligible. A 
loudspeaker cone under these conditions 
can be regarded from some. points of 
view as analogous to an electrical cir
cuit which takes its simplest foi'm as in 
Fig. 2. 

This is a series resonant circuit where 
the cmrent in the circuit is analogous 
to the cone velocity, and the power de
veloped in Ra is analogous to the radi
ated sound power-and it will be seen 
that for a given value of Ra this will 
reach its maximum at the resonance of 
Mo and C O] i.e. the bass resonance of the 
loudspeaker where the Impedance Z = 
Ro + Ra + j (W Me - ;-cJ simplifies 

. to Z = R" + R a and the current rises to 
a high value limited only by these re
sistances. Below this frequency the re
action of Co rises rapidly and the cur
rent through Ra falls correspondingly. 
If the loudspeaker is unbaffled it takes 
very little energy just to push air from 
the front to the back and vice versa, 

and we say that Ra is low. Consequently 
the radiated power is low, although at 
resonance the velocity and amplitude 
of the cone will be very high. (Fig. 4) . 

It will be seen throughout this paper 
that velocity characteristics are indi
cated by voice-coil impedance curves. 
This is for convenience and is justified 
if the base of the velocity scale is repre
sented by a line drawn at that impedance 
presented by the voice coil if the voice 
coil were clamped. This is shown by 
the following:-

Zt = Total impedance of voice 
coil 

Zm = Motional impedance 
Ze = Clamped impedance of 

voice coil (d.c. resistance 
at low frequencies) 

v = Velocity 
Now Z", = v 

Zm=Zt-Zo 
Zt-Ze=v 

At the frequencies we are considering 
Zo ~ d.c. resistance = 12 
Zt-12 = v 

Then v = 0 if we draw the velocity 
base line at Zt = 12 

(A) (B) (C) 

Fig . 3. Common methods of mounting 
loudspeakers in a wall. 

The velocity curve is therefore an 
indication of' the radiation from the 
cone. It is not necessarily an indication 
of the total radiation f rom the com
bined cabinet and loudspeaker system, 
but is nevertheless very useful in de
termining the action of an enclosure 
and in this respect is mm'e useful than 
pressure response curve, since these 
vary greatly with microphone position. 
It is for these reasons that velocity 
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curves have been used throughout. 
We have seen that to secure good 

radiation at the low frequencies, the 
radiation jrom the rear of the cone 
must be prevented from cancelling that 
from the front, and we shall discuss the 
vluious means of doing this. ' 

The Flat Baffle 

This is the simplest method of loud
speaker mounting. Ideally the dimen
sions of the baffle should be infinite, but 
a very close approximation to this is 
achieved by mounting the loudspeaker in 
a wall, e.g. the partition wall between 
two rooms. This method is used quite 
frequently and the following points 
should be borne in mind: (1) It is 
rather important to mount the loud
speaker on a sub-baffle as shown at (A) 
in Fig. 3. The sub-baffle should be of 
substantial wood or chipboard % to 1 
in. thick. With the loudspeaker mounted 
as in (B) or (C) it will be seen that 
an air column is set up in front of the 
cone, the length of which is equal to 
the thickness of the wall. This air col
umn will have a natural resonant fre
quency. If for example the wall is 2% 
in. thick then this frequency will be ap
proximately 968.4 cps. As a general rule 
the thickness of the baffle should not 
exceed one-tenth of the diameter of 
the opening, unless it is bevelled. 

(2) The position on the wall also 
calls for some consideration. It is pref
erable to mount the speaker near a 
corner since this increases the air load
ing on the cone and improves the bass 
radiation. The reason for this will be 

~ 
:c 
o 
I 
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Z 

~ 

~ 

10 

I 
I 

I 
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I \ 
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1/ '\ 
VI \\ / 

--/~ I\~, 
~, 

100 

. FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND 

Fig. 4. Voice-coil impedance of loud
speaker in free air (dotted curve) and 

mounted in wall (solid curvel. 
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seen later. The height of the speaker 
above the floor is largely a matter of 
personal taste with regard to the high
frequency distribution; e.g. if the 
speaker is placed near the floor there 
may be excessive absorption of the 
high frequencies due to furniture, car
pets, and so on, although the low fre
quencies will have the advantage of, 
effectively, a corner position. It is 
usually preferred to have the speaker 
at ear level when one is seated in the 
normal position. Often it is better to 
sit slightly off axis, especially when 
listening to orchestral music, since the 
inevitable beaming of the high fre
quencies, however slight, cause one to 
be unduly aware of the point source 

Fig. 5. Cross section of closed box. 

which may spoil the realism of the 
l'eproduction. 

It will be appreciated that much of 
the foregoing will apply to all forms 
of speaker mounting. 

Small Flat Baffles 

Often wall mounting is not possible 
and relatively small rigid baffles are 
used. In general, the back-to-front 
cancellation occurring with an un
baffled speaker occurs also with a small 
baffle except at a lower frequency. 

Considering firstly a circular baffle 
with the speaker mounted centrally, 
then the minimum radius r required to 
maintain the radiation down to a given 
frequency f is given by :-

V 3i.. 311 ft. 
r= 2it or r=T 

Where ), = wavelength at frequency f. 
There is no point in making flower 

than the bass resonance of the loud
speaker since, as we have seen, below 
this frequency the radiation falls rapidly 
due to the increase in the stiffness 
reactance (Fig. 2). The use of a circu
lar baffle, however, is not recommended 
since the path length from front to 
back of the loudspeaker is the same 
in all directions and standing waves 

Fig. 6: Analogy of the ,closed box 
mounting. 

will be set up causing a series of peaks 
and troughs in the loudspeaker fre
quency response. The preferred shape 
of a small baffle is an irregular one, 
e.g. a square with the loudspeaker 
mounted off-center, in which ease the 
minimum dimensions should be de
termined as for the circular baffle where 
,. = the distance from the centre of the 
speaker to the nearest edge. More usual, 
however, is the rectangular or square 
baffle, and the minimum dimensions here 
are given by :-

), 565 . 
l=:2 or T ft. 

where l = the length of the smallest side 
of the rectangle or the side of the 
square. 

If, for example, we have a loud
speaker with a bass resonance at 60 
cps and we require to mount the speaker 
on a square baffle, the optimum length 

565 
of the side is given by l = 60 or 9.42 

ft . Such baffles must be rigid and if 
made of wood this should be of thick
ness not less than one tenth of the 
baffle hole diameter. 

The analogous electrical circuit for a 
loudspeaker mounted on an infinite or 
finite baffle of optimum size is similar 
to that shown for a loudspeaker in free 
air (Fig. 2) except that the baffle pro
duces a large increase in Ra and a small 
increase in La. We should therefore ex
pect to find a corresponding decrease in 
the cone velocity and the resonant fre
quency. This is shown in Fig. 4. 

It is sometimes not realized that small 
loudspeakers acting as treble units 
should be mounted on a baffle large 
enough to ensure full radiation down 
to about half the crossover frequencies . 
This is necessary since the crossover 
does not occur . sharply, but there 1S 

some over-lap. 
If, for example, the crossover is at 

a 1,000 cps, then the baffle size for the 
. 565x2x12 

treble umt should be 1000 = 13.6 

in. square. If the baffle is rectangular, 
this should be its smaller dimension. 

Considering again the low frequencies 
from the point of view of the commer
cial set manufacturer, the optimum 
baffle size is very often far too large 
even when frequencies as high as 100 
cps are the lower limit and a flat baffle 
of any size or shape has little aesthetic 
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BASS RESONANCE - CPS 
SPEAKER Off 

leu.ft. 2 cu.f, . Boffle 3 cu (t 4 cu." 5 eu . ft. 

IS" 25 105 85 77 70 65 

12" 35 116 85 75 70 65 

12" 55 120 95 as 78 72 

10" 52 105 82 74 70 68 

9" 25 116 77 65' 

a" 75 108 92 as 80 78 

• The NQ" of this resonance become too low to measure beyond here 

Fig. 7. Typical resonant frequencies of 
various sizes of lo udspeakers in cl osed 
boxes with volumes from 1 to 5 cu. ft. 

appeal, so the baffle takes the form of 
an open backed cabinet. 

The limiting frequency in this case 
may be calculated using the formula for 
circular baffles where r is the distance 
from the center of the loudspeaker cone 
to the nearest point on the rear bound
ary of the enclosure; the sides and top 
forming part of the baffle. 

A cabinet of this nature, however, has 
an air column resonance, the frequency 
of which approximates to 

6780 
fl = l + .85R cps 

where l = depth of 
cabinet 

R=~~ 
A. = area of 

open back 

when all dimensions are expressed in 
inches. The above expression will be 
discussed more fully in a section de
voted to tuned pipes. 

In addition to f 1 there will be a 
number of harmonically related reso
nances ff) fs} f4} etc. where fn = nflJ 
n being any whol~ number. These reso
nances give rise to the unnatural boom
ing quality that is characteristic of 
many commercial receivers. Often this 
introduces an artilicial bass which com
pensates for the fall in true bass due 
to the insufficient baffle area. 

To achieve this, the bass resonance of 
the loudspeaker must be carefully 
chosen. It is usually undesirable to 
have this higher than the frequency 
given by the above expression. Maximum 
bass accentuation will be had when the 
resonance frequency of the cone is equal 
to fJ' If, however, this is excessively 
boomy, a speaker having a lower cone 
re.sonant frequency should be used. 
This will also have the advantage of 
extending the bass range. Where the 
cabinet contains the auxiliary radio ap
paratus the formula given for fJ will 
not be accurate, but may still be used 
as a guide. If the cabinet is very small 
(e.g. extension loudspeaker cabinets, 
etc.) fJ may be of the order of 400 to 
500 cps. In this case, it has been found 
that the most pleasant results are to 
be had by the use of a speaker with a 
cone resonance between 70 and 90 cps. 

The True Infinite Baffle has the ad-
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vantage of providing full radiation 
down to the cone resonance of the loud
speaker without the introduction of 
other resonances above this frequency, 
and is therefore suitable for high-quality 
reproduction. 

Small Flat Baffles are suitable· for use 
with high-quality loudspeakers only if 
the dimensions are large enough. to fully 
justify the speaker. The term "small" is 
used in the relative sense, and it will 
be found most speakers would require 
a baffle that was very large in order to 
provide good radiation down to their 
resonant frequency of the cone. 

Open Backed Cabinets are usually 
very convenient, but have very little to 
recommend them from the acoustic point 
of view. The inherent resonances make 
them unsuitable for use with high-qual
ity speaker systems. 

The Corner Position 

We have said earlier that it was pref
erable to mount the loudspeaker near 
a corner of the room. This is universally 
true for all methods of loudspeaker 

MATERIAL DENS ITY 
gms/cu.cm. 

Concrete 2.6 

Brick 1.8 

Dry Sond 1.5 
Chipboord · 0.81 

Ook 0.72 

Plywood 0 . 67 

Mohogany 0.67 

Pine 0 .45 

Fig. 8. Densities of materials used in 
co nstructio n of speaker e ncl osures. 

mounting, since at low frequencies the 
bass radiation will be increased in · a 
manner readily · appreciated if we con
sider firstly a small source of sound in 
an open space. 

The radiation from this source will 
be of equal intensity at a given distance 
iu all directions, i .e. spherical. If now 
a large fiat wall is placed neal' the 
sound source then the total radiation 
will be concentrated into a hemisphere 
and its intensity will then be doubled. 
Similarly if a second wall is placed 
neal' the sound source at right angles to 
the first the total radiation will be con
centrated into one quarter of a sphere, 
then its intensity is foul' times greater. 
Again a third wall at right angles to 
the other two will increase the intensity 
eight times. 

A loudspeaker standing in the corner 
of the room may at medium low fre
quencies be regarded as similar to the 
second case, and approaching the third 
case as the frequency falls to a point 
where the wavelength is much greater 

I 

than the height of the speaker above 
the fioor. , 
The Closed Box 

One method of preventing back to 
front cancellation is, of COUl'se, to en
close the real' of diaphragm completely, 
thus achieving what is effectively an 
infinite baffle (Fig. 5). The enclosed 
volume of air, however, may be re
garded as an elastic cushion which, when 
the loudspeaker cone is displaced in
wards, is under compression, and when 
the cone is displaced outwards, is in 
rarefaction. In either case the enclosed 
air will attempt to return to its normal 
state, and in so doing will apply a stiff
ness force to any movement of the cone 
from its position of rest. 

We have seen in Fig. 2 that the bass 
characteristics of a loudspeaker are de
termined largely by its frequency of 
resonance which, in. turn, is governed by 
the mass of the cone and the stiffness of 
the suspension (Me and C e). We now 
see that the enclosed volume of air adds 
a further stiffness which is shown as 
an additional series capacitance Cb in 
the analogous circuit (Fig. 6). The 
effect of this, of course, is to raise the 
resonant frequency. 

Since the value of C b varies with the 
volume of the box, the larger the box, 
the more extended will be the bass re
sponse for a given value of cone reso
nance. Alternatively, for a given bass 
extension, the lower the cone resonance, 
the smaller will be the box required. 

It is difficult to give a formula show
ing this last relationship since it is not 
sufficient to know only the cone reso
nance, but the corresponding values to 
Me and Ce must also be known, and 
usually they are not. However, the table 
of Fig. 7 is offered as a guide. 

When constructing enclosures of this 
and other types which will be described 
subsequently, two important points must 
be borne in mind;-
(1) At frequencies whose wavelength 
is comparable to the internal dimensions 
of the enclosure, refiections between in
side faces will oCCUl' which will be addi
tive at some frequencies and cancelling 
at others, thus causing irregularities in 
the response. It is therefore necessary 

(Continued on page 40) 

-
c ( 

~I~ -
Fig. 9. Diagram of a He lmholtz Reso

nator. 
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A Feedback Tone Control Circuit 
The author gives two examples of wide-range, switch-type tone controls using frequency-sensitive nega
tive feedback, also calculations and methods of approach .for designing variations on the basic circuit. 

TONE CONTROL ClRCUITS have l.ong been 
a weak p.oint in the design .of audi.o 
preamplifier and c.ontr.ol circuits be

cause .of the dist.orti.on they intr.oduce. 
N.ow that p.ower amplifiers are being built 
with 20 db .or m.ore feedback, reducing 
interm.odulati.on dist.orti.on to less than 1 
per cent at n.ormal v.olume levels, it is 
quite p.ossible f.or the maj.or part .of the 
dist.orti.on in the amplifier system t.o c.ome 
fr.om the earlier stages. The results .of 
iuterm.odulati.on dist.orti.on measurements 
.on v.oltage amplifiers1 indicate that all 
v.oltage amplifiers with .outputs ab.ove 0.5 
v.olt need inverse feedback t.o keep inter
m.odulati.on dist.orti.on well bel.ow 1 p er 
cent. 

The usual t.one c.ontr.ol inv.olves a var
iable attenuat.or with a l.oss .of ab.out 
20 db, .or 10 times, f.or fiat frequency 
resp.onse, in .order t.o be able t.o give up 
t.o 20 db .of b.o.ost. The audi.o signal is 
amplified t.o a large value and then reo 
duced ab.out 10 times in the t.one c.ontrol. 
To accomplish this without intr.oducing 
excessive amounts .of distorti.on, the de
signer must use a feedback driver in
volving additional tubes .or .operate the 
entire circuit at a l.ow signal level, in
creasing the relative hum and n.oise 
level. 

A much neater s.oluti.on is t.o use a 
feedback amplifier with varying am.ounts 
.of feedback t.o give the t.one-c.ontr.ol ef
fect. 'fhe extra gain, rather than being 

.. 114 Summit Avenue, Ithaca, N. Y. 
1 W. B . Bernard, "Dist.ortion in v.oltage 

amplifiers," AUDIO ENGINEERING, Feb. 
1953, p. 28. 
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thr.own away in an attenuat.or, is used 
t.o pr.ovide distortion-reducing feedback. 
Degenerative tone controls have been 
used in this c.ountry f.or many years, but 
have never gained great popularity since 
the circuits require an inductance f.or 
the bass t.one contr.ol. Recently Baxandall 
in England intr.oduced an.other type of 
feedback tone c.ontrol using n.o induc
tances.2 Barber has described this circuit 
in AUDIO ENGINEERING.3 

The feedback t.one control circuit as 
published by Baxandall and Barber, al
th.ough a great improvement over pre
vi.ous cir cuits, still has several disadvan
tages. First the preceding circuit must 
have a very low output impedance in 
.order to .obtain maximum bass and treble 
boost from the t.one-c.ontr.ol circuit. This 
required Barber to use an extra tube, a 
cath.ode f.ollower, to drive his versi.on .of 
the t.one control. The maximum treble 
boost available at 15,000 cps with this 
circuit is reduced m.ore than 1 db if the 
.output impedance of the preceding cir
cuit exceeds 6500 ohms, m.ore than 4 db 
if this impedance exceeds 20,000 ohms. 

Sec.ond, there is as much as 2 db .of 
.oversho.ot in the bass t.one-c.ontrol curves. 
Baxandall shows this effect in his article. 
For the benefit .of those who do not have 
easy access t.o Wireless W O?'lcl this effect 
is illustrated in Fig. 1, showing s.ome ex-

2 P . J. Baxandall, "Negative feedback 
tone control," Wi?'eless Wodd, Oct. 
1952, p. 402. 

3 B. T. Barber, "Flexible t.one contr.ol 
circuit," AUDIO ENGINEERING, Sept. 
1953, p. 29. 

BASS SWITCH 

'20 POSITION 
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perimental bass t.one-c.ontr.ol curves made 
with a circuit like that described in Bar
ber's article. The .oversh.oot is caused by 
the presence .of tw.o capacitors in the 
bass t.one-c.ontrol netw.ork. Eliminating 
.one of the capacitors eliininates the over
shoot. 

The author's third .objection is to the 
f.orm of the tone-c.ontr.ol frequency curves. 
This is an admittedly c.ontr.oversial 
p.oint, since any given set of tone-c.on
tr.ol curves is a c.ompromise. In fact, 
Baxandall and Barber stated that one .of 
the advantages of their tone c.ontr.ol was 
the shape of the curves. A recent article 
by Villchur discusses this pr.oblem very 
ably.4 The auth.or agrees with Barber 
that the primary purpose .of the t.one 
c.ontr.ol is to adjust the .over-all t.onal 
balance .of the complete audi.o repro
ducti.on system. H.owever, he differs in 
belief .on how this might best be accom
plished. F.or the purp.ose of c.onsidering 
over-all t.onal balance the auth.or likes 
t.o split the audi.o spectrum int.o three 
parts: the middle range fr.om 200 cps 
t.o 4000 cps, the bass region from 200 cps 
on d.own, and the treble regi.on from 4000 
cps up. A t.one c.ontr.ol is used t.o vary 
the amplification of the bass and treble 
regi.ons in respect to the middle range. 
This is best done by a tone c.ontr.ol with 
fixed crossover frequencies near 200 cps 
and 4000 cps. (By cr.ossover frequency 
the auth.or does not mean the technical 
turnover frequency, but rather a less 

4 E. M. Villchur, "The selecti.on .of t.one 
c.ontrol parameters," AUDIO ENGINEER
ING, Mar ch 1953, p. 22. 
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Fig . 1. These curves, taken from a Baxandall tone control, 
show the overshoot obtained with continuous controls. 
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Fig . 2. Curves illustrate the wide range of slope control 
obtainable with the circuit of Fig . 2. The turnover frequencies 

are fixed. 
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well defined frequency where the relative 
effect of the tone control curve becomes 
large.) In the circuit shown by Baxandall 
and Barber, on the other hand, the shape 
of the response curve is held more or less 
constant and the crossover frequency is 
varied. 

Use Of Switches 

A tone control free of overshoot and 
interaction between the treble and bas!:; 
controls can be built conveniently only 
with switches rather than potentiometers. 
The simple form of the expression giving 
the frequency response of the feedback
type tone control allows almost any de
sired set of tone control curves to be 
built up easily if switches are used. 
Furthermore, the switch type of tone con
trol is convenient since ·it can be quickly 
reset to the same positions. The user will 
quickly associate certain positions of the 
tone-control switches with the various 
conditions of audio reproduction that he 
normally encounters with his equipment 
and consequently will find the switches 
a great aid. The author finds that an 
average of two or three db variation 
between the switch positions is just 
about right to give slight but noticeable 
changes of tone quality. A switch-type 
feedback tone-control circuit is shown 
in Fig. 3 and its frequency response 
curves in Fig . 2. Maximum boost is ob
tained in position 11 of both treble and 
bass switches, while maximum attenu
ation is obtained in position 1. Position 6 
gives :fiat frequency response and the 
gain of the circuit is unity. Figu9'e 4 is 
an equalizer with variable turnovers and 
continuous slope controls. 

In order to understand better the 
operation of the feedback tone-control 
circuit it is of interest to derive the 
analytical expression for the gain. In 
Fig. 5 is shown an equivalent circuit for 
the tone control. M is the gain of the 
amplifier tube including the loading ef
fect of the tone-control network. Zl and 
Z2 may be complex impedances (some 
combination of resistors and capacitors) . 
Fl'om the equivalent circuit diagram one 
can write the three equations 

Er - Eo= (Zl +Z2) x l} 

Ee=Er - Zl x l} 

Eo= - M x EG' 

Solving these equations simultaneously 
gives 

. lEal I Z 21 . 1 
Ga~n = E = -I Z 1 x Z Z 

I 1 1+~ 
MXZl 

If Zl+Z2/MxZl is much smaller than 
unity, then to good approximation 

Gain=~. 
Zl 

For the feedback control circuit herein 
described this approximation is always 
good if M is greater than 40, as it is for 
a 12AX7 triode. The gain of the tone 
control is then the ratio of two inde
pendent impedances Zl and Z 2' Varia
tions in the gain M of the amplifier t ube 
do not affect the frequency response so 
long as M remains greater than 40. 

When M is large, Ee is effectively zero, 
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and the amplifier tube grid is effectively 
at ground potential. Thus the amplifier 
tube grid is a "virtual ground." An easy 
way to see that this is so is to assume 
E G to be zero, as it must be if the ampli
fier tube grid is indeed a "virtual 
ground," and then work out what the' 
gain must be. Referring again to Fig . 5, 
for Ee equal to zero then Er = Zl x I and 
Eo = Z2 X I. Therefore 

Gain = IEol = IZ 2 x II = IZ2
1 

E J Zl x I Zl' 

This is the same result that was obtained 
in the preceding paragraph; so the am
plifier tube grid must be a "virtual 
ground" as stated. Then, since this grid 
acts like a ground point, examination 
of Fig. 5 shows that the load the tone 
control places on whatever circuit pre
cedes it is Zv and the load on the ampli
fier tube plate circuit is Z 2' 

The voltage gain of a 12AX7 triode, 
as shown in Fig . 3, is about 50, or 34 
db. Since the maximum boost available 
from the tone control is about 10 times, 

01" 20 db, the net inverse feedback in 
this circuit is always greater than 5 
times, or 14 db. Thus, if this circuit is 
operated at the I-volt signal level, the 
intermodulation distortion is 0.2 per cent 
or less. (Actually in the case of treble 
droop the amplification of the tube is less 
than 50 due to loading of the plate cir
cuit by the tone-control network; how
ever the inverse feedback is still greater 
than 14 db since the over-all gain of the 
tone-control circuit is less than unity.) 

Since the output impedance of the 
tube shown in Fig. 3 is less than 40,000 
ohms without feedback, the output im
pedance with feedback always greater 
than l4 db is always less than 1/5 of 
40,000 ohms or 8,000 ohms. 

A 4700-ohm resistor R" has been added 
in series with the output to reduce the 
effect of the phase shift which ~might 
otherwise be added to the feedback 
voltage due to heavy capacitive loading 
if a shielded output cable is used. Such 
loading could cause high-frequency 
oscillations if R" were not included. 
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This makes the total output impedance 
about 13,000 ohms. Loading the output 
with up to 400 IA'""f of capacitance re
duces the output at 15,000 cps only 1 db 
when the tone control is set for maximum 
treble boost, and much less for other 
positions of the tone control. Thus, this 
tone-control circuit can also be used as 
a low-impedance output stage for an 
audio preamplifier unit, eliminating the 
need for an extra cathode-follower tube. 
(It should be pointed out that even 
though loading down the output like 
this does not greatly effect the frequency 
response of the circuit, it does reduce 
the amount of feedback somewhat, and 
this may increase the distortion level of 
the circuit. This also applies to the 
cathode follower and any other circuit 
which obtains its low impedance by 
negative feedback.) 

Examination of Fig. 5 shows that the 
output impedance of the circuit pre
ceding the tone control must be added to 
Zl when determining the gain of the 
circuit. In order for the preceding stage 
to have a n'egligible effect on gain its 

output impedance must be much smaller 
than Zl' This is why the output im
pedance of the preceding circuit must 
be kept below 6500 ohms for the Baxan
dall circuit so that there is less than 1 db 
loss at 15,000 cps in the maximum avail
able treble boost. Although preceding 
the tone control with a circuit whose 
output impedance is somewhat greate! 
than these limiting values will reduce 
the maximum amounts of boost available, 
it will not affect the other characteristics 
of the circuit. If it is desired to precede 
the tone .control with a circuit whose out
put impedance is somewhat greater, in 
the case of the switch-type tone control 
it is possible to compensate the treble
boost circuit to give the correct response, 
using the design technique to be de
scribed later. 

If one compares the circuit in Fig. 3 
with ,the Baxandall circuit, he will find 
that the fixed resistors Rl and R~ in the 
tone-control network are 470,000 ohms 
rather than 100,000 ohms, and that there 
is no 470,000-ohm resistor between the 
bass and treble controls. This change was 
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Ej 

Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit of the tone con
trol. 

made to increase the impedance of the 
tone control and hence reduce the limita
tions on the output impedance of the 
preceding circuit. For the circuit in 
Fig . 3 the maximum treble boost avail
able at 15,000 cps is reduced by 1 db 
when the output impedance of the pre
ceding stage becomes as high as 16,000 
ohms and 4 db for 66,000 ohms. These 
impedances are approximately 3 times 
larger than the impedances for the 
Baxandall circuit. Although they are 
still low, it is now feasible to precede 
the circuit with a low-output-impedance 
voltage amplifier rather than a cathode 
follower. This could be done for the 
switch-type tone control without increas
ing the maximum impedance at the grid 
of the tone-control amplifier tube beyond 
1 megohm because of the elimination of 
the I-megohm bass-control potentiometer. 
The 470,000-ohm resistor in the Bax~n
dall circuit is used to increase the un
pedance of the tone control at treble 
frequencie~, but this is .no longer n:eeded 
in the sWItch-type urut. Even WIthout 
any isolation between .the tre~le and b.ass 
networks there is no lllteractlOn caUSlllg 
variation away from the predicted fre
quency response curves in any situation 
that would be normally encountered. 

The choice of vacuum tube for the 
feedback tone-control circuit is not very 
critical. The pentodes 5879 and 6SJ7 
give about the same gain without feed
back as a 12AX7 triode in the circuits 
described. A high-gm pentode such as a 
6AU6 will give much more gain before 
feedback allowing more feedback to be 
used in the circuit. Any triode having a 
gain somewhat more than 10 can be 
used with only slight lessening ~f the 
maximum amount of boost available, 
although the amount of feedback will be 
less with a consequent increase in distor
tion' and output impedance. I.n the ~se 
of high-gm pentodes and tnodes With 
low plate resistance, the magnitudes of 
the impedances in the tone-control net
work can be reduced, allowing long 
leads between the controls and the tube 
without affecting the performance of 
the circuit; but this requ.ires a corr~
spondingly lower output Impedance ~ 
the preceding stage. Using pe~todes .will 
reduce the Miller effect WhICh mlght 
otherwise adversely effect the treble
boost curves of some of the possible 
va.riations of the circuit. The Miller 
effect, however does not bother th,e c~'
cuit in Fig. 3 01' the Baxandall Cll'CUlt. 

Variations 

The switch-type feedback tone control 
is capable of many variations. It is en

(Continued on page 44) 
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Simplitronics: . 
Understanding the r'sin Transistors 

HAROLD REED':: 

A simple explanation for the experimenter of the r parameters of transistors 

THE EXPERIMENTER .and electronic tech
nician will be working with transis
tors more and more. Many will be 

unacquainted with such things as the 
science of solid-state physics and quan
tum mechanics used in the study of semi-
conductors. . 

Although it is desirable, for a thorough 
understanding of transistor theory, to 
make a study of these principles, it is 
not at all a prerequisite to do so in order 
to experiment intelligently with and de
sign and develop transistor circuits. 

However, there are basic transistor 
parameters that should be understood by 
the transistor experimenter and tech
nician, and he should become as familiar 
with them as he is with fundamental 
vacuum-tube parameters. Among others, 
important in transistor circuitry are 
the r parameters, the subject for dis
cussion in this article. 

Before discussing the simple equations 
involved we should consider some of 
the conventions employed in transistor 
work. It is usual practice to represent 
parameters of the transistor itself with 
small letters, while capital letters are 
used to indicate parameters external to 
the transistor. Thus, re refers to the col
ledor resistance whereas the external 
load across the transistor, (collector out
put), may be shown as RL. Similarly, 
in the case of voltages, Ve would indicate 
the collector to base voltage and Ve the 
collector supply voltage. Further, it will 
be found that the small letter l' may be 
immediately followed by two numbers. 
The reason for this will become clear 
when the reader recalls the simple Ohm's 
law equation which states that, R =E/I, 
and studies the transistor circuit for the 

* 3917 Madison St., Hyattsville, Md. 

ALSO 
Ve 

~11=~ 

Terminal 
1 

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit for grounded
base transistor. 
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grounded-base configuration given in 
Fig, 1 together with the following data. 
The circuit is used for small signal and 
d, c, parameter testing. 

Suppose we first consider the term 
1'11' In this ' case the voltage between 
terminal 1 and ground of Fig. 1 is 
measured with the high-impedance .volt
meter. The cUlTent flow through terminal 
1 is measured with the milliammeter or 
microammeter. Thus, 1'11 denotes the re
sistance obtained by measuring the 
voltage across terminal 1 to ground and 
the current through terminal 1. Simi
larly, r12 indicates the resistance found 
by measuring the voltage across terminal 
1 to ground and the current flow through 
terminal 2. In each case the first nume,ral 
after the 'r refers to the voltage and the 
second numeral refers to the current 
reading. RefelTing again to 'rllJ this im
plies that 'r=v1 /i1 ; that is, the ratio of 
the voltage across terminal 1 to ground 
and the current through terminal I, 
This equation is equivalent to the Ohm's 
law equation, R = E / 1. Similarly, r 12J 

means that r=vji2, which is the ratio of 
the voltage across terminal 1 to ground 
and the current flow through terminal 2, 
The voltage and current terms of these 
equations are sometimes written as V e) 
ve} ie, ie, corresponding to voltage and 
current readings as taken at emitter or 
collector terminals of the transistor. The 
reason for this will be understood when 

V2 
r21 =-;-1 

(e) 

Terminal 
2 

it is realized that terminal 1 connects to 
the emitter and terminal 2 goes to the 
collector in the diagram shown. 

Parameters r e, rb, r e and r m are known 
as emitter resistance, base resistance, 
collector resistance and mutual resist
ance, respectively. 

The important l' parameters are as 
follows: 1'l1=Vji1, 'r12 =v1/i2, ru= 
v2/i1} r22 = v2 /i2 , With the grounded base 
transistor circuit we may write as fol
lows: 1'11 = velie, 1'12 = velie} 'r2 1 = velie, 
1'22 = ve/ie' r11 is the input resistance, 
1'22 the output resistance, r12 the feed
back resistance and r 21 the forward re
sistance, Also 'r11 =re+'rb, r1 2 =rb, 'ru= 
1'm + rb and 1'22 = r e + 'rb' It can be seen 
then that 're = 'r11 - r12} 're = r22 - rIg, rm = 
1'2 1 -1'12 ' The parameter 'rm is known ail 
the mutual resistance since a transistor 
network, like the electron tube, is an 
active network, An active network re
sults in amplification between its input. 
and output terminals, This active prop
erty is shown In transistor-network dia
grams as a generator and designated 
rmie' The reader may compare this with 
the equivalent radio tube expression 
,I-tEg • 

As with electron tubes, dynamic 01' 

static measurements can be made. F'ig. 2 
presents the circuit connections for 
statically testing for the r parameters. 

Terminal 
1 

(Continued on page 42 ) 

(0) 

Fig. 2. 'Circuit connections for making static tests on a transistor, 
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Speaker Enclosures 
EDGAR M. V I LLCHUR~' 

A discussion of ind irect radiator systems- the horn and the resonant enclosure 
-and how they help to couple a speaker to the air at bass frequencies. 

WI!> have seen that in direct-radiator 
speaker systems the function of 
the enclosure may be thought of 

as a negative one-that of separating 
front and back waves (except in the 
case of the acoustic suspension cabinet 
which must also supply elastic restorin~ 
force to the speaker) . In resonant and 
horn systems, however, the enclosure 
in addition to serving as a baffle, play~ 
a definite positive role in the radiation 
of bass frequencies. 

Resonant Enclosures 

It will be recalled that a Helmholtz . 
resonator is that type of acoustical 
resonator in which an enclosed body of 
air, with an opening to the outside 
vibrates as a mass-elasticity system~ 
the cavity of air supplying the elasticity, 
and the air in the port providing the 
(acoustic) mass. The confined ail' is 
compressed and expanded uniformly, so 
that the device pulsates as a single unit 
rather than in sections, and it does not 
create overtones like those of an oro-an 

• b 

pIpe. The sound produced by blowing 
~cross the mouth of an empty jug 
lllustrates the pure fundamental output 
of the Helmholtz resonator, as compared 
to the rich harmonic spectrum of air 
column l·esonances. 

Suppose we were to mount a speaker 
so that the cone fa.ced into such a Helm
holtz resonator, and the sound emerging 
into the listening room came from the 
resonator's port. The speaker would thus 
be radiating through the Helmholtz 
resonator rather than directly, and 
would of course be strongly influenced 
by· the characteristics of the resonator. 

This ' does not quite describe the de
sign . of the bass-reflex enclosure, but 
it is close. In the bass-reflex system only 
the rear of the speaker faces the room 
(speaking acoustically) through the 
Helmholtz resonator, and the front of 
the cone continues to act as a direct 
radiator. F urthermore the rear sound 
path, through the cabinet, becomes in
effective at the mid and high frequencies, 
where the front of the cone takes over 
and acts in the same way as in a purely 
direct-radiator system. The bass-reflex 

* Acoustic Research, Inc., 25 Thornd'i7ce 
Street, Cambridge 41, Mass. 
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Sound-Chapter 10, Part 2 

SOUND 
ABSORBENT 
LI NING 

___ PORT 

Fig. 10-4. Bass-reflex e nclos ure. 

speaker system IS illustrated in Fig. 
10--4. 

One might be led to believe that the 
cabinet resonator would "speak" al
most continuously at its own natural 
frequency whenever it received energy 
from the speaker in this frequency re
gion, adding an artificial, boomy quality 
to the music. This is, unfortunately, 
precisely what happens with improperly 
adjusted bass-reflex systems, and evi
dently the number of improperly ad
justed systems has been great enough to 
create undeserved criticism of the bass
reflex enclosure itself. A correctly de
signed bass-reflex enclosure, adjusted to 
the particular speaker used, is capable 
of producing clean, wide-range bass, 
and of extending the capabilities of the 
speaker used, particularly from the 
point of view of decreasing bass har
monic distortion. 

The bass-reflex system is a combina
tion, or mesh, of two resonant systems, 
the mechanical moving system of the 
speaker and the acoustical Helmholtz 
resonator. A detailed analysis of the 
behavior of resonant systems in mesh 
is not in order here, but the conclusion 
may be stated, that the performance of 
the combination has qualities of its 
own. Specifically, when the resonant 
frequencies of the two systems are the 
same the single resonant peak is re
placed by two smaller peaks, above and 

below the original resonant frequency, 
and hen the proper amount of damp
ing is applied, the smaller peaks may 
be "ironed out." 

Thus when the Helmholtz resonator 
of the bass-reflex enclosure is tuned to 
the same resonant frequency as the 
speaker, and when the port is properly 
damped, instead of boomy, one-note 
low-frequency reproduction we may 
expect uniform, extended bass. Most 
important, the resonator increases the 
efficiency with which energy is coupled 
from the speaker to the air at low fre
quencies, and a given bass power can 
be radiated from the speaker (through 
the Helmholtz resonator) with smaller 
cone excursions. Since the non-linearity 
of speaker suspensions, as we have seen, 
is the major source of harmonic distor
tion, the decreased r equirement for 
voice-coil excursion may radically reduce 
bass harmonic distortion. 

Let us again resort to analogies for 
the purpose of gaining an intuitive 
grasp of the physical working of the 
device we are investigating. When we 
blow across the mouth of an empty jug, 
or into an ocarina, we increase the effi
ciency of coupling energy from our 
breath to the air of the room. We can 
produce a relatively low-pitched sound 
of respectable volume; it would probably 
be impossible to produce such a sound 
directly, by whistling, without the aid 
of the Helmholtz resonator. Of course 
in these examples the influence of the 
acoustical resonator is predominant; in 
the case of the bass-reflex enclosure the 
acoustical resonator is tamed and made 
a servant rather than a master. 

Although the acoustical resonator of 
the bass-reflex cabinet is anti-l'esonant 
to the speaker and out of phase with it, 
sound radiated from the port is in 
phase. Sound from the back of the 
speaker cone is opposite in phase to 
sound from the front (compressions 
occur at the same time that the air in 
front is being rarefied and vice-versa) 
and when the rear sound has its phase 
reversed by the cabinet it emerges in 
support of the direct radiations of the 
speaker. 

Another analogy may be helpful in 
illustrating the working of the bass
reflex system. Suspend a weight on a 
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Fig . 10-5. Illust ra t io n of mass-e la stic ity 
syste m of bass-reflex He lmhol tz resona
to r, and how it is coupl e d to the re a r 

of the speake r cone. 

long rubber band and, holding on to 
the free end of the band, move your 
hand up and down. It will be seen that 
at one frequency of vibration (the reso
nant frequency of the system) the 
weight will move the farthest. Two 
things may be noted; first, that at reso
nance the motion of the weight and of 
the hand applying the force are more 
01' less in opposite directions-out of 
phase-and second, that at resonance 
the load imposed by weight is greatest
one feels tJ1e greatest resistance. The 
hand doing the work represents the 
moving speaker cone; the weight repre
sents the acoustical mass of the air in 
the enclosure's port; and the rubber 
band, communicating energy to the 
weight, represents the enclosed ail' of 
the cabinet. The reversal of phase, and 
the anti-resoilance of the acoustical 
system (which pulls or pushes against 
the force of the speaker) is thus illus
b·ated. Figure 10- 5 shows this mechan
ieal analogy of weight and spring in 
place in the actual reflex cabinet. . 

An improperly adjusted bass-reflex 
enclosure not only loses the advantages 
listed here, but introduces peaked char
acteristics of its own which create very 
unnatural, if loud, bass reproduction. 
Such a system is actually improved by 
stopping up the port opening. Methods 
of tuning and damping bass reflex en
closures to the particular speaker being 
housed involve changing the size of the 
port opening and stretching cloth across 
the opening for damping. Procedures 
using test instruments are described in 
the literature.1 A rough method, which 
may nevertheless be successful if the 
port size is approximately right, is to 
stretch layers of a loose-weave cloth 

1 E. M. Villchur, "Handbook of Sound 
Repro'duction," Chap. 11, AUDIO ENGI
NEERING, May, 1953. 
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like burlap across the opening in prog
ressive layers, until the bass sound is 
most natural, neither boomy nor thin. 
Good program material to use for such 
an adjustment is organ music with a 
dominant pedal line, or orchestral music 
in which repeated use of the bass drum 
is made. ' 

Othe r Resonant Enclosure Systems 

Other resonant enclosures are, for the 
most part, variations on the theme dis
cussed above. The acoustical resonator 
may be an air column rather than of 
the Helmholtz type, as in the acoustical 
labyrinth and the "air coupler." Here 
there is an additional problem, of sup
pressing the harmonics of the column. 
The RJ, Kelton, and Baruch-Lang en
closures are examples of the application 
of the damped Helmholtz resonator to 
enclosures of small size. 

Horns 

The basic purpose of a horn is to 
increase the coupling between a vibrat
ing source of sound and the surrounding 
ail'. The horn is an ancient acoustical 
device, and loud blasts of sound, for 
military or other applications, could be 
produced thousands of years ago by 
persons who forced their lips to vibrate 
against the mouthpiece of a horn. 

It is evident that, for a given vibra
tory excursion, the larger the radiating 
diaphragm the more air will be moved 
and the greater the sound energy that 
will be radiated. But large diaphragms 
are inconvenient and heavy. By using a 
flared transmission channel (a horn) 
the effer;tive radiating aI'ea of a source 
of sound can be increased to that of 
the mouth, or laI'ge end. 

Let us divide the air of a horn into 
imaginary successive layers, infinitesi
mally thin, each one a tiny bit greater 
in diameter than the last. (See Fig. 
10- 6) When we stimulate the small 
diameter layer at the throat of the horn 
with sound we will progressively engage 
each of the succeeding layers of ail'. 
Because of the gradual change of diam
eter (the "impedance discontinuity" be
tween each successive layer is negligi
bly small) we will find that the source 
of sound at the throat engages all of 
the air in the horn. We can think of the 
horn having an imaginary, massless 
diaphTagm at the mouth, of much larger 
diameter than our real diaphragm, which 
is controlled by the latter. This "vir
tual" diaphragm is no less effective for 
being imaginary-the molecules of air 
are vibrating back and forth just as if 
a diaphragm the size of the horn's 
mouth were actually there. 

There may appeal' to be an unreal 
quality about the action of a horn, in 
that it seems to get something for noth
ing, making a soft sound into a loud 

Fig. 10- 6. Increase of effective radiati ng 
are a of a small d iaphragm at the 
throat of a horn to that of the mouth . 

one. A horn is purely a passive device, 
and does not inject additional energy 
into the system. But the reason that a 
horn is able to increase so dramatically 
the radiation of sound from a given 
source (by factors of 10 or more) is 
that most sources of sound have only a 
very poor "bite" of the surrounding air, 
and do not succeed in changing much 
of their mechanical energy into acousti
cal energy. The horn allows the mechan
ical power capabilities of the source of 
sound to be tapped much more effi
ciently. In the case of a horn-loaded 
loudspeaker neither the efficiency nor 
the power capability of the speaker it
self is changed, but the transfer of me
chanical to acoustical energy (the 
mechanico-acoustic efficiency of the sys
tem) is greatly increased. The extra 
acoustical power drawn from the sys
tem was there, unused, all the time. 

The use of the horn in the develop
ment of sound l~eproducing equipment 
is illustrated in Fig. 10- 7. The earlier 
horns were necessities, as the small 
diaphragms could not move far enough 
to produce anything like the required 
volume of sound. The modern bass horn 
illustrated in D is not a necessity, but 
is used to increase the efficiency of the 
speaker and to reduce the excursion re
quirements of the speaker mechanism. 

Horns have their special problems, 
too. There are two characteristics of 
horns as transmitters of sound energy 
that are especially significant; the cut
off frequency, and the formation of 
standing wave resonances due to reflec
tions from the mouth, as in an open
ended organ pipe. 

Below a certain frequency, determined 
by the rate of flare, the horn ceases to 
act as an efficient sound coupler. To 
keep the cut-off frequency low, the 
rate of flare of the horn must be very 
gradual. This characteristic is inde
pendent of the actual length of the horn, 
but if we want a large mouth the slow 
flare must be continued over a long 
distance. And it is important that the 
mouth be large, for reasons other than 
those relating to efficiency. Unless the 

. (Continued on page 34) 
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AUDIOCLINIC ? ? 
• • 

JOSEPH GIOVANELLI 

Hot Stylus Recording 

Q. I have heard much discussion and 
seen quite a few references on album jac· 
kets about hot stylus recording. What is 
it and why is it used? Elbert Aaront, 
Dallas, Texas. 

A. Heated stylus recording is little dif· 
ferent from the usual methods of making 
instantaneous disc recordings on lacquer. 
As always, the sapphire needle is placed 
on the surface and is caused to spiral by 
means of a feedscrew. The vibrations im· 
parted to the needle by the cutting head 
assembly cause the undulation in the groove 
walls which, when played back, are trans· 
lated into electrical impulses by the pickup, 
later to be translated into acoustical power 
by the loudspeaker or headphones. In the 
heated stylus method, . the sapphire tip is 
wound with resistance wire whose terminals 
are fed by a source of voltage. This causes 
the resistance wire to heat up, similar to 
the action of a heating element in a toaster 
or flatiron. This, in turn, caUSIlS the sap· 
phire tip to be heated. A variable resis· 
tance and an ammeter ale placed in series 
with one side of the resistance so as to 
indicate the proper adjustment for the 
equipment to the correct amount of heat. 
The heated tip is able to cut the lacquer 
material far more easily than the cold sap
phire tip, meaning that the head weight 
can be greatly reduced for a given amount 
of groove depth. This means that much 
longer cutting time may be had from a 
single stylus than would otherwise be the 
case. Since the needle can travel through 
the lacquer more easily, it becomes possi
ble to reduce the surface noise or increase 
the signal-to-noise ratio by as much as 
20 db, depending upon the condition of the 
stylus tip, the amount of heat used the 
condition of the blank, and so on. Since 
the head is lighter, this frees the needle to 
move more easily from side to side, which 
means that less driving power is needed 
especially at the high end of the spectrum: 
It a~so means that the frequency range can 
be mcreased. However, the chip or waste 
material etched out of the surface of the 
disc to form the grooves is highly inflam
mable and the heat of the· stylus may 
easily be sufficient to cause it to burst into 
flame. Thus, a suction system is needed to 
remove the chip from the record surface as 
quickly as it is created. In commercial 
installations, suction was used even before 
hot stylus recording. For anyone who wants 
to try it at home, suction is most important. 
The brush or other "chip chaser" must 
not be used. 

Class A, B, C 

Q. What are class A, Band C amplifier8 
and what are their advantages and dis
advantages? John J. Haner, Galesburg, Ill. 

A. First, it must be clearly in mind that 
a yacuum tube operat es on what we call a 
gnd voltage-plate current characteristic 
curve. Starting from the center of this 
curve, the more negative the grid voltage 
~he l~ss the plate current, and the chang~ 
m gnd voltage ~auses the change in plate 
current to be dIrectly proportional to it. 
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As we approach the Iower end of the curve, 
we see that the grid voltage must be de
creased much more to obtain a given de
crease in plate current; the linearity of 
the curve is gone. Finally, we reach a 
point where the grid voltage is such that 
there is no more plate current flowing. 
This is known as the cut-off point. Going 
back again to the center of the curve, we 
can increase the grid voltage for quite a 
while and the plate current will increase in 
direct relation to the increase· in grid 
voltage. Finally, we reach a point where the 
grid itself draws current, and here again 
the linearity of the curve disappear8. 
Further increases of grid voltage cause 
increases in plate current, but not in direct 
proportion to the changes in grid voltage 
which cause them. We eventually reach a 
point where the cathode is incapable of 
emitting any more electrons, and further 
increases in grid voltage can cause no 
further change in plate current. This is 
the saturation point. 

A class A amplifier is one in which the 
static operating grid-bias voltage is ad
justed to fall in the center of the curve. 
~he swing in grid voltage should be held to 
such a value that it never enters those por
tions of the curve wherein nonlinear opera
tion is observed. With this arrangement, 
either single-ended or push-pull arrange
ments may be used. This type of amplifier 
has relatively low distortion products, but 
is the least efficient of the three classes of 
amplifiers under discussion here. This lack 
of. efficiency stems from two factors: 1) 
Wlth no plate current change, that is, 
under static operating conditions, llie tubes 
draw a fairly large amount of plate cur
rent, and, 2) very little useful "work" if, 
indeed, any at all, is being done. Also, the 
power output from this type of amplifier 
is not as high as can be obtained from the 
same tubes with the same plate voltages 
but under class B or C conditions. This is 
because the grid voltage swing must be 
confined to the linear portion of the curve, 
as previously noted. 

A class B amplifier is operated in such a 
way that its static bias is set at cut-off. 
This type of amplifier ca,nnot be used for 
audio work without being connected in a 
push-pull arrangement for, ·as can be seen, 
only the positive half of each cycle will be 
reproduced in a single-ended class B am
plifier. In the push-pull arrangement, one 
tube works while the other is cut off. The 
grid voltage swing is adjusted so that at 
the extreme positive point of swing the 
tube just begins to draw grid current. It is 
easy to see that there is more distortion 
in this type of amplifier, since each tube 
works ou the nonlinear portions of the 
curve, bolli above and below the center. 
This distorti"on can be greatly minimized 
by the proper use of feedback circuits. It 
will also be obvious that the efficiency will 
be greatly increased over the class A am
plifier since, when there is no signal there 
is little or no plate current flowing. While 
the efficiency of a class A amplifier may 
run somewhere in the neighborhood of 30 
per cent, a class B amplifier's efficiency 
may be in the order of 60 per cent. Much 
greater power output can be had, too, help-

ing to improve the efficiency, since the grid 
of the tube may be permitted to swing 
through almost the eutire length of the 
curve. It should go without saying that 
biases between those of class A and B may 
be used, with good efficiency and low dis
tortion. These are commonly known as 
class AB amplifiers, as they are neither 
class A nor class B. 

The class C amplifier is biased to a value 
of about twice cut-off. This type of am
plifier cannot be used in audio work. It 
finds wide application in radio transmitters, 
however, and in these circuits the efficiency 
is very high, perhaps 80 per cent. 

Instantaneous Starts 

Q. While listenill~g to b1·oadcast stations, 
I have often noted with some amazement 
the promptness with which the recording 
follows its introduction by the announcer 
or another recm·d. I've tried to do this at 
home and have found that the lead groove.~ 
are jlMt too long for the music to start 
that quickly. Are the records used by broad
cast stations made with short lead grooves? 
Louis Heid, Corning, N. Y. 

A. The records used by broadcasters are 
very likely pressed from the same masters 
from which those in your own collection 
were pressed. The studio engineer uses a 
simple but effective trick to accomplish 
this. There are various systems but they 
are essentially the same in result and gen
eral method. The output from the pickup's 
preamplifier is so arranged as to be 
channeled into one of two amplifiers, the 
first of which· ultimately feeds the trans
mitter, the second of which feeds a loud
speaker or headset. While the announcer 
is introducing the record, or perhaps while 
the preceding disc is playing, the turntable 
in question is switched into the second am
plifier, known as the audition or monitor 
amplifier. The engineer starts the table 
and places the arm on the record just as 
you do. He waits until he hllars the first 
note of program material and then quickly 
stops the disc with his hand, leaving the 
table rotating- under the now held disc. He 
rotates the disc in a counterclockwise 
direction for between a · quarter and a half 
turn, depending on the rotational speed of 
the recording. This of course means that 
there is a half turn of blank groove during 
whose rotation the disc can come up to 
speec1. This prevents the music from' "wow
ing " in. The engineer's next step is to 
make sure that the volume control govern
ing the· output from that particular am
plifier is turned \ down; then he throws a 
key which switches the preamplifier's out
put into the program amplifier. At just the 
right moment, he r eleases the disc and a 
fraction of a second later turns up the 
volume control. If the record has been 
properly cued, for that's what this whole 
process is called, the disc will not "wow" 
in and there will not be a long delay be
tween the time the announcer introduces 
the selection and the time you, the listener, 
hear the first note. 

Infinite Baffles 

Q. What is an infinite baffle? Lincoln 
Roberts, Dixon, Missouri. 

A. Before discussing what this is, it 
might be well to r eview the need for a 
baffle. A loudspeaker mounted in free air 
operates in the f ollowing manner when the 
cone is making an outward excursion: The 
air c1irectly in front of the cone is being 
pushed together to form a compressional 
wave; at the same time, the rear of the 
cone is attempting to recede from the air 
pushing against it, forming a partial 

(Continued on page 46) 
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You're the Sultan . .. with 70 watts in your harem 

Our impressionable friend is high on his 
Persian carpet . . . transported by Sche
herazade and the princely new Bogen 
D070 power amplifier. Small wonder, with 
70 pure watts at his fingertips. If you are 
f r ustrated with plebeian equipment, add 
the Bogen D070 to your hi-fi h arem. It's 
magnific .. . but why not read the astound
ing spec's f or yourself: 

NEW BOGEN D070 70 WATT AMPLIFIER (RIGHT) : 
The fin est ctmplifier we've eve,' mctnufctctu?'ed 
(and, we think, the fin est on the market). 70 
watts at less' thctn 0.5% distoTtion, with undis
tor ted peaks of 800 Wcttts ! CctlibTated PoweT 
OUtPltt Indicat01'; Light Indicato?' for positive 

adjustment of exclusive Bogen Varia ble 
Damping Facto,' Ci"cuit (pat. pend.); Built-in 
Speaker Selector Switch pennits sepa,·ctte o?· 
simult ctneotts use of two speake?' systems, 
$129.50 in Mahogany-or-Blonde-finish metctl 
enc lOSUTe . FOT ho?·izonta.l 01' veTtic~l mounting. 

NEW BOGEN R710 FM - AM TUNER AND PREAMPLI
FIER: FM R esponse, ± 0.5 db f?'om 15 to 15,000 
cps; F M Sensitivity, 2.5 mic?'ovolts fo?' 80 db 
quieting. P?'eamp ± 0.5 db f?'om 10 to 60,000 
cps, with disto?·tion under 0.2% at ?'ated out
put. Cont?'ols: new calib?'ated "Zero-I n" Tun
ing Mete?'; 5-position Rec01'd Equctlize?'; Input 
Selecto?' Switch; Dual Concent1"ic Tone Con
b'ols; Sepct1"Ctte Loudness Contou?' S electo?' ; 
Sepamte cut-off 2-position filte?' switches. In
puts fOT phono, tape, other P?'og?'am sources. 
R710 Chassis, $159 .50. M cthogany - finish o?· 
Blonde-finish metal enclosure, $7.50 . 

Become a high fidelity Sultan. Hear these two 
units a t your favorite Sound Salon' tomorrow. 
And remember to send 25¢ for our 3rd edition 
of "Understanding High Fidelity" to Dept. 
HH, David Bogen Company, Inc., 29 Nin th 
Avenue, New York 14, N . Y. 

.... ......... ..... .... . .. .. ..... ............. ...... ....... ................. . 

because it sounds better 

; ... ............ ... ... .... .... ... ... ....... ......... ...... ...................... .. .... .; 
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Equipment Report 
below about 10 cps, thus reduciug the 
damaging effect of low· frequency signals 
which are sometimes present because of 
faulty record player or pickup arm- or 
even in the records themselves, such as 
once· per-revolution bumps which can ruin 
reproduction (to say nothing of the loud
speaker) when followed by a high·powered 
amplifier. Additional jacks provide for a 
lower level input (6 db) and for eliminat
ing the filter where it is not needed. The 
filter will not affect the audible frequency 
response of the amplifier, however, even if 
left in at all times. 

Marantz 40/ 20-watt Power Amplifier-Maran tz Audio 
Consolette-Rek-O-Kut Models 120 and 160 T ranscrip
tion Arms-National New Criterion AM and FM Tuner 

The gain of the amplifier is practically 
unchanged when switched from the 20-watt 
condition to the 40·watt mode. In the PRE· 
AMP input, a I-watt output is obtained 
from an input of 0.3 volts for 40 watts 
and 0.315 volts in the 20-watt position. The 
other two jacks have the same input·volt
age requirement for a 1000-cps signal-
0.104 volts for the high-power setting, and 
0.109 for the low·power setting. Measured 
hum output was .0004 volts across 16 ohms 
which is 80 db below 1 watt, or 96 db 
below maximum output as usually stated in 
specifications. 
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Fig. 1. Performance curves for the 
Marantz amplifie r and Audio Consolette. 
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I
~' THE AVERAGE AUDIOFAN were to start 
building a preamplifier-control unit ex
actly to suit his fondest (lreams as to 

perfol"lllance, absence of hum and noise, 
flexibility of control, and over-all appear
ance, it is quite likely that he would come 
quite close to duplicating the Marantz 
Audio Consolette-if he had the necessary 
experience, ability, and perseverance. And 
that is just about what Saul Marantz did, 
and over many months he worked out the 
design. The result was sufficiently "com
mercial" to warrant putting the unit on 
the market. The performance curves in 
Fig. 1 show why. 

And with a successful Audio Consolette 
on the market, it was ouly logical that a 
power amplifier of equivalent performance 
should be developed to round out the line. 
The amplifier is shown in Fig. 2 and the 
Consolette in Fig. 3. 

The amplifier has several unique features. 
In the first place, it may be used as a 
20·watt triode amplifier or as a 40-watt 
Ultra·Liuear unit, the choice being made 
simply by throwing a switch. The output 
tubes are 6CA7/EL34, working at a plate 
voltage of 465 and with fixed bias. An 
illuminated meter on the chassis permits 
correct adjustment of bias, d.c. balance of 
the plate currents in the output stage, and 
a.c. balance of the entire amplifier. A 
switch on the panel above the meter has 
four positions-NoRMAL, BllS, D.C. BAL, and 
A.C. BAL. Separate controls are provided for 
adjustment of each of the three para
meters. To prevent leaving the switch in 
any of the test positions, the output is 
shorted except in the NORMAL position. 

The input to the amplifier is unusual in 
that there is a built·in high·pass filter that 
serves to eliminate practically anything 

In the 40·watt setting, 1M distortion is 
below 1 per cent up to 35 watts, just barely 
over 2 per cent at 40 watts; at the 20-watt 
setting, the distortion remains below 1 per 
cent at 19 watts, reaching 2 per cent at 
21 watts. Distortion is below 0.2 per cent 
at one tenth the rated output. 

A wide variation in damping is available 
-there are three separate returns for the 
variable-damping action, together with a 
control which adjusts the damping to suit 
the requirements. Listening tests show a 
minimum of effect with high·quality 
speaker; with those not properly housed or 
with resonant peaks, the variable-damping 
feature assumes greater impor tance. 

The Aud io Consolette 

As would be expected, the preamplifier 
curves in the Consolette are among the 
most we have encountered. Tone controls 
provide relatively conventional response, but 
the loudness compensator is unique in that 
it is continuously variable yet separate 
from the volnme control. The curves in the 
center section of Fig. 1 show the response 
at 50 per cent rotation and at full on, with 
any intermediate degree be.ing available. 
The cutoff filter has four . positions-FLAT, 
10 KG, 7 KC, and 5 Kc-with the curves 
shown in the insert in the upper section of 

The two Marantz units- Fig. 2 (left) t he 40-watt power ampli
f ier with the perforated grille cover removed to show t he 
meter and test switch as well as the adjustable controls. 
Fig . 3 (be low) The Audio Consolette in its wood hous ing . 
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for all -
Record Speeds 

the 

High Fide'lity 

Plul ... all the famous 

features that have made 

~ theq~ality 
standard for record changers. 

-+~+-- Fo"omplete detail., wdte to Dept. LH-1 

ROCKBAR CORPORATION 650 Halstead Avenue, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 
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filtered, the high voltage with 200 J.ti of 
capacitance and the heater supply with 
1300 J.ti. With the volume control in the 
maximum position, the hum (and noise ) 
in the output is less than 0.1 millivolts. In 
the microphone and phono positions, hum 
is less than 0.5 mv at normal settings of 
the volume control, or more than 66 db 
below 1 volt output. 

The phono preamplifier is equipped with 
two separate controls- one for the bass 
and one for the treble. When using micro
phone, both controls are normally set at 
FLA~. Any desired combination of low- and 
high-frequency equalization may be used, 
providing all the flexibility that should 
ever be required. The dual volume control 
prevents overloading of the first stage of 
the tone-control stages, while reducing hum 
and noise in the intermediate stages by the 
section just preceding the cathode-follower 
output stage. 

Fig. 4. Schematic of the Audio Consolette, with input switching eliminated to reduce 
size. The insert shows t he switching for tape recorder fe ed and monitor output. 

Signal levels required to produce a I-volt 
output are as follows : tuner, TV, extra, 
and tape, .056 volts; microphone and low
level phono, 1.25 millivolts; medium-level 
phono, 2.3 mv. The signal supplied to the 
tape recorder is the same as that of the 
high-level input sources, and it is 45 times 
the input from the phono pickup or micro
phone. 

Fig. 1. The schematic of Fig. 4 omits the 
input switching to save space, but there are 
three low-level inputs (microphone, low
level phono, and medium-level phono), and 
four high-level inputs (tuner, TV, extra, 
and tape) . The tape input is controlled by 
a slide switch which connects the output of 
the tape recorder to the high-level input 
so that it may be used to monitor while 
making recordings on a three-head machine, 
as well as for playbacks from the more 
common two-head machines. The selector 
switch thus controls the feed to the tape 
recorder at all times, and also to the re-

mainder of the amplifler when the slide 
switch is in the right position (in the 
insert of Fig. 4) for monitoring what is 
being fed to the recorder, while if the 
switch is in the left position the remainder 
of the amplifier is connected to the tape 
recorder output for monitoring off the 
tape. 

The Consolette is powered by a separate 
supply, shown at the right in Fig. 3, which 
furnishes 320 volts for the plate circuits 
and 18.9 volts for the three heaters in a 
series-parallel arrangement, as well as for 
the pilot light. Both supplies are heavily 
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From these performance curVIlS and data, 
it is seen that the Audio Consolette and the 
Power Amplifler are both of exceptionally 
high quality, which is carried out in the 
appearance of the units from the outside. 
Internally, they show every evidence of 
careful design and workmanship. The 
wiring is neat and efficient, cabled where 
possible. Parts placement is such as to 
minimize the length of connecting leads, 

(Continued on page 33) 
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Fig. 5 . Schematic of the Power Amplifier. The switch in the plate circuit of the output stage adjusts for maximum outputs of 40 
or 20 watts, yet without changing gain. 
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• 

the NEW [ Pl/ot- 1 AA-920 $ 9 9 ~i2t lY higher 
• Wes t of Rockies 

Power Amplifier and Audio Control S!,stem 

Here - in one handsome, convenient enclosure - is 
the immediate answer to all your amplifier needs. 

There is hardly a high fidelity feature you can name 
that has not already been included in the AA·920. First, 
it delivers up to 20 watts of undistorted audio power 
with a frequency response that is flat from 20 to 20,000 
cycles ±ldb. Even at its peak output of 40 watts, distor· 
tion is surprisingly low. 

Second, the AA·920 also incorporates a high quality 
preamplifier and a versatile audio control system. In 
addition to phono, tuner, tape amplifier and auxiliary 
channels, the AA·920 also has provision for operating 
directly from the playback head of a tape deck or tape 
recorder. The necessary tape equalization is included. 

The phono input impedance is continuously variable, 
and may be adj usted for the optimum value prescribed 
for your favorite cartridge. There are four record equaliza· 
tion positions, as well as independent, full·range bass and 
treble tone controls, effective on all inputs. 

Sharp·cut rumble and scratch filters are also included 
in the AA·920. Each is operated by a separate switch 
which may be set for either mild or extreme conditions. 
To give full effectiveness to the loudness control, the 
AA·920 is also equipped with a volume or level·setting 
control. . 

The AA·920 employs the new rugged 6L6GB output 
tubes in pu sh·pull . Use of DC on all tube heaters in the 
preamp and other low level circuits has brought 
hum to 80db below full outpu t - practically hum· free 
performance. 

The all·metal enclosure of the AA·920 is luxuriously 
finished in deep burgundy and burnished brass. Styling 
and design make it the perfect match for the Pilot 
FM·530 and the Pilot FA·540,. companion FM and 
FM·AM tuners to the AA·920. 

See and hear the Pilot AA·920 at your hi·fi dealer or 

write for complete specifications to Dept. YH-l 

8 A 0 I 0 CO 8 P 0 8 AT ION 37·06 36th STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y; 
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2. ROMANTIC 

Brahms: Viola Sonat·as Opus 120, # 1 
and # 2. Paul Doktor, viola, Nadia Reis
enberg, pf. 

Westminster WN 18114 

Brahms: Cello Sonatas # 1, Op. 38; # 2, 
Op. 99. Pierre Fournier, ce llo, Wilhelm 
Backhaus, pf. 

London LL-1264 (12") 

Two marvelous pairs of the best in Brahms, 
both more than usually well played. In the 
viola sonatas (some as the two clar inet 
sonatas) Doktor knows his style, does an 
excellent job if occasionally a bit timidly 
when more ou tspoken expression could be 
used; Nadia R eisenberg's .piano g ives him an 
energetic and strong support that is always 
musical if not entirely subtle. Those who 
Imow the music in its clarinet form will find 
the viola coloration, in this, Brahms' own 
a lternative, particula rly intere t ing. 

The cello sonatas are highly con trasted, the 
first a vigorous, youthful work of the most 
disarming and straight-forward Romantic 
lyricism, the second, twenty years later, far 
more complex but even more masterful in its 
use of the difficult cello-piano combination. 
The Backhaus piano is a pillar of tremendous 
strength here--and these piano parts are 
incred ibly sumptuous and rich. Fournier is 
somewhat more restrained though equally 
musical, and this is entirely proper; too 
much cello can spoil these worl(s only too 
easily but weakness in the piano playing is 
fata l. 

The viola sonatas are smoothly recorded 
and well balanced, in a rather close acoustic, 
·the cello sonatas have more liveness, the piano 
a bit in the background but with plenty of 
strength and clarity. 

Br-ahms: Horn Trio, Op. 40. Arthu r 
Grumiaux, vI., Gregory Tucker, pf., James 
Staglione, horn . 

Boston B-209 

The Dames aren't t he biggest, but this is by 
a ll odds the finest r ecording of this wo r l< 
I've heard and, fo r that matter, the most 
intensely played of any of these Brahms 
works. The horn trio is one of the most en
dear ing of a ll Brahms' early and lyric pieces, 
full of the sor t of hear tfelt and youthful 
melody that also fills the earlier cello sonata 
(preceding) and the somewhat later German 
Requiem (following). An impassioned play
ing, in all t hree instruments, and Ar thur 
Grumiaux' violin comes t hrough particula rly 
well. The horn solo has jus t t he right mellow, 
German quality, withou t vibrato (as in French 
s tyle) and full of atmosphere. A splendid, big 
recorded sound too, only the piano being a bit 
oft', on the thin side. (Maybe it was t he piano 
itself.) 
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EDWARD TATNALL CANBY ::: 

Brahms: German Requiem, Op. 45. St. 
Hedwig's Cathedral Choir, Be rlin Motet 
Choir, Maria Stader, sopr., Otto Wiener, 
bar., Berlin Philh ., Fritz lehmann. 

Decca DX 136 (2) 

Another splendid "Requiem," yet qui te un
like the recent and also excellent ver, ion from 
Frankfurt, on Capitol recorils. (Both are 
German-made recordings.) 'rhis is a granil, 
ca t hed ral-style performance, enca ed in a 
yas t livell ess, the chorus evideutly very large 
and at sOllle distance, th e orchestra also at 
cathedral di stance. But there is no sluggish· 
ness, even though the opening and clOSing 
movements are taken very s lowly. The fugues 
and faster parts move with g..ace and ease, the 
singing and playing is high ly accurate and 
remarkably sharp and clear. Both solos are 
excellent in their relatively short sharings of 
the music w ith the chorus and orchestra. 

The old Vienna record ing (Columbia) is 
notable for the throaty wobbles of its chorus. 
These singers, in Berlin, sing with as clea r 
and vibrato-free tone as a boys' choir. En
trances are far better disciplined and more 
enthusiastic by far than the Vieuna group's, 
and indeed the entire performance, in spite 
of the massive sound and grandiose surround
ings, is full of life. 

However, the Requiem is a highly personal 
Romantic worJ< and can stand a good deal 
more intimate inspection, at closer range, 
than is pO,'lsible in this Berlin cathedral, which 
suggests the impersonality of a Ca tholic Mass. 
Before you acqui "e this, li ·ten if you can to 
the Capitol version (PBR 8300) which brings 
the chorus into a more compelling close range. 
Wh ile not as grand in the big mO lll en ts, it has 
much to oft'er in natural anil unalfec ted sing
ing and playing. 

W·agner: Flying Dutchman Overture; 
Good Friday Spell (Parsifal); Prelude and 
Love-Death (Tristan); Forest Murmurs 
(Siegfried). Detroit Symphony, Paul 
Paray. 

Mercury MG 50044 

Gone a re the elays of the Stokowski Sym
phonic SyntheSis and the slithery and hot
breathed brand of Wagner that Stoky, and 
others in his hey-day, . used to bring us! 
Wagner items are few and far between today, 
and t hey are usually, as in this case, rather 
startlingly un like the familiar playings of 
years back. 

'l.'his bouncy little F renchman, as I've noted 
before, can do the damndest things to Wagner 
and other German Romantics, such as you 
cannot anticipate ahead of time. Yet he's a l
ways musical anel I find that everything he 
does is musically interesting if sometimes 
odd enough to make one gasp. 

All is ligh tness of textu re here, the violen t 
sections positively electric, the lyric parts of 
an alm·ost perfumed seren ity more of Saint
Saens and Faure than of Wagner . The Flying 
Dutchman gets off to a start that will propel 
you clean out of you r seat. Tristan and 

I solde love and die in a most colorful manner. 
The birdies in Siegfried's forest somehow re
mind me of cucl<oos popping out of a cuckoo 
clock. And Parsifal, the tired late-Wagner of 
some performan ces, regains a large measu re of 
youthful vigor. Unique! 

The Mercury "Jiving presence" has the 
usual vast and solid bottom, plus a close-up, 
spaceless sound that is not very good for 
Wagner-too dead anel lacking in acoustic 
atmosphere. B u t the details-wnh oboes, 
trumpets and so on practically floating in 
front of your face--are wonderfully clear. 

All in a ll, of you're an old Wagner hand, 
you'll leave th is disc with a sliglltly dazed 
feeling, not sure whether you hate it Or love 
it. But never forget that Wagner's original 
a udience was even more fatefully stunned, 
when the music was new and fresh, the im
pact unpredictable. 

G rieg: Lyric Suite Op. 54; Norwegian 
Dances Op. 35; Wedding Day at Trold
ha ugen Op. 65 , # 6; Houlbe rg Suite Op. 
40 . Bamberg Symphony, van Remoortei: 

Vox PL 9840 

G rieg: Lyric Pieces, Books 3 and 4 . Man
ahem Pressler, piano. 

M-G-M E3197 

(See also Books 1 and 2, E3196) 
Composers come and go, wax anel wa ne, anel 

Grieg is ou the way to becoming old f a shioned 
and, even tually, unintelligible. In the wrong 
hands-anel there are plenty nOW-he seems 
no more than banal, over-sentimental. 

But fine performers of Grieg there are still 
-and in their hands he still is an impressive, 
if small scale composer, impressive for his 
utter honesty, his lyric gift, his piquant 
harmonies and gentle folk touches. Here are 
two performances that should convince almost 
any modern ear. 

P ressler 's piano h as a lready been h a lled as 
unusually sensitive and understanding in 
other types of music. His Grieg goes straight 
to the heart, s imply · and without pretence. 
Really on experience to hear him, and he's 
young-not an old veteran Romanticist by 
any means. 

Van Remoortel Is a lso young and of a mixed 
background, Belgian with training in Ita ly. 
But he makes t hese old orchestral scores glow 
w ith genuine sentiment. They still sound a 
bit passe, but at least they are played with 
honesty and real musical emotion, without 
apologies. You' r e likely to love 'em. 

Both recordiugs are well miked, the piano 
full toned, the orchestra sounding huge and 
fat in a golden liveness. 

Beethoven: Piano Sonatas # 17 ("Tem
pest"), # 23 ("Appassionat·a"), #26 ("Les 
Adieux"). Istvan Nadas. 

Period SPL 729 

Beethoven: Sonatas # 14 ("Moonlight"), 
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# 8 ("Pathetique"), #2 1 ("Waldstein"). 
Istvan Nadas. 

Period SPL 726 

'l'hese fo llow a fi rst disc (Period SPL 718) 
with two late sonatas, #29 and #30, which 
I didn't get to hear. Nac1as' fairly recent 
debut in t he U.S. was highly successful and 
marked him as a pianist with plen ty of tech
nique and a good, s trong personality. 

'l'hese are certainly interesting in terpreta
t ions though t hey may well mal(e old timers 
sit up in some amazement. Nadas is a young 
modern. His Beethoven is clearly not out of 
the old tradition of Beethoven playing, he has 
not borrowed from the Schnubles and the 
Hesse and the Kempfs. It's as t hough he had 
come to t hese piano scores by himself, had 
only the prin ted notes to go on. And t hat, 
may I r emin d you, isn't much if you've heanl 
the music. 

Fabulous technique, strong personulity, 
honesty, yes. Nadas' Beethoven i s curionsly 
open; the inner wheels are all out in the 
light, turning as smoothly as a well-greased 
transmission. Nadas plays with a sor t of glori
fied ha rpsichord techn ique, u sing very little 
pedal and almost none of the grand blurring 
that bas long been traditional-after a cen
tu ry of pianistic attempts to get ou t the long 
lines and big shapes of J;leethoven's worl(s 
that lie half buried beh ind the mass of detail. 

Nadas mutnres that detail work and it 
purrs-bnt, to my mind , clearly at the expense 
of the big lines. Yon'll tap yonr feet to Nadas, 
but you won't be lifted up. His beat is all 
within t he measnre, t he long phrases are 
merely draped upon the detail wO['k, and so 
lost. 

Never t heless, t his music is played, so to 
speak, from a strong position, and one can 
always learn new things from a strong 
pian ist, even if the old things aren't quite 
the same. And the piauo recording, always 
good at Period, is su perb. 

Reger: Clarinet Quintet (1916). Georges 
Coutelen , cI ., Winterthur Str. Quartet. 

Concert Hall CHS 1244 

'Yell ... if you like Reger .... That's the 
expected comment on this music, but I've 
given it a try, at Concert Hall 's indirect be
hest in the notes on the jacket, a nd I must 
admit, it ain 't bad. 

Still pretty thick and gooey, a post-Roman
tic chromaticism that lil(es its Ninth chords 
too much. But the inherently spare and at 
the Sllme time atmospheric medium of clar inet 
and strings does well by Reger-he can't get 
as thicl( and gooey here as he does with a 
full orchestra. Result is t hat his naturally 
melodic sense is enhanced, rhythms cut 
cleanly, and listening is good. If you know 
the Brahms Clarinet Quintet, yo u 'll under
stand how this worl( tal(es a ir, a quarte r cen
tury late r, au t of the middle movemen ts of 
t hat worl(, Brahms' only impressionist piece. 

'l'he music is often heard in Enrope, it 
seems, and this performance i s comfortable 
and fam ilia r-sounding, as t hough the players 
did know it well. 

3. THE MADRICAL 
The English Madrigal School, vol. 2. The 
Deller Consort. 

Vanguard-Bach Guild BG 554 

(See also' vol. 1, BG 553) 
Content-wise, the specia l feature of this 

second volume of Alfred Deller's madrigal 
offerings is the inclnsion of a good many works 
from the period of the pre-Elizabethan mnsic, 
the middle 1500's-to g ive depth and back
ground to more familiar late madrigals by 
Wilbye and Weelkes. Of Elizabeth's own day , 
towards the tnrn of the century. The earlier 
works are nnexpectedly lovely-or, I should 
say, not nnexpectedly. It's about time, as the 
notes here point out, that we stop th inking 
of the English madrigal as a law unto itself, 
isolated from both earlier English music and 
contemporary mnsic on the continent. 

It's an almost belligerent habit of madrigal 
lovers to isolate the English product as thongh 
It were in a class strictly by itself, the same 
sort of semi-snobbery that likes to think 
Gilbert and Sullivan has no rela tion to the 
outside world of non-British music ! All 
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liberal-minded madrigalists, therefore, are 
urged to listen to the present collection, 
which is sung in a spritely, tasteful manner, 
the voices pitched high, the wobbles not too 
great, the words nicely clear. Only criticism: 
the ensemble is not entirely smooth, with a 
good deal of nervous energy. At a distance, on 
stage, even in a private home, this would be 
fi ne; but at close mike distance It leads to a · 
good deal of near-overloading and consequent 
tendency to blast, here and there, in the more 
excited moments. 

radical of the day-bnt not as radical as was 
once believed, if by l'adica l one means slightly 
crazy. Gesna ldo's sensuous death-madrigals 
nse extraordinary chromatics, weird ha r monic 
progressions based on untempered free vocal 
pitch; he wrote passages that have long sug
gested Wagner to interested commentators. 
Bnt the music makes extraordinarily good 
sense, once nnderstood and sung, as I have 
reason to know. It is neither arbitrary nor 
"crazy," nor is it r emotely unsingable--far 
from it. 

I haven't seen Volume 1, but assume it is 
similarly presented. 

The Singers of Ferrara hail from the U.S. 

Madrigals of Gesualdo, Vol. 1. Singers 
of Ferrara, Robert Craft. Notes by Aldous 
Huxley. 

Sunset LP 600 

'l'he Italian madriga l, long pretty mnch 
unknown among English madrigal enthusiasts, 
is beginning to emerge as the tremendons 
musical force it is. Gesualdo, at the time of 
Palestrina a nd Man teverdi, was the extreme 

West Coast-i t was Gesualdo who came from 
Ferrara and the siugers' collective title 
honors him. This enterprise is significantly 
of the present day. Under t he benevolent 
patronage of an interested Huxley and 
Stravinsky, conducted by Stravinsky's oft
time exponent, Craft, this group a lso includes, 
t ypically, an element of contemporary jazz 
and scr een writing in its personnel; Gesualdo 
is extra-curricular fun for such mnsicians. 

The sound is a lso characteristic of the new 
movement. Perfectly blended professional 
voices, as exactly a like as so many graded 
peas, a string qnartet precision, a tonal blend, 

pre-recorded 

add the dimension 
of realism 

to your 
listening 

pleasure 

BINAURAL 
stereophonic 

TAPES 

by Cnarr f{f Sv 
Long a recognized leader in high fidelity reo 
cordings, Concert Hall Society. has eXJ?anded 
its facilities to include production of bIDaural 
stereophonic pre· recorded tapes. Concert Hall is 
taki ng this step to help meet the demand for 
truly high fidelity tapes. An ambitious program 
of outstandi ng items has been planned; twO 
notable "firsts" have already been chalked up-

LA BOHEME-Puccini 
Complete on two 7" reels ( 3600 ft.) 

SYMPHONY # 9-Beethoven 
Complete on two 7" reels (3000 ft.) 

All Concert Hall Society Tapes are 7" reels, 
7 Y2 ips, available for either stacke? o~ stag· 
gered heads. Positive color identlficamln IS pro· 
vided by the color of the reel mateflal-clear 
plastic for stacked, yellow plastIC for staggered. 
And please note these extras: 
• All CHS Topes bring you complete works 
• All CHS Topes come with full program notes 
• All CHS Tapes are splice free 
• All CHS Tapes are packed in attractive boxes 
• All CHS Tapes are of highest fidelity 
The listing at right is only the beginning! Many 
exciting items are in the works- so watch for 
our announcements of new tapes to be released 
on a regularly scheduled basis. . 
Concert Hall Binaural Stereopholllc Tapes are 
available now at record dealers and hi·fi audio 
centers, or write us for complete catalog and 
name of nearest dealer. 

,""""' ___ ,"""",,"""'Il'i"~""" 
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TH,E,; FIREBIRD,(Stravinsky) 
Net"'erlands Philharmonic, 
Walter Goehr. CHT/ BN·I (1200') 
$11 .95 %C 
EL AM OR BRUJO (de Falla) 
N etherla1lds P hilharmo11ic, Walter 
Goehr, A1lnie D elorie, contralto. 
CHT/ BN·2 (1200') $11.95 

PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION 
(Mussorgsky.Ravel) Netherlands 
Philharmonic, \IV alter Goehr. 
CHTl.BN-3 (1200') $11.95 

SYMPHONY #1 01 IN D MAJOR-
"CLOCK" (Haydn) Orchest·re 
Pasdeloup de Paris, L01tis i\olartilI. 
CHT/ BN·4 (1200') $11 .95 

SYMPHONY #9 IN D MINOR-
" CHOIlALEIl (Beethoven) 
Netherlands Philharmo"ic Chorus 
& Orch., \IV alter Goehr, Soloists. 
CHT IBN·5-2 (3000') $23.90 

PIANO CONCERTO #2 IN A 
.MAJOR (Lint) Philippe E"tremont, 
Radio Z"rich Orchestra, \IV alter 
Goehr. CHY/BN-6 (1200' ) $11.95. 

RHAPSODY IN BLUE (Gershwin), 
BOLERO (Ravel) Philippe ' 
Entremont, Concert Hall 
Symphony Orchestra, \IV alter 
Goehr. CHT/BN·7 (1200') $11 .95 

LA BOHEME (Puccini) Netherlands 
Philharmonic Cho ms & Orch. , 
Carl Bamberger, Solouts. 
~HT/BN.9.2 (3600') $23.90 

THE MOLDAU (Smetana), 
POLOVTZIAN DANCES FROM 
"PRINCE, IGOR" (Borodin) Utrecht 
Symphony Orch., Paul H"pperts. 
CHT/ BN·IO (1200') $11.95 

LES PRELUDES (Lint) Uf,recht 
Symphony Orch. , Patd Hupperts; 
ROMAN CARNIVAL (B.rlioz) 
Netherlands Philharmonic Orch., 
Walter ,Goehr. CHT/BN·11 (1200') 
$11.95 

DEATH - AND TRANSFIGURATION 
(R. Strauss) Utrecht Sympho"y 
Orchestra, Ignace Nef<1nark. 
CHT/ BN.12 (1200') $11.95 

DOWN THE MIDDLE with Jimmie 
McPartland & Orch.-J. & Marian 
McPartland, Stegmeyer, ' 
Dickell!otz., Freem.an, Morello, 
Hit,ton. CHJT/BN.13 (1200') $11 .95 
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Listening quality 
is everything! 

Impartial Lab reports an the new 
Audak Hi-Q7 magnetic car t ridge: 

A leading record ing studio: 
"Because readings showed an 
amazing total lack of dis
tortion, check tests were 
repeat ed 3 t imes." 
Consumer sheet : 
"Good frequency and 
trans ien t respo n se. 
Practically no high 
frequency distortion. 
Low intermodulation 
distorti9Jl . n 

Listening qualit y is 
everything - and the new Audax Hi-Q7 
has it to a degree not equalled by any other 
pickup. But - HEAR it yourself • .. 
there is 110 other way! Net $ 4 7 .70 w ith 
1 Chromatic Diamond and a Sapphire. 
Other models as low as $20.70 Net. 

COMPASS·PIVOTED ARM 
Universally acknowledged as the most effi
cient arm-barring none. N o restraint . No 
f rontal oscillations. N o springs. No fatigue. 
H ighest t racing efficiency. Equipped for 
stylus-presmre adjltStmmt . . • (New 
adapter makes this superb Audax arm usable 
with practically all cartridges. ) HF- 12 
Arm , Net $19.20 

STYLUS·BALANCE 
this really works . . ." Canby 

Stop deformation of record grooves I Only 
Audax Stylus-Balance can give you the all
importan t certainty of correct stylus pres
sure--AL WAYS. Precision-calibrated like 
a pharmacist's balan ce. Works with any 
arm and cartridge. Gold Finish. Net' $4.80 
(add 25¢ if shipped from N . Y. ) . 

LISTENING 
QUALITY 
CUTI'ERS 
Flat to 14,000 cps. 
Distortion 0 .6% at 
1000 cps. Fully mod
ulates groove with in
put of about 16 db 
with 220 lines. Z ', up 
to 500 ohms. Two 
models: 
H-5 ..• .... ..•.• . Net 
H-4 •••.. . • . •.• . • Net 

$11 1.00 
$75.00 

FREE copy of $1.00, 22-page, 1956 
reference guide, "ELEC-

TRON IC PRON O FACT S" - by 
pioneer Maximilian Weil - at your 
dealer, or w rite us. 

AUDAK COMPANY 
500 Fifth Ave., dept.- A, New York 36 
Fine audio·electronic apparatus over 30 years 
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for harmony, that is positively orchestral in 
spite of vibrato. And the singing? Ah-there's 
the rub! It Is, as you might expect, positively 
instrumental, and with a remarkable lack of 
interest in the very wellspring of these madri
gals, the text, the word-shapes and word
phrases! 

A matter of opinion, possibly, though I 
don't myself think so; the internal evidence 
of the music is much too strong in favor of 
the words. These singers sing metrically, with 
a steady and Stravinskian beat, in very nearly 
strict time, measuring out all the pauses quite 
literally, treating weak and strong syllables 
more or less alike. Beautifully done, but purely 
instrumental. Lovely, bnt wrong. 

Moreover, t hey sing with such precision and 
accuracy that the pitch inevitably, is tem
pered. That is, it sounds much as it would if 
played on the piano with the piano's tempered 
tuning. The wonderfully subtle contrasts of 
violently unlike harmonics are thus partially 
lost, or weakened. 

Nevertheless, a remarkable recording if only 
for its incredible vocal precision and, of 
course, the music itself, which gets through 
in essence. A must for all madrigal singers. 

Lament fo r April 15 and Othe r M odern 

Madrigals. The Randolph Sin gers. 

Compos e rs Recordings CRI 102 

A good idea, this, and it should by r igh ts 
make a fine complement to the madrigal col
lections above, and in fact there are many 
nuggets of gold or, if you wish, much protein, 
to he dug out of the presentation. But even 
though one of my own minor works is in
cluded, I can't wax overly enthusiastic. 

Most of the works aren't madrigals prop
erly, but that is unimportant. Many are of a 
highly humorous cast, and this is of more 
interest, because it points up the uncom
fortable fact that modern singing technique 
simply cannot cope naturally with the Eng
lish language, nor can most composers of to
day. 

The Randolph Singers go to great lengths 
to project the information, humorous or other
wise, that is conveyed here; but the conven
tionally exaggerated diction of the profes· 
sional singer defeats them at every turn, 
makes the humor seem childish and highly 
forced, even gets in the way of the sense. 
Rolled r sounds, fancy vowels, and a wobbly 
tone are inheritances from the continental 
vocal past that simply do not suit our own 
colloquial language today, even when well 
composed Into music. 

There's nothing wrong with our speech for 
music, as a million and one popular and folk 
singers can tell you. It can be rendered in to 
music intelligibly, with the greatest of ease. 
But not in the continental manner. 

Most of the works here were composed for 
and/or dedicated to the Randolph Singers and 
have been featured on their programs. The 
composers are Avery Claflin, Charles Mills. 
Halsey Stevens, Daniel Pinkham, Ulysses Kay, 
Kur t List, Judith Dvorkin, Carter Harman, 
plus yrs. t ly., an interesting and varied list. 

Hindem ith : Sy m phony "Mathis Der 

Maler" (1934); Sym phonic Dances (1937). 

Berlin Philharmonic, Hindemith . 

Decca DL 9818 

Mathis de Maler is now a familiar classic; 
here is Hindemith's own performance of his 
work, echOing that which he made in the 
early Thirties, reissued after the war on 
Capitol LP but now again defunct. With it is 
another of those vast and heavy sypmhonic 
works that followed Mathis, not one of which 
seems to have gained the audience of the 
earlier piece. 

Hindemith is a pnzzle. Does he write "just 
the same old ideas all over again"? Didn't 
¥ozart? I s his music heavy-handed? It sounds 
out powerfully from the orchestra. Academic? 
Yes, but deftly and skillfully, the massive 
works put together like any racing car. Very 
knowing craftsmanship, any way you look 
a t it. 

And yet a work like this, the SYlllphonic 
Dances, seems to ask for condemnation. It is 
insufferably heavy, noisy, thick, long, it does 

seem t o say what Math is did but more 
turgidly. There's not a shred of evidence for 
this, but I feel it just the same. Don't ask 
me why. 

One thing is clear: Hindemith is plen ty 
hard on the recording engineers. Most of this 
music is nicely encompassed in the Berlin 
recording, but the too-long Symphonic Dances 
get out of control a good while before the 
end and the last loud quarter-inch of inner 
groove will probably throw the average 
changer pickup for a loop. Mine wouldn't 
track it at all and when it did the sound
Hindemith saves his biggest blasts for the 
end-was unpleasantly distorted. 

Hi ndemit h : Fou r Sonatas (Trumpet , Clari· 
n et, Bassoon and Viol.a) . Harry Seve n
stern , t rumpe t ,- Jos D' hont, clarinet, 
A rnold Swillens, bassoon, Francis Tu rsi , 
viola; Hen ri Duv al , Jose Echan iz, pian
ists. 

Concert Hall CHS 1250 

The Hindemith puzzle continues here. These 
are outstanding examples, recent and early, 
of his celebrated "music for use"-music for 
a practical purpose rather than as art for its 
own sake--and there can be no argument left 
as to the validity of the idea. These are useful 
works, as every soloist on these instruments 
knows. 

Are they good works? Well ... same story. 
The same sort of ideas and expression, over 
and over again; and yet when you look closer, 
they really aren't the same at all, and each 
piece is wholly consistent in its own inner 
architecture, each is logically built upon its 
own thematic ideas, no two alike. 

Three of these I did not Imow ; they all 
"sounded the same," as usual. But the fo urth , 
the Clarinet Sonata, I knew quite well from 
some years back though I had not heard it 
since. Immediately, in this recording, this 
one struck me as, at last, rea! music, and f a r 
more interesting than the other works! I 
ate it up. But was it simply because I knew 
it? I'm afraid so. 

That's the way it is with this man. He 
annoys yo u no end at first. But he grows on 
you when you get to know him. And he's had 
a vast influence on contemporary music the 
world over. Come to think of it, old Bach 
was sometimes like that, too. He, too, is al
ways himself, dogmatically, uncompromisingly, 
whether you like it or not. But is Hindemitb 
another Bach ? Maybe, yet I still doubt it. 

Bartok: Second Suite for Orchestra, Op. 
4 (1907). Minneapolis Symphony, Dorat i. 

Mercury MG 50098 

Here's both a super-hi-fi record and an in
teresting musical experience,' the one aspect 
neatly dovetailed with the other. As we've 
already found out, Bartok's orchestra is 
superb for recording because, being modern 
but straight out of the Romantic tradition, 
it requires exactly what recording can best 
give--modern, close-up, soloistic clarity of 
detail immersed in a big Roman tic liveness. 

This early work of Bartok is an exception 
to the general rule that his earlier music 
tE'nds to be long, turgid, indigestible for to
day's ears. P erhaps because it is a suite, this 
piece is shorter, and it comes through with 
great clarity and transparency in the orches
tra. As the notes note, there are many su
prising suggestions here of the much later 
Concerto for Orchestra- almost forty years 
later. And, intriguingly, right along with the 
Bartokian suggestions there is plenty of that 
then-reigning old modernist, Richard Strauss. 
Most interesting mixture. 

The Dorati performance is an exception, 
too, for my ear; other Doratl recordings in 
this series have seemed to me to be hard and 
unmusical, even including the Concerto for 
Orchestra itself. But somehow, this piece has 
been given a passionate and on the whole, 
very musical playing with but a trace, here 
a.nd there, of the tell-tale pounding hardpan 
that characterizes his playing in other re
cordings. A first rate job, then, and particu
larly welcome to those who a lready know the 
popular Concerto for Orchestra. (See discus
sion of the RCA-Reiner recording of the 
Concerto, AUDIO, June 1956). 
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EQUIPMENT REPORT 
(f1'om page 28) 

and high-quality parts are used through
out, one example being in the choice of 
Ohmite (Allen Bradley) variable controls 
ill every instance. Deposited carbon re
sistors are used in every plate-load position 
and for unbypassed cathode resistors. Criti
cal values of both capacitors and resistors 
are maintained by the use of 2 per cent 
tolerance components. Both of these units 
may truly be called "deluxe." 

B-20 

REK-O-KUT MODELS 120 AND 
160 TRANSCRIPTION ARMS 

Because of the high precision required 
in the construction of a high-quality trans
cription turntable, it would be expected 
that if any manufacturer of such a turn
table were to turn to the making of an 
arm it would most likely be of similar pre
cision. The Rek-O-Kut arms are no excep
tion to tills assumption. 

plastic tubing to prevent scratching of the 
arm finish. 

As near as we could determine, the arm 
:esonance with even the lightest of pickups 
IS below 15 cps, and is even low in ampli
tude, although this is a difficult character
istic to measure. It is most easily done 
with a sweep frequency record cut at 78 
rpm and extending down to, say, 25 cps. 
When turned at 337i1 rpm, the lowest fre
quency is just under eleven cps, which is 
almost below the range of most practical 
measuring instruments. However, no othel' 
resonances that could be attributed to t he 
al'm were found throughout the entire 
audio spectrum. 

The striking appearance of the Rek-O
Kut al'ms lends a definite professiona.1 tone 
to any good turntable, with the brushed 
chrome matching the aluminum usually 
emplo:y:ed for the turntable platter. Such 
featur~s as the ball on the lifting handle 
contribute to ease of operation since there 

Fig. 6. The Rek-O-Kut transcription pickup arm. 

Model 160, for 16-in. turntables, and 
Model 120 for 12-in. turntables al'e similar 
in every particular except lellgth. The 
12-ill. model is the one we had under 
observation, and it is designed to mount 
with its center 8·3/16 all . fl'om the turn
table center. Both models are finished in 
satin chrome. All other infol'mation pel'
tains to the 12-in. unit specifically. 

The cartridge shell is of die-cast con
struction, with a eon 'lenient lifting handle. 
The fl'ont is cut out to provide for turn
ovel' cal'tridges and to facilitate seeing the 
stylus. A snap-out plug on top accom
modates cartridges of the G.E. type. The 
head plugs onto the end of the arm and 
is held firmly in place by a locking ring, 
electrica.l contact being made i&rough 
silver-pIa ted spring-loaded pins in the head. 
Two ball bearings pl'ovide smooth opera
tion of the vertical axis, while adjustable 
hardened needle bearings engage projec
tions 011 the side of the tube fol' the 
horizontal bearings. The arm is counter
weighted by an adjustable balancing weight 
which is rotated one and a quarter turns 
for each gram of needle force required 
after once bringing the arm to a balance 
with the pickup mounted. The counter
weight is spring-loaded so there is no 
chance of rattle or play, and so the weight 
will not change adjustment with normal 
handling. 

Clearance for the center shaft is. had by 
a %-in. hole on the motor board, and the 
height of the arm may be adjusted from 
1 % to 2 % in. The arm rest is similarly 
adjustable, the arm being gripped with 
two springs which are covered with a 
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is little likelihood of one's finger slipping 
off the handle and allowing the pickup to 
drop to the record with attendant damage. 
A locating pin on the head ensures the 
pickup being parallel to the record at all 
times, and the open front of the shell is a 
distinct advantage when cueing records to 
specific grooves, as is often required in 
accurate programming. 

The 120 arm will mount on the base plate 
of the Rondine B-12 and B-12 Deluxe turn
tables, bosses being provided on the plate 
casting to accommodate the mounting 
standard. Height adj ustments are locked in 
place with Allen set screws on both arm 
and rest. Either arm will be found to dress 
up an installation, and performance and 
handling are all that could be desired. 

B-21 

NATIONAL NEW CRITERION 
AM and FM TUNER 

Normally tuners are listed as " AM -FM ' , 
but this would not be quite accurate with 
the Criterion model, for it is in effect two 
separate t uners, one for AM and one for 
FM. They just happen to be mounted on 
the same chassis and powered from a single 
supply. Thus the tuner may be used for 
binaural or stereo broadcasts where one 
channel is transmitted on AM and the 
other on FM. In addition, there is an out
put from the FM circuit which precedes 
t he de-emphasis network, thus permitting 
use of the receiver for multiplex FM trans
missions. This same output may be used 
to actuate control circuits which shut off 
the output when such control signals are 

&'''GOLD~,~ R:,I E S" I 
HIGH FIDELITV 

Custom 
Quality 

Hi-Fi 
Components ¢ Sensibly 

Priced 
for 

Everyone 

~~~ ~ ~ MODEL HF255 

,"""~ Qca.t.. AM-FM TUNER 

Provides exceptional AM-FM recep
tion, true high fidelity realism with 
"space-saver" convenience and beauty 
at remarkably low cost. FM response, 
± 0.5 db, 20 to 20,000 cycles; AM, ± 4 
db, 20to 5,000 cycles. Sensitivity; FM-
5 microvolts for 20 db of quieting ; 
AM-20 microvolts for I volt output. 
Includes AFC, drift-compensated 
circuits, FM di-pole antenna, AM 
ferrite loop, etc. Only 31/2" high . Ideal 
for use with amplifier below. 

MODEL 1512 

~ 
/7L"AL~ 
~~ 12-WATT 

HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER 

True hi-fi performance at moderate 
cost. Full 12 watts output; response, 
± 0.5 db, 20 to 20,000 cps. Features 5 
inputs; separate bass, treble controls: 
equalization for EUR, ffrr, RIAA, 
Quiet; variable damping control, choice 
of volume control or loudness control. 
In compact cabinet, only 31/2" high. 

BEAUTIFUL "SPACE SAVER" DESIGN 
RAULAND matching Hi·Fi 
units are decorator·stvled in 
handsome charcoal black with 
marbleized gold finish, control ~ji~~~ 
panels in soft brushed brass. De· 
signed to fit anywhere-no cabi
nets required. (Extension shafts 
available for behind-panel 
mount.) 

Hear these RAULAND units at your 
Hi-Fi dealer. or write for details 

RAULAND-BORG CORPORATION 
3515 W. Addison St •• Dept. C, Chicago 18. III. 
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Type 
No . 

JZ-l 

JZ-5 

JZ-7 

JZ-13 

JZ-1S 

JZ-2S 

JZ-26 

TRIAD's wrsatlle series of sub-m 
ture hermetically sealed audio trans
formers are "Specially designed fQr 
au~ib use: trall~fstof apPlications aQl1 
phntell cIrcuits. Featuring extremely 
small.size, they incorporate all the 
construction features that have made 
TRIA:D the symbol of quality in trans
formers. 

List 
Impedance - Ohms 

Price Primary Secondary 

$19.65 600/ 250/ 50 60000 

20.20 30/ 12/ 4 50000 

19.65 30/ 12/ 4 1000 

19.65 . 15000 (1 Ma .) 135000 C. T. 

19.65 20000 (.5 Ma .) 1200/ 600/ 100 

19.10 10000 (1 Ma .) 200 

19.10 1000 (5 Ma .) 50 

Write for Catalog TR-56F, 
listing TRIAD's complete line 
of quality Transformers. 

~ 
4055 REDWOOD AVE., VENICE, CAlIF_ 
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transmitted by the station, as is the case 
with Storecast and some other broadcast 
music services_ Fig1tre 7 shows the tuner 
with the Horizon 5 preamplifier installed; 
if the tuner is to be used with amplifiers 
having tone and other controls, a brushed 
and anodized aluminum cover plate re
places the preamp. 

While the original model of the Criterion 
tuner was reported in the EQUIPMENT 
REPORT of September, 1954, several im
provements have been made since the first 
models were introduced. These have been 
made mainly in the limiter and detector 
circuits of the FM section, and they appear 
to have smoothed out the performance 
somewhat. At the same t ime, the Muta
matic circuit (which squelches the output 
in the absence of usable signal) works 
much more smoothly and with practically 
no noise as the signal cuts off and returns. 
U sing the type of ratio detector described 
as "wide band" since it covers a band 
some 2 megacycles wide, the selectivity is 
controlled mainly by the i.f. amplifier 
circuits, of which there are eight in the FM 
section. The two cascaded 6BN6 limiters 
provide exceptionally effective limiting 
action, and stations appear out of a silent 
background fully tuned in j as you turn 
the tuning knob further, the stations just 
disappear into the silent background. The 
audio quality is very good, and not de
pendent on extremely accurate tuning:
the statiou is either in or it is out and 
there is no need to fish for the middle one 
of the three peaks to get the best sound. 

Even on AM, quality is above average 

!~.:.'~' : .i.. ~ .• 
t:·" .. ·.n:m 
Fig . 7 National New Crite rion AM and 

FM tuner. 

because of the wicl eband Lf. amplifier, per
mitting relatively flat response up to 800U 
cps. The arrangement of the tuner is such 
that Ol1e may use Ol1e section for recording 
while listening simultaneously to the other 
section. While joint use of. the Lf. amplifier 
by both AM and FM signals is not un
commou when only one of the signals is 
passing through the amplifier at any time, 
this is the first tuner we have seen which 
used one i. f . amplifier for both AM and 
FM simultaneously. 

Rather larger than most tuners, the 
National New Criterion is of unusual ap
pearance, more professional than "decora
t ive" in the usual sense. In appearance it 
is quite function al, and its performance 
leaves little to be desired,- 'for it is very 
sensitive, quite flexible, and shows no t end· 
ency to drift under any average conclition 
of operation. B-22 

SPEAKER ENCLOSURES 
({1'om page 23 ) 

mouth is large enough (the absolute size 
required is related to how low the fre
quencies to be reproduced are) the 
mouth reflections and standing. wave 
resonances become great. 

A slow flare and a large mouth add 
up to a very large structure. If we p ut 
numbers into these general r elationships 
we will find that, for a horn conveying 
fairly uniform bass down to low fre
quencies, we will have a piece of furni
ture that we cannot use in a living room, 
let alone get through the door. This 
problem was first met by the Klipschorn, 
which folded the horn path back onto 
itself and then, being placed in a comer, 
used the walls of the room as an ex
ten sion of the flared paths. 

Combination of Different Enclosure 
Types 

We have discussed three basic types 
of speaker enclosure_ There are a lso en
closure designs which utilize more than 
one of these three system~ simultane
ously_ Horns which load the r ear of a 
speaker diaphragm, for example, may 
be effective over only the lower part 
of the frequency spectrum, and direct
radiation may take over at the higher 
frequencies. Another design that has 
made its. appearance is. a bass-reflex. en
closure whose port or ports are horn
loaded by a short path between cabinet 
and comer walls (see Fig. 10-8 ). 

Both horns and resonant type enclo
sures decrease the burden p laced on the 

(A ) 

( B ) 

(e) 

(0) 

Fig. 10-7. Use of the horn as an acous
tical coupler over the last seventy-five 
years (A) rigidly attached to phono 
p ickup (Edison); (B) attached by flexible 
tubing (Berliner); (C) curved to conserve 
space; and (0) folded bass horn with 

direct-radiator type driver. 
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HORN PATHS 

Fig. 10- B. Corner bass-reflex system 
with horn-l oaded ports. 

speaker compared to direct-radiator 
baffle systems, par ticularly from the 
point of view of the voice-coil excur 
sion required at low frequencies. They 
also br ing with them their own r eso
nances, which must be strictly tamed 
for high-quality reproduction. 

Jazz by lean 
(from page 4) 

amused at her performance in much the 
same manner as working musicians leer 
among themselves over the guff handed out 
by the college· prof-experts. EitheJ: you feel 
it or you don't. 

To be perfectly honest, most musicians 
don't take these things seriously but merely 
look upon them as prestige items that will 
mean a few extra j obs when the pickings 
get lean around Christmas time. They a re 
a lot of fun when viewed simply as a pleas
ant outing or as a sociological phenomenon 
since many interesting specimens of good 
old homo show up at these affairs. It is 
also interesting to note how t ightly the pIlO
moter .iazz-type musician has clamped onto 
these blowouts. There are a couple of these 
guys al'ound who don't rate among actual 
working musicians bu t who seem to be the 
subject of endless glowing slick magazine 
pieces directed at the unknowing, and who 
always seems to be where the cash is heavi
est and the knowledge the least. In fact, 
I'm going to do a paragraph or two in the 
near future about these characters since 
they are a study in themselve~ . They could 
be called professional jazz men as opposed 
to jazz performers. The product they sell 
is phony atmosphere rather than music and 
they come complete with prop bottle, open 
shirt collar, and « musician talk" and have 
carefully schooled t hemselves to be « amus
ing" at parties thrown by elderly wealthy 
patrons of Ie jazz hot who don't know 
Brubeek from Bolden but think it 's modern 
and democratic to dig- jazz. These guys 
bear about the same relationship to genuine 
jazz players as Nick Altr ock, the baseball 
clown, bore t o real ball players. They both 
had a small talent long ago but have made 
a career' of crowning in tEe uniform and 
burlesquing their better s. The promoter 
and the locust will always be with us. 

Since the summer months are t he leanest 
as far as new releases are concerned, I have 
decided to stack everything up for next 
month and review all the new discs in a 
batch rather than piecemeal. The harvest 
season is almost upon us and the trees are 
heavy with f ruit so let us hope t hat t he 
stuff will be as tasty as it is sure to be 
plent iful. 
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For clean amplification, low di stortion and abundant powllr no other 
amplifier compares with the Mcintosh. Tile basicalfy-different patented 
Mcin tosh circuit delive rs a mplification 99.60 % perfect I The result : 
outstanding realism, clarity and listening q uali ty. Hear it at your 
dealer's. 

DISTORTION vs. POWER OUTPUT 
t .o"/. 

I I 120~ ,LKC I ,0.5'1. 

.L"o~'''\>(j ,l .1. -- - ___ 1 ___ 1. __ ___ TY~~~EAS~a~~T 

- ---0" 
o " 30 " .. 

POWER OUTI'Ul IN RMS WAns 

SINGLE FREQUENCY HARMONIC DISTORTION 

---

+-- -- -- --- --- JANm+, v1 AT LAm I I -- r-- --r--r--m""", "',""UOOM'N' J .. WA+ 0, 
10 20 .$0 100 200 500 I KC 2 KC 5 KC 10 KC 20 KC 50 KC 100. Kr 

fREOUENCY IN CYCLES 

Write for complete de tails on 
Mcintosh ampliflers and free booklet. 

324 WATER ST., BINGHAMTON, N. Y. 
MC-60 $198 50 

Iixport Dlv. 25 .. Worren St .• N. Y. 17 Coble, Sim ontrice 
Circle 35 

J~ep in!ormeJ- I'eaJ 
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL 

INSTRUMENTS 
By 

Richard H. Dorf 

In one big volume, you can now learn all 
about the intricacies of commercia l electronic 
organs, including the Allen, Baldwin, Conn
sonata, Hammond, Minshall-Estey, Lowrey 
Organo, and others, together with many 
smaller instruments. Constructiona l details on 
the author' s Electronorgan and the simpler 
Thyratone show you how to build one of 
these fascinating instruments for yourself. 
A compilation in book form of the author's 
art icles in Radio Electronics, brought up to 
date and wi th many addi t ions. Price $7.50 
(Fore ign, $8.00) . 

Customary discounts to deaters and distribut ors 

RADIO MACAZIN ES. INC., Book Division 
P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y. 

Pl ease send me . . . .. . copies of Dorf's ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRU
MENTS. I enclose check 0 money order 0 for $7.50 each 
(Foreign, $ 8 .00) . 

Name 

Address . . ...... . .......... . . . .. . .. . .. . . . ...... . .. .. . . . ....... . . .. . ..... . 

City .... . ........... . ........... . ... Zone . . ... . State . .... . ......... .. . 
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N E.W . PRO DUCTS 
• Ribbon Tweeter. The Kelly ribbon 
tweeter represents a new British approach 
toward the ultimate in high-frequency re
sponse. In operation, the ribbon dia
phragm is air-coupled to a specially de
signed catenoidal horn which gives high 
coupling efficiency at freq uencies between 
3000 and 20,000 cps, and attenuates con
siderably all frequencies below 1000 cps. 
The diaphragm consists of a ribbon of 
duralumin foil 0.0003 in. thick operating 
in an intense magnetic field. The alternat
ing voice current fiowing through the foil 
generates a magnetic fie ld which interacts 
with the permanent field, the resulting 
magnetic force being applied uniformly 
over the entire ribbon. The entire moving 
system vibrates in phase and with equal 

force, resulting in remarkably smooth re
sponse with freedom from resonance. The 
Kelly tweeter has a power capacity of 
better than 10 watts and input impedance 
is 15 ohms. Distributed in the United 
States by Ercona Corpor ation, Electronic 
Division, 551 Fifth Ave., New York, 17, 
N. Y. B-1 

• Sherwood FM-AM Tune·r. Many profes
sional features are incorporated in the 
new Model S- 2000 FM-AM tuner recently 
introduced by Sherwood Electronics Lab
oratories, Inc., 2802 W. Cullom Ave., Chi
cago 18, IlL Remarkably high FM sensi-

tivity of 1.2 microvolts fo r 20 db quieting 
is accomplished by using the new 6BS8 
input tube along with a specially designed 
balanced input transformer. Distortion is 
held to a minimum due to advanced cir
cuitry which includes both AGC a nd AFC. 
The AM section offers a choice of 16- or 
5-kc bandwidth, with a 10-kc whistle filter 
in the circuit at all times. Exceptionally 
compact, the S-2000 measures only 14 x 
10'h x 4 ins. The tuner is available in a 
variety of attracHvely styled cabinets to 
match the Sherwood S-100 0 20-watt am
plifier. B-2 

• Premiere Corne,r Speaker System. Speak
ers designed especia lly for the theater, 
coupled to a newly designed corner horn 
enclosure, assure the user a superb quality 
of sound from the n ew Premiere speaker 
~stem. To proyide exceptionally clean 

36 

bass, the Premiere employs a dual-throat 
fo lded corner horn with an internal vol
ume of more than 9 cu. ft. and a path 
length of 12 ft. Drivers consist of a 
rugged 15-1n. unit possessing a very high 
flux density for clean transients in the 
region of 30 to 800 cps, and a heavy-duty 
compression-type unit for handling the 
frequency range !;rom 800 to 22,000 cps. 
The latter is coupled to a large, extremely 
rigid sectoral horn. Crossover at 800 cps 

is accomplished by a 12-db constant-re 
sistance parallel-type network usIng air
core coils and oil-filled capacitors for 
lowest possible distortion. Power rating 
of the Premiere is 35 watts. Enclosures 
are 39"h x 33"w x 28"d, and are custom 
built from genuine walnut, mahogany and 
korina woods. Descriptive sheets a re 
available upon request. United Speaker 
Systems, 58 Schuyler St., Belleville 9, 
~~ ~ 

• Altec Lansing Microphone. The new 
Model 680A dyna mic microphone, recently 
announced by Altec L ansing, introduces 
the unique "acoustic gate" principle to 
provide high-quality broadcast perform-

I 

ance througho u t an extende.d frequency 
range. A peripheral sound entra nce chan
nel 2 mils in width, the acou stic gate p r o
vides an acou stical resistance loa ding 
virtually independent of frequency to the 
front of the diaphragm, thereby elimin
ating high-freq uency peaks and extending 
the smooth frequency response over an 
exceptionally wide range. Altec Lansing 
Corporation, Dept. AE-6, 9356 Santa Mon
ica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. B-4 

• Hea.thkit AM Tuner Kit. Incorporating 
a number of features not usually found in 
an AM circuit, the new Heathkit Model 
BC-1 is designed especially for use in 
high-fidelity music systems. It provides 
broad bandwidth, while sti ll maintaining 
good-sensi tivity and selectivity. A special 
voltage doubler detector employing crys
tal diodes is used to assure low distor
tion even at high .modu la tion levels. Audio 
response of the BC-1 is within ±1 db from 
20 to 20,000 cps. Tuning range is 550 to 
HOO· kc. I-f bandwidth is 20 kc. Other fea-

tures include a 10-kc whistle filter, 6 db 
signal-to-noise ratio at 2.5 microvolts 
input, and pre-aligned r.f. a.nd Lf. co ils. 
The unit is self-powered and matches 
other Heathkit models in physical ap
p earance and dimensions. The Heath Com
pany, Benton Harbor, Mich. B-5 

• Ta.pe Splicer. Designed for semi-profes
sional and amateur u se, the new Gibson 
Girl Model SP-4 tape splicer miter cuts 
and trims the splice without the u se of 
scissors or razor blades. It consists of a 

tape guide which is provided with pres
sure-sensitive adhesive for attachment to 
any recorder, and a h and-held splicer 
which has two di fferent cutting actions. 
One side of the splicer makes a diagonal 
cut in the tape, while the other side trims 
the tape to the familiar gibson-girl shape. 
Robins Industries Corp., 214-26 41st Ave., 
Bayside 61, N. Y. B-6 

• Audio Test Instrn.m.ent. Known as the 
Donner Model 21 Wave Analyzer, this in
strument is intended primarily for testing 
the performance of high-fidelity, juke
box, and othe.r music-system amplifiers. 
Although bullt to a high standard of pre
CIsion, the unit is priced well within the 

. reach of sou nd service specialists. It ac
curately measures amplitude and fre
quency over a r a nge of 30 to 50,000 cps. 
In addition to making freq uency runs, the. 
Model 21 is also u seful in the measure
ment of intermodulation and harmonic 
distortion. Full-scale deflection of the 
meter, which is calibrated in both percent
age and db, can be obtained with input 
signals r anging from 160 microvolts to 
500 volts rms. Eas ily carried by hand, the 
instrument incorporates design and cir-
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lTSUILD-IT-YOURSELF" AND ENJOY ••••• 

o Heathkit FM TUNER KIT 
F eatures brand new circuit and physical design. Matches 
WA-P2 Preamplifier. Modern tube line-up provides bet
ter than 10 uv. sensitivity for 20 db of quieting. Built-in 
power supply. 

Incorporates automatic gain control-highly stabilized 
oscillator-illuminated tuning dial-pre:aligned IF and 
ratio transformers and front end tuning unit. Uses MODEL FM·3 
6BQ7A Cascode RF stage, 6U8 oscillator-mixer, two $2450 6CB6 IF amplifiers, 6AL5 ratio detector, 6C4 audio 
amplifier, and 6X4 rectifier. Shpg. WI. 7 Lbs. • 

@ Heathkit 25-Watt HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 
Features a new-design Peerless output transformer and KT66 output tubes. Frequency 
response within ±1 db from 5 cps to 160 Kc at 1 watt. Harmonic distortion only 1% at 
25 watts, 20-20 ,000 cps. 1M distortion only 1% at 20 watts. 4, 8, or 16 ohms output. 
Hum and noise, 99 db below rated output .. Uses 2-12AU7's, 2-KT66's and 5R4GY. 
Attractive physical appearance hannonizes with WA-P2 Preamplifier. Kit combinations: 
W-5M AMPLIFIER KIT: W-5 COMBINATION AMPLIFIER 
Consists of main amplifier and KIT: Consists of W-5M am-
power supply, all on one chas- $59

75 
plifier kit plus Heathkit ' Model 

sis. Shpg. Wt. 31 Lbs. Express WA-P2 Preamplifier kit: Shpg. $795.° 
only. • wt. 38 Lbs. Express only. 

E) Heathkit HIGH FIDELITY PREAMPLIFIER KIT 
Designed specifically for use with the Williamson Type Amplifiers, the WA-P2 features 
5 separate switch-selected input channels, each with its own input control-full record 
equalization with turnover and . .rolloff controls-separate bass and 
treble tone controls-and many other desirable features. Frequency MODEL WA-P2 
response is within ±1 db from.25 to 30,000 cps. Beautiful satin-gold $1975 finish. Power requirements from the Heathkit Williamson Type 
Ampljfier. Shpg. WI. 7 lbs. • 

o Heathkit Williamson Type HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 
This amplifier employs the famous Acrosound TO-300 "Ultra Linear" output trans
former, and has a frequency response within .±1 db from 6 cps to 150 Kc at I watt. 
Harmonic distortion only 1% at 21 watts. 1M distortion at 20·watts only 1.3%. Power 
output 20 watts. 4, 8, or 16 ohms output. Hum and noise, 88 db below 20 watts. Uses 
2-6SNTs, 2-5881's and 5V4G. Kit combinations: 
W-3M AMPLIFIER KIT: Consists· of W-3 COMBINATION AMPLIFIER 
main amplifier and power sup- KIT: Consists of W-3M am-
ply for separate chassis con- .4975 plifier kit plus Heathkit Model $69 50 struction. Shpg. Wt. 29 lbs. '" WA-P2 Preamplifier kit. Shpg. 
&press only. . • Wt. 37 lbs. Express only. • 

{) Heathkit Williamson Type HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 
This is the lowest price Williamson type amplifier ever offered in kit form, an~ yet it 
retains all the usual Williamson features. Employs Chicago output transformer. Fre
quency response, within ±1 db from 10 cps to 100 Kc at 1 watt. Harmonic distortion 
only 1.5% at 20 watts. 1M distortion at rated output 2.7%. Power output 20 watts. 
4, 8, or 16 ohms output. Hum and noise, 95 db below 20 watts, uses 2-6SN7's, 2-5881's, 
and 5V4G. An exceptional dollar value by any standard. Kit combinations: 
W-4AM AMPLIFIER KIT: Consists of W-4A COMBINATION AMPLIFIER 
main amplifier and power sup- KIT: Consists of W-4AM am-
ply for slOgle chassis construc- $39

75 
plifier kit plus Heathkit Model 

tlon. Shpg. Wt. 28 lbs. Express WA-P2 Preamplifier kit. Shpg. $595°. 
o.nly. • Wt. 35 lbs. Express only .. 

(;) Heathkit 20-Watt HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER .KIT 
This model represents the least, expensive route to high fidelity 'performance. Frequency 
response is ±1 db from 20-20,000 cps. Features full 20 watt output using push-pull 
6L6's and has separate bass and treble tone controls. Preamplifier and MODEL A 98 
main amplifier on same chassis. Four switch-selected inputs, and . 
separate bass and treble tone controls provided. Employs miniature $3550 tube types for low hum and noise. Excellent for home or PA 
applications. Shpg .. WI. 23 Lbs. • 

NLW ~ a;a .wMflh~ .. 
Heathkit construction manuals are full of big, clear pictorial diagrams that show the 
placement of each lead and part in the circuit. In addition, the step-by-stel! proced'fre 
ilescribes each phase of thf!. construction very carefully, and ~uppl,es ali the mformatlOn 

eou need to assemble the kit properly. Includes mformatlOn on reS!s(or color-cod~s. 
"ps on soldering, and information on the tools you need. Even a begmner can bwld' 
• ,h quality Heathkits and enjoy their wonderful performance. 
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Heathkits@ 

The World's 
Finest 
Electronic 

.Equipment 
in Kit Form 

HEATH COMPANY 
A Subsidiary of Daysfrom Inc. 

BENTON HARBOR as, 
MICHIGAN • 
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SPECIFY NOR~LCO 

&~.d 
for Top Performance 
speaker replacements 

Based on economy alone, anyone 
of the NoreJco FRS twin-cone 
speakers is your best choice. 

Aside from price, these speakers 
have been designed and manufac
tured by audio craftsmen-to pro
duce unexcelled sound qualities . 
In a single FRS speaker, sound is 
reproduced so perfectly that listen
ers have difficulty in dist inguishing 
recorded performance from those 
which are live. 

FRS Twin Cones are both operated 
by the same magnet and voice coil. 
The smaller cone radiates frequen
cies above 10,000 cis and diffuses 
lower frequ encies. Frequencies be
low 10,000 ci s are generated by 
the la rger cone while reflecting fre
quencies above this frequency. 

Price from $59.98 to $6.75 in all 
standard impedances and sizes 
from 12 inches to 5 inches. 

ADD TO .. . and improve any 

t sound system with A'relco@ 
! * FULL RESONANCE SPEAKERS 
!: 

-.' W 
38 

Send to Dept. AS today 
for more details . 

North American Philips Co., Inc. 
100 E.5t 42nd Street 
Hew York 17, H. Y. 

cu it innovation s w h ich provide functions 
heretofore available only in units consid
erab ly larger and heavier . Donner Scien
tific Company, 2829 Se.venth St., Berkeley 
Calif. B-7 

• Four-Speed Collaro Changer. Identical 
in quality and pe.rformance w ith its 3-
speed predecessor, the new Collaro Model 
RC-456 record changer includes an oper
ating speed of 16-2/3 rpm. Among the 
first quality changers to be provided with 

the new speed. the RC-456 retains such 
features of the earlier model as a u tomatic 
intermix and automatic id ler disen gage
ment. Brit ish-made, the Collaro is distr:b
uted in this cou ntry by the Collaro Divi
s ion of Rockbar Corporation, 650 Halste,,-d 
Ave., Mamaroneck, N. Y. B-8 

• Shielded Tape Conta.iner. A new type of 
protective carrying and storage container 
which thoroughly shields tape recordings 
from high- and low-intensity fields which 

might cause accide·ntal erasure has re
cently been introduced by Magnetic Shield 
Division, Perfection Mica Company, 20 N. 
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, I ll. Double meta l 
construction consists of two layers of 
specially prepared magnetic shield ing ma
terials Itno·wn as Fernetic1 which attenu
ates h igh intensities, and Co-Netic, which 
attenuates low intensities. The container 
i:; availab le in a variety of sizes and shapes 
to fit any desired app lication. B -9 

• Fisher M a ster Contr ol Amplifier . This 
new Fisher Model CA-40 amplifier provides 
on a single compact chassis an a dvanced 
p I'eamplifier with controls, as well as a 25-
watt powllr ampli fier which affords full 
ou tpu t with less than 1.0 per cent distor

"tion. Six inputs are provided, also six 
equalization positions for records, and di
rect tape-head playback. The Fisher "Tone
scope" provides a graphic indication of 
tone control settings. Also provided is a 
four-position loudness contour control, and 
r u mb le and noise filters. Frequency re
sponse of the amplifier is stated to be 

within 0.5 db from 10 to 90,000 cps, with 
noise l evel down 90 db at full output. Sepa
rate bass and treble controls provide 15 db 
boost or cut. In addition to 4-, 8- and 16-
ohm speaker outputs, the CA-40 is 
equipped with a cathode-follower ou tput 
for a tape recorder. All low-level tubes are 
fed with d.c. filament voltage, Complete in 
an attractive two-tone cabinet, the CA-40 
is id eally suited for table-top or shelf 
installation. Fisher Radio Corporation, 
21 -21 44th Drive, Long Island City I, N . Y. 

B-IO 

• Continuous-Loop T a pe . R ecor der. !'
unique concept in tape drive .systems IS 
found in the Magneloop, a contmuous-loop 
tape recorder-reproducer with continu
ously variable speeds. Step less. control 
of speed is afforded from 1 % to 15 IPS WIth 
a freq uency response of 50 to 15,000 cps 
at the h igher speed. Continuou s ly var iable 
automatic equalization and amplitude com-

pensation is also provided. The new Mag
neloop is designed to record and playback 
any message, m u sical program, or sound 
effect up to 60 minu tes in length. Unusual 

Tecording and playback possibilities are 
created because speed control over an 
8-to-1 ratio is now built into a single unit. 
The Magneloop is available in single-, 
dual-, and triple-channel models. Complete 
technical specifications may be obtained 
by writing to Amplifier Corp. of America, 
398 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. B-ll 

• Components Turntable. Similar in de
sign and construction to t he well-known 
Components Professional turntable, the 
new Professional Junior model features 
a 12-inch bel t-driven weighted table of 
non-magnetic polished alu minum with non
slip cork record pad. It is a 4-speed ma
chine, incl uding 16-2/3 rpm. Rumble, 

flutter and wow are stated by the manu 
facturer to be negligible. T he Professional 
Junior is now being distributed to high
fidelity equipment dealers throughout the 
country. Further informat ion may be had 
by writing to Components Corporation, 
Denville, N. J. B-12 
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resonator and when the loudspeaker 
str ikes the resonant frequency of the 
box the motion of the air in the vent 
will be at a maximum and in phase with 
that of the cone, in which case, since 
the air in the enclosure is being brought 
under compression or tension by both 
the loudspeaker cone and the air piston 
in the vent simultaneously, its effective 
stiffness rises and the cone velocity is 
reduced at this frequency. 

Another way of looking at this is to 
consider the electrical analogy where 
the vented box is represented by a 
parallel tuned circuit in series with the 
loudspeaker series circuit we have seen 
previously. This is shown in Fig. 10. 

Again the cone velocity is represented 
by I and at resonance the impedance 
of the parallel tuned circuit becomes 
high and I is reduced. We will call this 

u 
> 

N 

I 
~ z 
« 
5:l 
~ 

Fig. 11. Impedance curve for the vented 
box o r bass- reflex enclosure . 

frequency fa . Since the cone velocity 
fa lls at fo ) it is an antiresonance. 

Below the resonance of the enclosure 
the vent air mass moves in anti-phase to 
the cone, i.e. as the cone moves inwards 
the air compression forces the air in 
the vent outwards, and vice versa. Under 
this conditien the volume of air in the 
e'.lclosUl'e is mainly employed trans
ferring the motion of the cone to the 
vent air mass; consequently this mass 
can be considered for most pur poses as 
being added directly to the mass of the 
cone. The latter t.hereby exhibits a reso
nance at a frequency lower than its un
baffied value. 

This condition is represented in the 
circuit shown in Fig. 10 where below 
the resonance the dominating reactance 
of the parallel circuit is Me and the 
resulting series circuit consisting of 
B1) Me) GC) B a) 1I1e) and Bl has a reso
nant hequency we shall call f1) where 
the cone velocity rises. 

Again, above the resonance of . the 
enclosure the vent airmass becomes too 
inert to move readily at these higher 
frequencies and the vent will behave 
as though it were blocked. The vented 
box thus becomes effectively a closed 
box and, due to the stiffness of the en
closed air the loudspeaker cone exhibits 
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a resonance at a higher frequency than 
its unbaffled value. 

This may be represented again in Fig . 
10 where, above its resonance the domi
nating component of the parallel section 
is Ge and the resulting series circuit 
B o) M c) GO) B a) and G. has a resonant 
frequency we shall call f2' A typical 
impedance curve showing this is shown 
in Fig. 11. 

It will be realized from the foregoing 
that at resonance fa the radiation from 
the port is in phase with that from the 
front of the cone, and at frequencies 
below this the phase of the port radia
tion changes and is 180 deg. out of place 
at fl and the lower frequencies. This 
has little effect when the area of the 
port is small compared to the cone pis
ton area. If, however, the port area is 
comparable to the piston area then the 
radiation from the port, at frequencies 
around the cabinet resonance fa) will 
add to the radiation from the cone and 
substantially compensate for the fall in 
output from the cone due to the reduced 
velocity at this frequency. At frequen
cies approaching fl and below, the port 
radiation, under these conditions, will 
tend to cancel the radiation from the 
cone and consequently below fa the out
put fa lls rapidly. In these circUlllstances, 
velocity curves are not an indication of 
the over-all radiation efficiency but they 
are used to indicate the nature of the air 
loading ~pplied to the cone. 

Thus we have seen that a loudspeaker 
mounted in vented box will show two 
resonant frequencies fl and f2) in be
tween which is an anti-resonance fa . The 
expression for the resonant frequency 
fa of a vented box is the same as that 
for a Helmholtz resonator, which, Ill

cluding corrections, becomes: 

v( l+ ~~ B) 
where v is the volume of the box 
A == the area of the vent 

B==~ 
l == length of tunnel or thickness of 

wood and all dimensions are of 
the same denomination. 

Evaluating constants and expressing 
dimensions in inches we have;-

fa ==3)824 ~V(l+~.7R) cps 

. 1.463 x 10 R2 . 
from whICh v== f/(l+1.7B) III ins. 

The vented box then has two ad
vantages over the previous systems. 
(1) The stiffness of the enclosed air is 
relieved by venting, thus the amplitude 
of the resonance f 2 due to this stiffness 
acting on the cone is reduced. 

LEONARD , RADIO 
AUGUST SPECIALS! 
STENTORIAN 

SPEAKERS AT 
FANTASTIC PRICES 

12" Co-axial: Response: 20 -20,-
000 cps. Bass Resonance: 35 cps. 

'Magnet: Alcomax 3-3 1,000 gauss-
1 1 V2 Ibs. Impedance : 15 ohms. 
reg. $ 11 9.00 NOW .. . $79.95 
10" Co-axial : Response: 30- 16,-
000 cps. Bass Resonance : 35 cps. 
Magnet : Alcomax 3-25,000 ga uss. 
Impedance: 15 ohms .. reg. $44.50 

NOW . .. $29.95 

12:' Extended Range: Mode l 
12 14. Response: 25-1 4,000 cps. Bass 
Resonance: 39 cps. Magnet : Alcomax 
3-14,000 gauss-5 V2 Ibs. Imped
ance 15 ohms. NOW .. . $49.50 
10" Extended Range : Model 
101 2U. Response: 30 - 14,000 cps. 
Bass Resonance: 35 cps. Magnet : AI 
comax 3-12,000 gauss-2 lb. Vari
ab le Impedance: 4, 8, 15 ohms. 

NOW ... $16.95 
9" Extended Range: Mode l 
9 12 . Response 4 0 - 13 ,000 cps. Bass 
Resonance: 4 5 cps. Magnet Alcomax 
3-12,000 gauss-2 Ibs. Impedance: 
15 ohms. reg ... . ....... $1 2 .95. 

NOW . . . $9.95 
8" Extended Range: Mode l 
8 12U. Response : 50-12,000 cps. Bass 
Resonance: 6 5 cps. Magnet : Alcomax 
3-12,000 gauss-2 lb . Variable Im
pedance: 4, 8, 15 ohms. 

NOW ... $12.95 
T -12 Tweeter: Heavy Duty. Re 
sponse: 3 ,000-20,000 cps. Magnet: 
Alcomax 3-16,000 gauss-9 Ibs. 
Voice Coil : 1 V2 " . Power Rating : 15 
Watt. reg. . .. . ........ $ 58.50. 

NOW ... $47.50 
T -10 Tweeter: Response :2 ,000-
1 6 000 cps. Magnet : Alcomax 3-
14' 000 gauss-2 V2 lb. Voice Coi l: 1" 
AI~m . Edge W ound. Power Ra t ing: 5 
W atts NOW ... $19.95 
Get your name on our mailing list now lor 
"LEONARDS" special bulletins. Mail & 
Pho." Orders F.Ued. 25% Deposit • • • 
Balance C.O .D. 

RADIO, INC. 
y.n " N. Y. CO,"."41 ' ·OllS 
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Simplify design aud 
ca/cil/ation 

practical 

ELECTROACOUSTICS 
M. RETTINGER 

The keynote of the book is UTIL
ITY in a practical coverage of the 
rapidly developing field of electro
acoustics. 

Electroacoustics is presented in 
the light of the most recent develop
ments. The modern methods and de
vices discussed in the book are those 
used at present in radio, sound-film 
recording, and allied arts. 

Special emphasis is placed on the 
relatively new and promising field 
of magnetic recording. 

Many tables and curves . show at 
a glance the required quantities, re
ducing calculations to a minimum. 
The diagrams in the book are useful 
not only for lessening figure work 
but also for checking calculations 
and illustrating relationships. 

CONTENTS------------~ 

42 

FOREWORD. MICROPHONES: Anecdotal 
History of Microphones-General Aspecll 
- Tl1'es of Microphone - Microphone 
Techmque. LOUDSPEAKERS: Direct-Ra
diator Loudspeaker-Loudspeaker En
closures-Loudspeaker Cahinets-Corner 
Cabinet for Loudspeakers-Horn Loud
speakers-Directional Radiation-Damp. 
iug Loudspeaker-Cabinet Panels-Speaker 
Measurements-Speaker Distortion. CIR
CUlTS: Constant· Resistance Cro5!over 
Networks - Impedance-Measuring Net
works-Mixers. MAONETIC STRUCTURES : 
General Aspects - Permanent Magnets. 
PUBLIC-AnDREss SYSTEMS : General As
pects - Outdoor Loudspeaker Output
Power Requirements - Specifications -
Testing Public-Address System Installa
tions-The Hollywood Bowl Sound-Rein
forcement System-Loudspeaker Match
ing. VIBRATIONS: Transients-Vibration 
Isolation. ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS: 
Dynamic Symmetry - Convex Wood 
Splays for Broadcast and Motion-Picture 
Studios-Recording Studios-Television 
Studios - Home Acoustics - ·Sound-Ab
sor ptivity Measurements-Acoustic Meas
urement F'acilitfes. M/.oNUlC RacoRDINO: 
Ring-Type Magnetic·Recording and Re
producing Heads-Front Ga_Back Gap 
-Alternating-Current Magnetic Erase 
Heads - Frequency Response - Experi
mental Resulli. APPENnlX: Octaves
Decibels Volume Units, Dbm lJor1W 
Watts-Dbm lJersw Voltage-Bibliogra
phy-Index. 

-271 pages. 1955 • $10.00 

Order your copy today from 

AUDIO 
P. O. Box 629 Mineola, N. Y. 

(2) Since 11 is below the normal cone 
r esonance, the bass response f r om the 
speaker is extended down to this f re
quency if the port area is small. 
I n p ractice, the design of a vented box 
is a process of trial and error. It is not 
usual for such an enclosure to have a 
duct extending f rom the vent so the 
effective duct length equals the thickness 
of the cabinet material plus end correc
tion. The "tuning" of these enclosures is 
accomplished by varying the area of the 
vent and in many cases facilities for 
doing this are given to the user. Need
less to say, there is no attempt to tune 
these enclosures to a predetermined 
frequency, but rather to tune them until 
they sound right which is after all a 
very commendable ambition. As a gu ide, 
however, as the vent area is decreased 
the lower resonant frequency of the 
system 11 will decrease both in frequency 
and amplitude, whereas the upper reso
nant frequency will increase in ampli
tude. Fig. 12 shows this effect. 

Obviously, it is very much a matter of 

~ 
N 
I 

tJ z 
« 
5:! 
~ 
.... 
is 
Y 
tJ 
is 
> 

1, 2, 3 - Progreuive decreme in port creo 

Fig. 12 . Varying port area affects the 
impedance cu rves for bass-reflex en

closures. 

opin ion which of these is to be pre
ferred, the curve showing the most 
extended bass also has the most promi
nent resonance at 12' It is interesting to 
note that if the vent were closed up 
completely 11 would disappear and we 
should be left with a very prominent 
f , which is of course the characteristic 
we have shown for the closed box. 

(To be continued) 

UNDERSTANDING TRANSISTORS 
(fl'om page 21) 

It is extremely important that the ex
perimenter be aware that these test cir
cuits are for P -N-P junction transistors 
and N -type point-contact transistors, 
that is, the power-supply polarities must 
be as indicated. When making tests with 
j unction transistors of the N-P -N type 
and point-contact transistors of the P 
type, the power-supply polarities must 
be reversed or damage to the transistor 
may result. These diagrams portray the 
circuit arrangement for static measure-

ments of the grounded-base configura
tion. Care should be exercised not to ex
ceed the ratings of the transistor under 
test. 

Since the transistor is a current-op
erated device it is necessary that con
stant-current type of power supplies be 
employed in transistor testing. Also, 
means should be provided fer varying 
the output of the supply voltage. Some 
interesting circuits concerning constant
current supplies are included in this 

I ~ A Lr-----. "--,Ji~\~r [}P :' 
VARIABLE VARIABL,E 
VOLTJl.GE (A) VOLTAGE (B) 

SUPPLY SUPPLY 

TO DETERMINE REQUIRED VOLTAGE 

Where E is the required voltage 
I is the desired current 

E = I(R +mR} 

R is the resistance of the lood device 
m is the desi red rot io of series resistance (Rl) to load resistance (RL) 

mR = the value of the se ri es resistance 

TO DETERMINE MAXIMUM SERIES RESISTANCE FOR USE WITH A GIVEN VOLTAGE 
R, = (E/ I)- RL 

Where E is the available voltage 
I is the desired curre nt 
Rl is the resis tance of the lood de vice 
Rs {or R,} is the maximum permissible se ri es resistance 

TO DETERMINE CURRENT REGULATION % REG. = 100 1/11 
'INhere - , is the difference between the initiol current value ('1) and a final 

current value ('2) resulting from a chonge in lood resistance from 
on initial value (RLI) to 0 finol volue (RL2) 

'I = E/ (R, + RLI} 12 = E/ (R, + RL2} where R, i. the .erie. limit ing 
resistance, and RL ;s the lood resistance 

, ~ON"'N' 
CURRENT 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 3. Two basic constant-current circuits useful for transistor testing. 
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CONSTAN CURRENT 
OUTPUT 

+ 

Fig. 4. Pentode vacuum-tube current regu
lator circuit. 

article through the courtesy of the Aero
vox Research Worker.l 

Figure 3 shows two fundamental con
stant-current circuits. The value of R J 

i~ considerably greater than the load, 
RL (that is, the device is operated with 
constant current). Therefore, Rl is the 
predominant factor in determining the 
magnitude of the current in the circuit. 
Three simple equations for determining 
required voltage, required maximum 
series resistance, and per cent current 
regulation are included with the dia
grams. 

It can be seen that the greater the 
value of Rl with respect to RL the more 
constant the current with large changes 
in RL, and also, as Rl is increased, E 
must also increase in proportion to ob
tain the required current for R L • 

A pentode tube current regulator is 
shown in Pig. 4 which takes advantage 
of the well known constant-plate current 
characteristic of the pentoc1e tube. E 1 

and E2 may, of course, be a . c. line
operated power supplies. 

A VeJ:y interesting constant-current 
supply is given in Fig. 5. The collector 
voltage-current curves of a junction 
transistor are similar to pentode-tubc 
plate curves. Within the operating limits 
of the transistor and for loads from 15 
to 1500 ohms this circuit will provide ex
cellent current regulation. 

The two circuits just discussed are 
given and explained in greater detail in 
the Aerovox Research WO~'ker and the 
transistor experimenter will do well to 
refer to this publication. 

1 The Aerovox Research Worker. Vol. 25. 
No.6. June 1955. 

- El 

CK722 

1000w 
wfrewound 

10.5,+

-IIIIII~ 
R2 0-5 

d.c.rna 
+ 

CONSTANT CURRENT 
au UT 

Fig. 5. Constant-current supply using a 
transistor. 
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... the beginning 

is here ..... . 
Yes . •. . the performance of your hi·fi system begins with 
the pickup. And with Fairchild's brand new 22SA Micradjust 
diamond cartridge the beginning is with superb fidelity. The 
latest model of the famous Fairchild . moving coil cartridge 
has a fistful of improvements: 
Optimum performance 

· .. Micradju st micrometer screw . •. labora
tory adjusted for precision control of damping and 
compliance. 
No turntable attraction 

· .. new magnetic circuit eliminates iron and 
steel turntable attraction . Use 225A with any 
changer or turntable. ~-
Distortion minimized t· 

· .. new coil suspension with symmetric darpp-
ing produces absolutely uniform lateral motib 
which means lowered distortion. 
Corrosion protection 

· . . wires are gold-plated copper-silver alloy. 
Fre quency range extended, perform ance 
improved, effective mass significantly reduced .. ~. -."---
with e limination of front da mping bloc . Response 
is flat to 20,000 cps. 

-Rugged .. . can be used wit all changers. 
Output ... (5mv) sufficient or moderll amplifiers. 

225A-l .O mil for l.P . • 225 -2.5 mil 
225C-3.0 mil for 78 ........ " .... ;-.. -r ... $37.50 

For further information on Fciil"cKUd professional 
arms or other High E'!delity ~ornp nents, write to : 

FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT co. 9th Ave & 154 SI , Whitestone 57, N. Y 

CIRCLE 43 

IF you remember fondly the glorious sound of the Mighty 
Wurlitzer-

IF you still thrill at recordi ng~ of these famous instruments
I F you 're not so young you never heard one-
You'll be glao to «now t6at 

THE THEATRE ORGAN IS COMING BACK! 
Keep abreast of its return to a place of high esteem by reading 

III,T1811 
10URNAL OF THE 

Published Quarterly 
Three Dollars a Year 

Subscriptions entered now 
will start with Vol. I No. I 

Write name and address 
in margin below and re
turn with your check or 
money order to 

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC., 
p. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y. 
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ATTENTION! 

A fortunate purchase enables us to 

make available to you a very limited 

number of back issues of AUDIO and 

AUDIO ENGINEERING at 50¢ each , 

postpaid. 

ISSUES AVAILABLE: 

1953 
D July 

D August 

1954 
D January 

D March 

D April 

D May 

D June 

D July 

D September 

D November 

D December 

D December 

1955 
D January 

D February 

D March 

D May 

D June 

D July 

D August 

D November 

D December 

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER, 

, NO OTHERS ACCEPTED, 

NO DEALERS OR AGENTS. 

REFUNDED I F SOLD OUT. 

Just check copies wanted, enclose remit

tance in full and mail TODAY! 

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC. 
P. O. Box 629-T 

Mineola, New York 
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TONE CONTROL CIRCUIT 
([1'om page 20) 

tirely poosible to build a circuit glvmg 
the same curves as the original Baxan
dall circuit. In Fig. 4 is shown a circuit 
with four controls so that the turnover 
frequencies and the slopes of the bass 
and treble can all be varied nearly inde
pendently. The switches with the capaci
tors select the turnover frequencies de
termine boost or droop, The continuously 
variable resistors vary the slopes of the 
tone control curves with only negligible 
changes of the turnover frequency. 

How to design a tone control circuit 
with any arbitrary set of frequency 
curves will be shown in the following 
paragraphs. If it is desil'ed to precede 
the tone control with a circuit whose 
output is greater than 16,000 ohms, in 
the case of the switch type tone control 
it is possible to design a tone control 
that will give the desired response for 
some particular driving impeda,nce. 

To show how the tone control fre
quency responses can be easily calcu
lated, the equivalent circuit for ba::.s 
boost is shown in Fig. 6, leaving out 
those circuit elements which do not 
affect the bass response. (0 IJ 02J RSJ and 
Rs in Fig . 3 are just for coupling the 
tone-control network into the circuit and 
do not affect the operation of tbe bass 
or treble controls.) Then 

G
. I Zll , 

/lII,n= I z.1 = 

Rl + 1 

I 
1 I 

R. + jooc 
Rl+R! 

1+ .. OR R JOO 1. 
1 

1+. OR Joo • 
From this we can immediately see that 
the upper turnover frequency is 

I _J.. Rj +R. 
1- 2rc ORIR. 

and that the lower turnover frequen'cy is 

1 1 
1.= 2rc OR

I
' 

The general form of the response is 
sketched out in Fig. 8 (A). The gain 
above the upper turnover f r equency is 
asymptotic to unity. Between the two 
turnover frequencies the gain is asymp
totic to a line with a slope of 6 db per 
octave or 

G . _11 
atnUSymptotic -7 

at frequency I . Below the lower fre
quency the gain is asymptotic to a fixed 
value II/I. or 

11 
GainasumptotiC = 8 = 

I. 
Rl +R. 

2rcOR1R. Rl + R. 
I -n;-

2rcOR. 

In the equivalent bass-boost network 

(Fig. 6) there are three component val
ues Rv R' J and O. Rl is given as 470,000 
ohms, and the other two are unknown. 
These two can be determined by select
ing values for two of the parameters for 
the bass-boost response curve. The author 
finds it most convenient to use the upper 
tUl'llover frequency 11 and 8 J which he 
calls the shape factor. Then solving the 
above equations for R . and 0 gives 

Rl +R2 
R. = (8-1) RlJ and 0=2 I R R . 

1t 1 1 :!. 

A set of universal response curves for 
various values of 8 is SHown in Fig. 9. 
In the process of synthesizing a tone COll
trol curve, first choose a value of 8 to give 
the desired shape for the curve, giving a 
value for R •. Then pick the desired turn
over frequency Iv giving a value for O. 
A useful auxiliary relationship is that 
the; maximum boost in db for a given 
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(D) TREBLE DROOP 

Fig. 8. Generalized curves for the equal
izer frequency responses. 
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Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit for bass boost. 

value of 8 equals 20 lOg10 8. Bass droop 
can be obtained using the same circuit by 
merely interchanging the input and plate 
connections, so the same relationships 
can be used for synthesis of the bass
droop curves. The general form of the 
response is sketched out in Fig. 8(B). 

The treble boost can be calculated in 
an entirely analogous manner. The 
equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 7. 
Proceeding as before, 

G . _I Z~ I I R1 I 
am-~= 1 

------1 
1 1 
R1 +---1- 1 

R s +-'
Jmc 

11 + j mC(R1 + R s) I 
. 11 + jmcR s I 

Hence the lower turnover frequency is 

1 1 
11 = 2n: C(R1 +Rs) , 

the upper turnover frequency is 

1 1 
12=2n: CRs' 

the gain below the lower turnover fre
quency is asymptotic to unity, and the 
shape factor is 

8=/2 = 2n:C(R1+Rs) = R1+Rs . 
11 21tCRs Rs 

This shape factor is the same as the one 
used for the bass, and the curves in Fig. 
9 can be used. The equations for deter
mining R s and C are then 

R1 1 
R s = 8-1' and C= 21tf(R

1
+R£)· · 

The equivalent circuit for treble droop is 
the same for treble boost except that the 
input and plate connections are inter
changed, so the same equations can be 
used. The general form of the treble 

~ 
~ t:::::= t--

'" ~ I" t--

~ 
~ 

Fig. 7. Equivalent circuit for treble boost. 

curves for boost and droop are shown in 
(C) and (D) of Fig. 8. 
If the output impedance Ro of the 

stage preceding the tone control circuit 
is not negligible, then 

Gain - I Zf I _ (--.!L) 
-I Z1 1- Rl + R 2 

1 + jm G (R 1 + R s) I 
. ( R1R O ) 

1 + JmG Rs + R1 + Ro 

for the case of treble boost. From this it 
can be shown that 

R1 ( 8R1RO) 
RS=8_1 l- R1 + Ro ,and C= 

. 1 

2n:f(R1 + R s) . 

Similarly for the case of bass droop 

. I Z t l ( R 1 ) 
Ga~n=~= R1+Ro 

R1 + Ro+Rf 
1 + jmGR! (R1 + Ro) 

1 
1 + ~C 

Jm 2 

R ! = (8 -1) (R1 + Ro), and 
C- R1+Ro+Rf 

- 2n:11R! (R1 + Ro) 

Ro does not affect the frequency response 
of the treble droop or bass boost, but it 
does reduce the over-all gain by a con
stant amount R1/R1 + Ro as it does in 
the other two cases. 

The method described for determining 
the frequency response of the tone con
trol is really quite general and can be 
applied to the design of other types of 
tone controls and equalizers. Although 
the exact equations may be different, 
the universal response curves in Fig. 9 
are always the same, provided only 
equalization networks with a single effec
tive reactance element are used. 

-0 

1.4 
- ;t4 

2.8 
- ,!8 

- ;t12 
Fig. 9. These uni-

s .• - ,!16 versal frequency 
curves are used in 

t--
11.2 

-!20 conjunction with the ,. - ±24 material in t he text 

'" t-- f-- 20 .8 - !28 
to calculate varia-

I I ~ 
t>.t--,f--

tions the basic on 
circuitry. 41, 2'1 ') if I if I i:'1 -iofl ~fl 
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- ,!36 
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Hi ••• Mr. Hi Fi 

This is It ••• 

The BRADFORD 
Perfect BAFFLE* 

Radically new idea in loudspeaker en. 
closures. Not a bass reflex or folded horn. 

The primary purpose of a loudspeaker enclos
ure is to prevent destructive sound cancellation 
that take. place at low frequencies, when the 
front and rear waves, emanatlDg from both lide. 
of the speaker cone, merge. 

It is obvious that no rear waves can escalM' 
through a totally enclosed cabinet, and it would 
be the perfect bame, except for one reason. The 
air pressure within the cabinet acts as a cushion 
UPOD. aDd therefore restricts. cone movement. 
This causes loss of life and color. 

The BRADFORD Perfect BAFFLE is totally 
enclosed, yet It relieves cone pressure by an 
Ingenious device that operates in unison with 
cone movement. 

Sine. 'hu tJction conforms to dn ultimtd~ 
fn,nti/ie principl. the BRADFORD P,r,.eI 
BAFFLE II thl on'1[. .nclosure that can rive "ou 
the utmost in soun reproduction. 

And that, specifically, is ••. 
ALL THE BASS, full, rich, clean baSI, clearly 
distinguishing each contributing instrument, 
down to the lowest speaker frequency. 

NO BOOM. Absolutely no boom. Boom, or 
"one note" bass, is not high fidelity. 

NO FALSE PEAKS. Does not "augment" bass by 
f.lse peaks that are really distortions. 

ANY SPEAKER. Accommodates any speaker ..• 
aDy size, weight. shape or make. 

NO TUN INC. No port tuning or speaker match
ing. 
ANY POSITION. Operates in any room position. 

NO RESONANCES. No false cabinet or air ""0-
Dances. 

COMPACT. Sizes: for 8" & 10" speakers, 12"" 
12"j 12" , 14" x 14'" 15", 17" X 17". Prices: 
finhhed $39.50J $59.50, $69.50 respectively. Un
finished birch '1>34.50, $49.50 and $59.50. 

REAL HARDWOODS. In all popular finisbes ... 
mabogany, blond, ebony, walnut. 

INCOMPARABLE CONSTRUCTION. Hand 
made, hand finished ••• by master craftsmen. 
All walls ~" thick. 

CUARANTEED. Unconditionally guaranteed to 
out-perform any other enclosure DOW available 
regardless of size, weight or price. 

If you want the very best speaker en
closure and will not be misled as to real 
performance by deceptive size or price, 
see your audio dealer at once. A demon
stration will convince you. Or write for 
literature. 

BRADFORD 

'P~ BAFFLE 
BRADFORD & COMPANY 

27 E. 38th St. NEW YORI5 16, N. Y. 
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t~e Mississippi 

wri te for l iterature 
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44,15 Vernon. Blvd. , bong Is land City I , N, Y. 
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Circle 46A 

IF YOU ARE MOVINC 
Please notify our Circulation Department 
at least 5 weeks in advance. The Post 
Office does not forwa rd magazines sent 
to wrong destinations unless yo.u pay ad
ditional postage, and we can NOT dupli
cate copies sent to you once. To save 
yourself, us, and t he Post Office a head
ache, won 't you please cooperate? When 
notifying us, please give your old address 
and your new address. 

Circulat ion De partment 
RADIO MACAZINES, INC. 

P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y. 

AUDIOCLINIC 
(from page 24) 

vacuum or rarefied region of air. This vac
uum is far from perfect, so that its effects 
sneak around to the front, tending to re
duce the pressure in front of the cone, anu 
the pressure in front of the cone seeks to 
balance the decreased pressure behind it. 
This partial cancellation of pressures re
sults in the reduction of the acoustical 
output from the speaker; in other words, 
th'e system is not efficient. This inefficiency 
might be tolerable except for an additional 
factor: the red uction is not unifol'm with 
fl'equency. The highs are affected far less 
than the lows; the exact result depends 011 
the size of the speaker and how fiat it is 
electro-mechanically. For the shorter wave
lengths (highs), the al'ea of the cone i tself 
is large enough to prevent too serious an 
amount of cancellation. As the wavelength 
increases to the point where it· becomes 
larger than the diameter of t he cone, it can 
be seen t hat the ability to sneak around i s 
illereased. 

The baflle is a means of preventing that 
kind of cancellation from resulting, either 
by elimination of the back or front wave 
altogether, or by reintroduction of i t in a 
different phase relationship, such that it 
will reinforce rather tlian cancel its op
posite. The infinite baffle is designed to 
eliminate the backwave. It is nothing more 
than a tightly closed box with a single 
opening, that of the front of the speaker. 
The inside of the box is filled with some 
type of sound absorbing material, such as 
finely-spun glass. Thus, the backwave is 
transmitted directly into this material and 
cannot be radiated by vibration of the 
cabinet or in any other way. Of course it 
must be realized that this system, like all 
others, is not 100 per cent efficient. Other 
precautions must be taken to eliminate 
cabinet vibration, such as using wood at 
least %, in. thick, with internal bracing 
where panel areas are la rge. The shape of 
such a box is not too critical; the. volume 
should be at least six to eight cubic feet 
for good results, with larger volumes work
ing still better. With smaller volumes, con
siderable air pressure is built up within the 
box behind the cone, reducing the over-all 
efficiency and increasing cone resonant fre
quency, leading to a reduction of low-fre
quency response. We have found, however, 
that such a cabinet with a volume as small 
as 4 cubic feet can give surprisingly good 
performance. 

TELEFUNKEN 
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I N 0 I S PUT A B L Y . .. 
tbe world's b,est 

microphones Ask abo ut the 
new eM,51 
s ho wn h e r . 
(only 4 '12" 
high), a nd the 
famous U47M---1Itrr. 
Write for com- T 
plete detoil~ 

Sol. U.s. Importe .. 

AMERICAN I Dept. A 'E 7' Park Ave. 
UTE, INc:. New Yark 10, N. Y. 

Circle 4 6B 

'---CLASSIFIED -
Ralos: 10¢ per word per Inserllon for noncomm.nl.1 
advertisements : 25. per word for commercial 14.,,
IIsements. Ratos are nel, and no dls.o.nb will .. 
allowed. Copy musl be . accompanled ~y nmlttan .. I. 
full, and musl reach Ihe New York ollie. ~y t he 
ft rsl of Ih. monlh preceding Ihe dale of I ..... 

THE AUDIO EXCHANGE has the largest 
selection of new and fully guaranteed used 
equipment. Catalog of used 'equipment on re
quest. Audio Excbange, Dept; AE, 159-19 Hill
side Ave" Jamaica 32, N. y , AXtel 7-7577; 367 
Mamaroneck Ave. White Plains, N. Y. WH 
8-3380. 
AUDIO EXCHANGE EXCHANGES AUDIO 

HIGH-FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED 
Amprite Speaker Service 

70 Vesey St., New York 7, N. Y. BA 7-2580 

6-Element BROAD-BAl'.TD FM ANTENNAS. 
All seamless aluminum. $10.95 ppd. Wbole
sale Supply Co., Lunenburg 10, Mass. 

DISC RECORDINGS from your tape. Finest 
professional equipment. Audiosonic Associates. 
558 Grant Ave., San Francisco, California. 

RECORDED TAPE MUSIC, recording tape, 
accessories, discounts. Efsco Sales, 270-N Con
cord Avenue, West Hempstead, N. Y. 

FOR SALE : Presto 101,2" Reel Extensions 
for tbe R-1 or 900-R1 tape units, $35; new, 
never used. 2 new Daven Attenuator Pads 
LA-350-D (200 ohms) $12.50; Amperite R-
80-L, 200-obm ribbon micropbone and cable, 
$30. Ernie Garrison, 534 Granby St., Lake
land, Fla. 

FOR SALE: Lincoln three-speed automatic 
record cbanger witb GE diamond stylus. $150. 
J. M. Edelman, M. D., Commerce Bldg., Baton 
Rouge, La. 

SELL NYC only: Fisher 50C preamp
equalizer, $50; Miller bi-fi AM tuner $25; 
Pickering HOD diamond cartridge, $15; RCA 
Voltobmyst #195A, $25. All used but perfect 
condition. Tannenbaum, 160 Bennett Ave., 
New Yorl, 40, N. Y. TO 7-1698. 

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING SERVICE: 
Tapes made, copied, masters cut, processed, 
pressings made--sbort runs our specialty
all AMPEX 300's, Telefunken and '.A.ltec, 
Hydrofeed Lathes, monofusion presses,. Com
ponents Corporation, 106 Main St., Denville, 
N. J. Pbone: ROckaway 9-0290. 

FOR SALE: RCA Tbeatre Speal,er system 
consisting of 15" woofer in large folded born, 
buge multicellular born, H.F. driver unit, 
300-cps network, $275. Also double woofers 
in folded born 3' x 7' moutb, $150. Too large 
for average borne unless you are the dominant 
personality. Will consider swap for test 
equipment. Saul White, 3746 Boston Road, 
Bronx, N.Y. Phone TUlip 2-8099. 

WANT A VERY LOW RESONANCE 
SPEAKER? 

Ask ,your dealer to demoBstrate the Racon 
fioating cone, foam suspension loudspeaker. 
Or write for literature and prices. Racon 
Electric Co. 1261 Broadway, New York I, 
N.Y. 

DUPLICATES made from your tapes or 
discs. Copies, masters, pressings. Originals, 
using ·Aml!Cx and Telefunl,en equipment of 
highest fidelity. Submit your requirements 
for complete prices. White Sound Recording 
Service, 2123 Kenmore Ave., Bethlehem, Pa. 
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PROFESSIONAL 
DIRE(;TOBY 

Circle 47C 

HIGH·FIDELITY HOUSE 
Most complete stock of Audio 

components in the West 

Phone : RYan 1-8171 
536 S. Fair Oaks. Pasadena 1. Cali!. 

Circle 47E 

CANADA 
High Fidelity Equipment 

Complete Ltnee • Complete Berne. 
Hl-Jr1 ltecord8 - ComPODIIDU 

and AcceSioilM 

GLECTRO",UOICE 
SOUND SYSTEMS 

WI DUNDAS ST. WEST. TORONTO, CANA04. 

Circle 47F 

ATOMIC JEWEL RADIOACTIVE 
STATIC ELIMINATOR 

• Reduces Record Wear 
• Reduces Needle Wepr 
• Improves Fidelity 

At Your Dealer 

ROBINS INDUSTRIES CORP . Boy,ide 61, N. Y. 

Circle 47C 

Everything in H 1- F I Sound Equipment 

FEATURING 
WORLD'S FINEST 

-j-::...::= ____ -t-TAPE RECORDER 

SANTA MONICA SOUND 
GRan ite 8·2834 

12436 Santa Monic. Blvd .. West Los Angolo. 25. Calif. 

Circle 47H 

KLeeNeeDLE 
KleeNeeOLE automatically keeps 
record changer needles clean . 
It is designed to remove the 
familiar "dust-blob" from under 
the needle point. At Your 

Dealer 

Circle 47K 
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J~ /Vatu ... 
Annual NAMM T rade Show. The great

est testimonial yet accorded the g rowth 
of H ig h Fidelity in the m u sic industry 
was evidenced in the a nnua l convention 
a nd trade s how of t he National Associa
tion of Music Mer chants w hich took p lace 
in New York J u ly 23 to 26. Manufacturers 
and visiting buyers a like were taken 
aback by the way Hi-F i li terally r an 
away with t h e show. No other single ele
ment of the show even remotely ap
proached Hi-Fi in stimulating bu yer in
terest. Held partly in t h e New YOl'k 
T r ade Show Building, the NAMM cla m 
bake affo rded many manu factu r ers of 
a u dio eq uipment their first look-see at 
the exhibition facilities which w ill be 
used for t he New York High FideUty 
Show sponsored by the Institute of High 
FideUty Manufacturers, scheduled to be
gin September 27. Wide halls, acou s 
tically treated walls a n d ceilings, a nd 
a ir conditioning a dd u p to only one con
clusion-if there is an ideal spot in the 
en tire country for an a udio show, the 
NYT SB is i t. 

A u dio par ticipants at the NAMM show 
are to be accor ded a congratulatory note 
for their good taste in holding the sound 
level of the';r exhibits w ithin enjoyable 
limits. It is to be hoped tha t this same 
sense of reason will prevail a t a ll f uture 
a udio s h ows, w he r ever t hey may occur 
a nd no matter under w h ose sponsorsh ip. 

EIGHT NEW IHFM MEMBERS. Seven 
new general members and on e associate 
member have joined the Institute of High 
Fidelity Manufa cturers within recent 
weeks, according to George Silber, presi
dent. The seven general members are: 
Sherwood Electronic La.boratories, Inc., 
Chicago, I ll.; North American Philips Co., 
Inc., New York City ; Nesha.lniny Elec
tronic Corp., N eshaminy, Penn.; Brociner 
Electr onics Corp., New Yor k City; Acou s
tic Research, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.; Er
cona Corp., New York City, and Jensen 
Manufa cturing Company, Chicago, Ill. 
A-V Tape Libra ries, Inc., New Yor k City, 
is the new associate member. Member
ship of the Ins t itute now totals ij8-:-

OLYMPIC BUYS PRESTO. Presto R e
cording Corporation, Paramu s, N. J .. has 
been p urchased by Olympic Radio & Tele
visi on, Inc., New York. Earlier this year 
Olympic acquired the Da vid Boge·n Com~ 
pany. Under the new arran gement, Bogen 
wi ll t r a nsfer par t of its m a nufac tu r ing 
activities to a n 80,OOO-sq.-ft. p la nt a d 
joining the Presto factory. Present Bogen 
facilities in New York w ill be retain ed. 
Presto will continue' as a separate m anu
facturing entity b u t a s a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Olympic. 

Cllfford P. Shearer has joined Rek-O
K u t Company in the newly-created post 
of Director of Advertising a nd Sa les 
Promotion. George Silber, Rek-O-Kut 
prexy, announces t hat the appointment 
is the first in a series of projected p lans 
for company e.xpansion . . . Jocund E d 
Cornfield has set u p his own factory rep
r esentative firm to cover metropolit an 
New York and Northern New J ersey; his 
first account is Magnecord, Inc. , Chicago 
tape r ecorder manu facturer .. . Theodor e 
(Skip) Weshner, who former ly sold hi-fi 
equ ipment from behind a counter , is now 
operating from the bu siness end of a 
microphon e-his nightly hi-fi program on 
New York's Station WBAI has b u ilt up 
one of the cou nty's largest FM a u diences 
. . . London England has joine.d the in
dustrial sales staff of Gat es Radio Com
pany to cover Houston and East Texas 
.. . The Distributor Sales Group of the 
West Coast E lectronic Manufactu rers 
Association · has e lected L. W. Howard, 
pres ident of T riad T ra nsformer Corp., as 
chairman for the next year ... G. L. Car
rington, president, annou nces t hat the 
n ame of Altec Service Corpor ation has 
been changed to A ltec Companies, Inc. 

ffAJ!fQ 
IIntennll s'lstems 

High gain Broadband Yagl for max. sensitivity to both 
72 and 300 ohm Input. Designed for Irlnge FM. 

APPARATUS .DEVELOPMENT CO. 
Dept. C Wethersfield 9, Connecticut 

Circle 47L 

Mirotwin Variable Reluctonce Magnetic Car .. 
tridge features unusual wide-range response 
and sensitivity ... Faithfully and minutely 
brings out the rich, full tones of today ' s 
recordings! 

LOADE~ WITH HI FI FEATURES • •• 

AT YOUR DEALER NOW! 

MST·2A - MIRATWIN Turnover 
Cartridge with two Sapphire Styli 

MST·2D - MIRATWIN Turnover 
Cartridge with Diamond Stylus 
lor Microgroove agd Sapph ire 
Stylus lor Standard ... .. ....... .... .... . 

ONLY 
$22.50 

ONLY 
$45.00 

AUDIOGERSH CORPORATION 
514 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y .• WOrih 6·0800 
In Canado: Atlas Radio Corp .• Ltd.· Toronlo, Canada 

Circle 47A 

the • 

MagnIficent 
k~""d~"aph 

The world's linest 

Model 3A/N 
(portable) 

with built in 
speaker. 

3%,-71h ips 
$379.50 

hi-Ii tape recorder 
The ultimate in high-fidelity tape 

recorders fo r home and professional use. 
Dual-speed, dual-track FERRO GRAPH 
r e'corders are also available in custom 

models (tape decks available, 
from $195.) and with 7 'h 

and 15 ips speeds. Independent field 
performance tests rate F r equency 

Response at ± 2 db between 50 and 
10,000 cycles with wow and flutter 

less than 0.2% at 7 'h ips. 
QualitiJ ~ tandards have r es t7'icted our 

pl'oduction and unforseen demand may delay 
delivery, write TODAY for literature. 

IERCONA CORfJORAr.ON 
(Electronic Division) 

551 Fifth Ave., Dept: .A:iJ, New York 17, N;-Y. 
In Canada: Astral Electric Co. Ltd. 

44 Danforth Road, Toronto 19 
Circle 47B 
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signature speakers 

precision loudspeakers 

and enclosures 

for the world's 

finest sound systems 

"JBL" means James B. lansing Sound, Inc. 

CIRCLE 48A 

This leading 100-page book shows you how 
to select a Hi-Fi music system at lowest 
cost. Tells you what to look for in each 
unit; shows many handsome, prac tical in
stallation ideas. Offers you the world's 
largest selection of complete systems and 
individual units from which to make your 
money-saving choice. To understand Hi
Fi, to own the best for less , you' ll want 
this invaluable catalog. It's FREE-write 
for your copy today. 

I 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III . : 

I 0 Send FREE High Fidelity Catalog I 
• I 
I Name • 

: Address : 

I City ______ Zone __ ·_' State ____ I 

~... --.--.. -..... --~ 
CIRCLE 48B 
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ADVERTISING 

IN 0 E X 

• 
Allied Radio Corp ..... . •...... . .•.• . 48 
Altec Lansing Corporation ••.•.•••.•. • 7 
American EI ite, Inc . .. ... • • • •.. .. •.•• 46 
Apparatus Development Company . . ..•. 47 
Audak Co .......•........••.•....•. 32 
Audiogersh Corporation 47 

Be lden Mfg. Co. .......•..... .. . .. .. 9 
Bell Te lephone Laboratories ...••.. ... . 14 
Bogen, David Company, Inc ..... •... .. 25 
Bozak, R. T. Sa les Co. •.•...........•• 4 
Bradford & Company ••..•. • .••...•.. 45 
British Industries Corporation .• facing p. 1 

Classif ied Advertisements ..•.. .••..•• 46 
Collaro Record Changers ••.........•. 27 
Concert Hall Society • . ••....••..•..• 31 

Electro-Sonic Laboratories, Inc •• ..... . . 39 
Electro-Voice, Inc .•• ... .. .... .. Cover 4 
Electro-Voice Sound Systems ••. •....•. 47 
Elgin National Watch Company .••...• 8 
Ercona Corporation •. .. ..• • ••.•.•• ... 47 

Fairchild Recording Equipment Co ..••. 43 

Grampian ReprodUcers Ltd. . .•. .•.. .. 40 

Heath Co . ... • ............. . .. ..• .. 37 
High Fide lity House .•.•••.•••••• •. •• 47 
Hollywood Electronics .. .. • •••••..•.. 47 
Hughes Research and Development 

Laboratories ... . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . 6 

Institute of High Fideltty Manufacturers, 
Inc . ...• ... ••••. .. ...•.•••..•... 2 

Kierulff Sound Corporation . • • . ... ... • 47 

Lansing, James B. Sound, Inc . . ........ 48 
Leonard Radio, Inc. . ........•. • . .... 41 

Magnecord, Inc. · .. . ................. 6 
Marantz Company .... . ... . ........• 46 
Mullard Overseas Ltd . ... . .•...•...•.• 5 
Mcintosh Laboratory, Inc .••.•....•.. . 35 

North American Philips Co., Inc. 38 

Ortho-Sonic Instruments, Inc ... ....... 48 

Picker ing & Company, Inc. ..........• 13 
Pilot Radio Corp. . • ....•.•••••.•• ... 29 
Prest o Recording Corporation ...•.• •••• 11 
Professional Directory . .. . ... .•.•..•. 47 

Rauland-Borg Corporation . •.•.•••..••• 33 
Rek-O-Kut Company . . .... .• ..... Cover 3 
Rider, John F., Publisher, Inc. . .. ..• .. 48 

Santa Monica Sound .....• .. •.•• •.••. 47 
Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc. • . 1 
Sonotone Corporat ion •• •.••..... Cover 2 

Triad Transformer Corp. . .. ..••...... 34 

University Loudspeakers, Inc. ...•..•.• 10 

VITAL ENGINEERING 
PRINCIPLE SOLVED! 

Tracking error completel:r eliminated 

FLAWLESS REPRODUCTION attained. 
Stylus moves in straight line from edge to 
center as in original recording. 
INSPIR~D DESIGN: Increases record life 
• • • fits smallest cabinet • • • plays all 
size records . . . no scratching possible 
.•. aU popular cartridges fit. 
NEVER BEFORE in the history of Hi-Fi de
velopment has the introduction of a 
single component created such wide in
terest, laboratory and editorial endorse
ment. 
Get ORTHO-SONIC V/4 with its 10 incom
parable features. ONLY $44.50 

At Better Hi-Fi Dealers Everywhere 
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE 

ORTHO-SONIC INSTRUMENTS , Inc . 
66 8 Mech a n ic Street, New Rochelle , N. Y 

CIRCLE 48C 

~::!U 
, ~:~- " For HI·FI and JiiiII ......... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiI 
TAPE RECORDER FANS! 
HOW TO SELECT & USE YOUR TAPE RECORDER 
by David Mark 
Written for the user of ma$netic tape re
corders-and to serve as a guIde in selectin~ 
a machine that most suitably meets his or her 
individual requirements. For all those who 
have little or no formal training in the science 
of electronics. 
It's a book which "shows you how" ! llIustrates 
actual "set-ups" for the many different appli ... 
cations of tape recorders •. • Read this book 
before you buy a tape recorder •.• It wiU 
save you many dollars! NO OTHER BOOK 
LIKE IT! 
No. 179. 150 pages 5% x 8 % In. 152 illus. Soft 
cover ........... ....... ....... . •... $2.95 

HI -F I LOUDSPEAKERS and ENCLOSURES 
by Abraham B. Cohen 
THE "CLASSIC" IN HI-FI LITERATURE ! 
Here is a long-needed book. Every question 
which any hi-fi fan may ask about hi-fidelity 
loudspeakers and enclosures is answered. 
This book is supremely authoritative and bri!
Hantly written! The author is a recognized au
thority-musician-an engineer. 
Room acoustics are explained and advice is 
given . . . A MUST book for all hi-Ii and 
audio enthusiasts and technicians. 
No. 176. 360 pages, 5% x 8% In. Leather finish 
MARCO cover. Hundreds of illustrations. Only $4.60 
No. 176-H. Cloth Bound ... . . . ...... Only $5.50 

RIDER BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE AT ELECTRONIC 
PARTS DISTRIBUTORS AND IN TECHNICAL BOOK 
STORES. IF UN ltVAILABLE THERE, ORDER DIRECT. 

J Oli N F. RIDE H Publisher, Inc. 
480 Canal Stree t, New York 13. N. Y. 

In C.lnada : 
eh.lrks w . POInton , Ltd . 
6 AlCina Avenue, Toronto, Ontari o 
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how good it will sound-

how good it will look ... in your hom'e: 

RONDINESERIES TURNTABLE and TURNTA,BLE ARM 

• • 

Here .-' in a single unit .......,. is tbe finest 
equipment ever designeCl for quality 
record reproduction. Tl:1ere can be no 

~~~!~:;~~t-;~~~~~~~:¥ ~~~r ~;~~, 
. As yOU set the speed of the turntable. ~ 
as .ypu lift the arm from its rest and 
place ,the stylus on the recprd - you'll 
have tbe feeling 'of smoo.th precision -
quiet, efficient performance. And when 
the first sound issues from your high 
fidelity system, you'll have the proof -

absolute, uncontroversial proof. For ypu 
will di!t'ect a new quality-a new clean· 
ness ' . . . without rumble' to mar tbe 
silent .,!?i\uses, and witb no 4ucruating 
pitch Hue to·wow and Butter.-It will be 
as if you had actually replaced your 
other components - so marked will be 

• the improvement. 

And when you sir back to enjoy the per· 
formance, there will be tbat moment 
when your glance will take in your 
Rondine turntable and tbe arm .resting 

See your high fidelity dealer, or write 

' in ondine ba~\:, Surely( ;the tbougbl 
will . oss your mind ... "How good it ' 
sounds - how g60d it looks ... in my 
home". 

BASE for Rondine Deluxe and Rondine . 
Il!> Turnt;!;ples ... " ..... ,.Ci:!, . •• " •• ""! ......... : ........... ~ .............. $ 26.9 5;~, 

i:~olce of either American Walnut or 
Natural Korina 

Dimensions: 16V2" W x 17" D x 6" H. 

Rondine Deluxe Turntable.............. ... $129.95 
Rondine Turntable..................... .. 79.95 
Turntable Arm Model 120 ~ 
as illustrated-less cartridge ......... :......... 26.95 

S,lightly higher //Vest o.f .Rockies 

R E K - a - K UTe 0 MP ANY 38·01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
EXPORT: Morhan Exporting ~ Corp., 458 Broadway, N ew York 13, N . Y . CA~AOA! _Atlas Rudio Corp .• E'Q..-'V;:ihgo ld Avenue, Toronto 10. Ontario 
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t'LANt\) 

NOW· 

2 SIZES 
cover 

every need 

CDP. 
COMPOUND 

DI FFRACTION 
-PROJECTOR* 

1#0 DEAD SPOTS NO HOT SPOTS -
Coverage is clear, penetrating, uniform, OFF AXIS and ON AXIS -
COAXIAl. WIDE-RANGE DESIGN 

Two coaxially mounted diffraction horns work 
from opposite sides of a single diaphragm. 
Each horn is designed for optimum reproduc
tion within its own range. 

PHENOMENAL POLAR PATTERN 
Smooth, peak·free, wide·range re- . 
sponse with over 1200 sound dis
tribution at all frequencies up to 
10,000 cps. 

OPTICAL SLIT DIFFRACTION PRINCIPLE 
Uses acoustic application of optical slit dif
fraction for perfected smooth, uniform sound 
dispersion over entire listening area, virtually 
independent of frequency. No pin-pointing effect. 
Unit may be mounted horizontally or vertical
ly to vary polar pattern for desired dispersion. 

TOUGH-PRACTICALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE 
Molded of fiberglass for improved acoustic 
properties and extra strength. Weatherproof, 
blast·proof, splash·proof. 

Model 847 CDP. 12 wa tts. 16 ohms. Re· 
sponse 250 to 10,000 cps. RETMA se nsi· 
tiv ity rati ng 5 db, Crossover at 1500 
cps. Size 7% n,. , wide, 11 % in. high, 
10¥" in. d eep over' al l. In c lud es mount· 
ing bracket. Net wt. 6 '/2 Ibs. 

List , $46.33 Net, $27 .80 

Model 848 CDP. 2,5 watts. 16 ohms, Re·, 
spon se 175 to 10,000 cps. Crossover at 
1000 cps. Sens iti vi ty rat in g 52 db. Size 
lO V2 in. w ide, 20 V2 in . high , 20 in. deep 
over·al l. In clud es m ou ntin g bracke t. Net 
wt, 12 Ibs, . 

Li st. $75 ,00 ' Net, $45.00 

Success of the CDP is in the record of public address installations. 
Now in addition to the "848;' E-V brings you the new, smaller, 
lower-cost "847:' Both now make it easy to take advantage of superior. - . . 
CDP wide-range performance for the smallest paging job as well . '~'.- " 
as the largest stadium application, indoors and outdoors. Unique ' 
coaxial design, with its two specialized horn sections, provides 
smooth, extended high-frequency response and unusual low-frequency 
balance. Diffraction prmciple gives smooth, wide, uniform dispersion, 
without any cellular pin-pointing effect. Low distortion and high 
articulation improve speech intelligibility. Musicasting is full-bodied 
and clean. High efficiency and sensitivity provide superior coverage 
of the listening area with fewer units and at far less ,cost. There's 
no. wasted power. Compare the CDP with any other unit in the 
environment in which it actually will be used-and hear the difference. 

·Pat. 0169, 904 and Pat. Pend. 

Ask for a 

demonstration or 
get full facts, • 

Send for COP 
Bulletin No, 227 A 68 

For broadcast quality in public address, 
'use E-V 664 cardioid dynamic microphone. 

No Finer Choice than 

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC .• BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN 
Export : 13 East 40th Stree t. New York 16, U .S,A. CABLES: A RLAB 
High·Fidelity Speaker systems. Microphon es, Amplifiers, tun ers. phono ·cartridges 
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